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Abstract
Simulation-based engineering design and optimization are premised upon the accurate pre-
diction of performance metrics such as flowrate, heat flux, and drag and lift forces. These
metrics, which we will term "outputs," are functionals of the underlying field variables,
such as velocity, temperature and pressure. We consider here the situation in which these
functionals are linear, which includes many cases of practical interest.
There are two main problems that limit the use of simulations in engineering design:
first, each appeal to the simulation is very expensive, which hinders interactivity in design;
and second, evaluation of the reliability of the outputs is often unavailable, which precludes
confident use of simulations in design. In this thesis we address these drawbacks in a new
procedure focused on increasing the speed and reliability of simulation-based engineering
design. The method exploits a fast "H-discretization" to compute bounds to the outputs
that would have been obtained on a very fine mesh termed the "truth" mesh. These bounds
inexpensively provide the desired assurance about the numerical error in the output.
The method is based upon the construction of an augmented Lagrangian, in which
the objective is a quadratic "energy" reformulation of the desired output, and the con-
straints are the finite element equilibrium equations and the intersubdomain continuity
requirements. Rigorous bounds are then obtained by application of quadratic-linear dual-
ity theory, in which the candidate Lagrange multipliers are obtained from the inexpensive
H-discretization. The only computations required on the "truth" mesh are subdomain-
decoupled symmetric local Neumann problems, which are very inexpensive to invert.
This technique is illustrated for the convection-diffusion equation both in one and two
space dimensions. Outputs such as the flux, the pointwise value, and the average over a
region are considered. Extension to the incompressible Stokes equations is then presented;
for this problem, bounds for the lift force on an immersed body are calculated. The results
indicate that this technique offers rigorous, quantitative, inexpensive, and relatively sharp
bounds for "truth"-mesh engineering outputs, and thus provides for a fast and reliable
design framework. Limitations and future work are briefly described.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Motivation
A large variety of engineering and natural science applications, including fluid dynamics,
thermodynamics and continuum mechanics, have benefited from numerical simulations.
Over the past two decades, this field has evolved continuously, and has now reached a
point where results are reasonably reliable for a wide range of conditions. It is important
to understand that numerical simulations are not yet adequate to solve all problems and
many improvements remain to be addressed. However, for an increasing number of prob-
lems, numerical simulations offer a relatively fast, flexible and inexpensive alternative to
experiments.
As a result, computer simulations are becoming increasingly important as tools for engi-
neering design and optimization, and much effort is spent to incorporate this technology in
design. A design effort typically consists of exploring an input-output relationship between
design variables and performance requirements (e.g., an objective function). In general,
for one set of design variables, a numerical deterministic simulation obtains only one value
of the objective function. This function serves to find the design variables that achieve a
target performance; more commonly described as solving an optimization problem. It is
important to understand that, in this context, the end goal of the numerical simulation is
not the simulation but rather, to provide some quantitative information about some aspect
of the simulation (termed outputs).
To fix ideas, drag and lift forces, flow rate, heat transfer, deformation, and stress may
be the system outputs, s, of particular interest in pursuing design objectives. These sys-
tem characteristics are typically functionals of field variables, u(x), (velocity, temperature,
and displacement) obtained from approximation schemes such as, in this thesis, the finite
element method (u6 .- u(x)). Note that the main parameter of an approximation method
is the discretization size 6. For a given approximation space, the accuracy of the approxi-
mation of s, sj, is directly related to the discretization size. As we decrease the size of the
elements we increase the accuracy but we also increase the computation time. This latter
increase is not linear for dimension spaces greater that one. The designer is then faced with
a trade-off between accuracy and computational resources.
It is often the case, in addressing this trade-off, that engineering design is based upon
a hierarchy of numerical approximations. The first discretization, characterized by an ele-
ment size 6 = H, is a "working" coarse mesh approximation which is relatively inexpensive,
but which generates solutions uH(x) and associated output SH(UH) that are deemed suf-
ficiently accurate for the purposes of "preliminary" analysis. The second discretization,
characterized by element size 6 = h(< H), is a "truth" mesh which produces a solution
uh(x) and associated output sh(uh) for which Ish - s| is assumed negligibly small. The h-
discretization serves to verify the prediction of the H-discretization, either prior to design,
as in a validated-surrogates framework [49], during design, as in the trust-region optimiza-
tion techniques [6], or after design, as final confirmation of the anticipated performance. In
any guise, validation or confirmation is a necessary precursor to the acceptance of numer-
ical results as "admissible evidence" in the engineering design process, and must therefore
provide predictive results for the particular output sh = £(uh) of interest.
It is clear that the calculations on the "truth" mesh are very expensive and sometimes
impossible to perform due to limited computational resources. The ideal situation in our
validation or confirmation context would be to know (at very low cost) the value of the
"truth" mesh output. Previous investigations [31, 5, 13], which measure the error in the
energy norm, would not help us, as we are interested in the output. The a priori esti-
mation applied to linear functionals only gives rough information about the convergence
but does not provide a quantitative prediction of the "truth" mesh output. Therefore, at
present, the choice the designer has is to be patient and run the expensive simulation - if
resources permit - or qualify the error of the output based on experience or from heuristic
or approximate arguments. In this thesis we address these shortcomings.
1.2 Objectives of this Thesis
Our goal is to develop a fast method to evaluate or approximate the "truth" mesh output
and thereby provide the "truth" validation. The proposed technique should provide precise
reliability information at a cost that does not overwhelm the output calculation cost on
the "working" mesh. One approach to estimate the "truth" mesh output is to calculate
rigorous, inexpensive and quantitative bounds to sh.
In this thesis, we develop a method to construct precise bounds for sh,
(Sh)LB(H) < Sh _ (Sh)UB(H), (1.1)
inexpensively. From the bounds (1.1) we can also derive a predictor for sh,
(Sh)pre(H) = 1((Sh)LB(H) + (Sh)UB(H)), (1.2)
which will satisfy
I(Sh)pre(H) - Sh < A(H), (1.3)
where
1
A(H) = -~(Sh)LB(H) + (Sh)UB(H)|. (1.4)
2
The final objective of this research is to obtain a technique to bound outputs of the
Navier-Stokes equations. However, many specific points need to be addressed beforehand.
At present, this technique is developed and illustrated for boundary values problems of
second order, self-adjoint, linear coercive partial differential equations and for the classical
Stokes problem. Among the vast variety of problems where these equations have been
successfully applied, we think of applications in composite materials, phase transitions,
optimal shape design, polyphased fluids, permeability of porous medias and low Reynolds
number sedimentation [21, 26, 40]
In particular, the goals of this thesis are:
* The development in variational and algebraic formulation of our bound procedure for
outputs of boundary value problem ODEs.
* The illustration of the performance of the bound procedure for output of ODEs such
as pointvalue and flux outputs.
* The extension of the bound procedure to coercive elliptic PDEs with emphasis on
different hybrid flux calculation approaches.
* The extension of the bounds procedure to the Stokes problem with illustration of the
bounds for outputs such as the flowrate and lift force.
* Optimization of the bounds by the introduction of a scalarization procedure.
The remainder of the thesis is as follows. In Chapter 2 we review some of the key mathe-
matical ingredients required for this work. In Chapter 3 we introduce our bound procedure
for ODEs. We extend our bound procedure in Chapter 4 and Chapter 5, first, to the
convection-diffusion problem in two space dimensions, second, to the Stokes problem. In
Chapter 6, we examine different approaches to the hybrid flux approximation. In Chapter
7 we introduce the Optimal Stabilization Parameter to maximize out lower bound and to
minimize our upper bound. Results for the convection-diffusion equation in one-dimension
and two-dimensions, results for the Poisson problem for higher spatial discretization and
results for the Stokes problem are presented in Chapter 8. To conclude, in Chapter 9, we
discuss some limitations of the present approach and future extensions needed to ultimately
bound outputs of the Navier-Stokes equation. In addition, we prove in Appendix A that for
some special outputs the lower bound is equal to the H-mesh solution. We call the latter
situation compliance. In Appendix B we cover preliminary work for the bounds formulation
of a nonuniform velocity field for the convection-diffusion equations. In Appendix C we
describe the reference Crouzeix-Raviart elements.
Chapter 2
Mathematical Background
2.1 Hilbert Spaces
Hilbert spaces are of fundamental importance in studying elliptic boundary value problems
as well as to understanding linear functionals. Therefore, we need to briefly introduced
the basic concepts such as the definitions of the spaces, the associated norms, and some
important theorems. For a complete description see [1, 34, 38].
Let Q be an open subset of Rd with boundary F where d is the dimension of the problem
of interest. We first define one special case of the Hilbert spaces; the Lebesgue space. The
Hilbert spaces are themselves special cases of the Sobolev spaces. Let L 2 (Q) be the Lebesgue
space defined as
L 2(Q)= { v 2 dA < oc}. (2.1)
In words, Lebesgue space are the set of all functions v(x) such as the integral of v2 (x) over
Q is finite. Associated with this space we define the inner product as
(u, v)L2 = (u,v) = uv dA, (2.2)
and the norm as
IIU11L2(Q) 2 dx) (2.3)
The Hilbert space '(7- ) of functions, for which both the derivatives and the functions
are in L 2 (), is of particular interest in the variational context. We define this space by
W()= {v| v E L 2 (Q), D1v e (L2())d} , (2.4)
where
.lal d
Da = XI...xd' a = (a1, .. ,a d), IOI = ia, Cai > 0, integers. (2.5)
1 d l
The inner product for this space is
S-f u Dv(Uv)I x= + uv dA. (2.6)
In (2.6) we use the Einstein summation convention, in which all repeated indices (here i)
are summed from i = 1, ..., d. We also introduce the associated seminorm
Iulw (Q) = dx , (2.7)
and the norm
IUl l(Q) u + 2 dx 2 (2.8)
Some important proofs also require the set of functions in R-l (Q) that vanish on the
boundary of Q, which we define as the space -o( ),
7-0() ={ v E _l1(Q), v a = 0}. (2.9)
An important result is derived for functions in this space. Here, we only state this result
without proof: Functions u E o7-t0 (Q) are bounded by their derivatives functions,
Ilull < Coulni, (2.10)
where Co (> 1) is independent of u. In addition, lu wi and Ilu11wi are said to be equivalent
if
Juli < IIuIIi < Co uIgi, Vu E W7-o( ). (2.11)
Extending our earlier definitions, we introduce the general Hilbert spaces .m (Q) defined
for any integer m(> 1) such that
7- m (Q) v e L 2 (Q), ... ,D m  (L2 ())d}, (2.12)
under the norm
IIUII m() = IlouII 2(,). (2.13)
<al<m
We now define a space, 7-- m (Q), called the dual space of W7-m (Q), consisting of all
bounded linear functionals £: tm (Q) - R. For £ E 7-m( Q) the associated norm is given
by
|| |V) (2.14)
which is, by definition, finite. For a bounded linear functionals of functions in 7-m (Q) there
exists a constant C such that I (v) 5 CIIv|Im, where II - 11m is the norm associated with
WJm . We now generalize the L2-inner product by defining the duality pairing associated
with these spaces: For a functional e E W- m (Q) and a function v E 7/ m (Q), we obtain
£(v) = (, v)tm. (2.15)
To illustrate the use of dual spaces we show that the delta-distribution 6xo is bounded
in 7 1 (Q) for Q E R 1 . We first write
f/Xo dv
v(xo) = o d dx, (2.16)
and evoking the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality we obtain
ofx( o) (fo dv 2  2
S( x ( d x dxo (2.18)
" vIlR (2.19)
SIlvllW. (2.20)
By definition, because v(xo) is bounded in 7t 1 , it follows that the delta-distribution is in
7-1. Note that for Q E R 2 this is not the case, as described in Section 4.1.2.
Finally, the space 171/ 2 (0Q) is introduced to specify the space of function associated
with the boundary data g or associated with linear boundary functionals. This space is
defined by the norm
IuI|l/2(OQ) = inf IIv 1(Q). (2.21)
{vE71 1 (Q),vl an=g
Note that, it indicates that the boundary data can be less regular that 7l(aQ0) but more
that L 2 (O ).
The following Lax-Milgram theorem allows us to show well-posedness of certain elliptic
problems. Let a(w, v) be a bilinear form where v, w are each defined on a Hilbert space
71(Q). Assume that a is continuous
Ia(w,v)Il < CjIW 1 g(Q) IIvIW,(Q), Vw,v c (W I(Q))2, (2.22)
and coercive, i.e. there exists a Ci > 0 such that
a(v, v) > C1 Iv|| (Q), Vv E 7t(Q). (2.23)
Then, for every bounded functional £ E W-1(9), there exists a unique element ue E '(Q)
such that
a(ue, v) = £(v), Vv E W_1 (Q), (2.24)
and that satisfies the stability a priori estimate
lul|t(n) Cl (2.25)C1
Relatedly the Riesz representation theorem states that for every £e G -1(Q) there is a
unique member of 71 (Q), ut such that £(v) = (v, un),l, Vv G p 1(Q).
2.2 PDEs and Outputs
The long term objective of this research is to bound outputs of the incompressible and
compressible Navier-Stokes equations. Hence, to extend the bounds technique to the com-
plexity level included in these equations we need to proceed step by step. The first step is
the development of our technique for application to boundary value problems of ordinary
differential equations presented in Chapter 3. The second step is the generalization of the
bound technique to coercive partial differential equations which are covered in Chapter 4.
To prepare the reader, we review here ingredients of the Partial Differential Equations and
associated weak forms. We will also introduce the formal definition of the output linear
functionals.
2.2.1 Governing Equations
Let Q E R 2 be a bounded domain with Lipschitz boundary 0Q. First we consider the
Poisson problem of finding the solution u(x) to
a2u
= f in Q i = 1...2, (2.26)
with
u = gD On FD = 0, (2.27)
where f E 7- 1 (Q) and gD (E 11/ 2 (FD) and FD is a Dirichlet domain boundary. The
variational form of (2.26) is: Find u G 7-1n(Q),
dv -9U dA = v f dA, Vv e N-(Q), (2.28)
where
D1(Q) = {V C 1 ( ) V F = gD}. (2.29)
We now introduce bilinear and linear forms as a useful notation in simplifying (2.28),
V(w, v) E (nW ())2,
Vv E '1 (Q),
(2.30)
(2.31)
(2.32)
a(w, v)= a dA,D xi dxi
£ N(v) = fv dA,Jof
or equivalently (in fact, more properly defined)
nN(v) =< f, v >btn(),n
Inserting these definitions in (2.26) we obtain
a(v, u) = jN(v), (2.33)
Second, we consider the convection-diffusion problem, where we look for u(x) that
satisfies
Du
+ Ui- f
Oz
in Q, i = 1,...,2, (2.34)
u = 0 on FD = d0, (2.35)
where v is the positive viscosity, U a constant velocity field, and FD is the Dirichlet bound-
ary. For simplicity, in this section we only consider homogeneous Dirichlet problems. Dirich-
let inhomogeneous and Neumann boundary problems will be treated in Chapter 4.
The variational form of (2.34) is: Find u E 7-1t(Q) such that
/ v u Bu fAS---- -  + vU dA = v f dA, Vv E - (),
where dA is a differential area element. We can also write (2.36) as
(2.36)
where f Ow Dv
a(,v) = vdOx ai axi
and fN is given by (2.31) or (2.32).
Vv E No(),
Du
+ vUa dA
Oxi
V(w,v) E (Ntl()) 2,
Find (ul,U2,p) E (1 (I)) 2 x L 2 (Q) that
and
S(v a)Ox, bxi
with boundary conditions
(2.37)
(2.38)
Vv E No(Q).
a(v, u) = fN(v),
Finally, we consider the Stokes problem:
92 Ui  ap+ =fi, in Q, i={1, 2}dx 3xj D xi
aui
= 0
u i = 0
in Q,
on FD , i = {1, 2}
with homogeneous Dirichlet boundary conditions. The variational form follows as
vi _u 8vi
Ox x x iP - vifi dA = 0, V
- f Uq dA = 0, V
where dA is a differential area element. Here, we define
L (Q)
We now introduce the bilinear form,
and write
di(w, q) = Iq- dA,
a(vi,uz)-di(v,p) = fN(vi
-di(ui,q) = 0,
V(w, q) E -N1 (Q) x L 2 (Q).
), V(2V1, )
Vq E Lo(Q).
(vI v2)E (7d0(Q)) 2,
EL (Q)
Recall that we
summed from i
use the Einstein summation convention, in which all repeated indices are
= 1, ... , d.
2.2.2 Output Linear Functionals
In this thesis we consider two types of field variables. The solution to (2.28) yields the
field variable u and solution to (2.47)-(2.48) yields the field variables (u1 , u 2,p). Our goal
is to calculate bounds to outputs which are linear functionals of these two types of field
solutions. Clearly, a large number of outputs, s, of interest to the engineering community
are expressed as linear functionals. Examples of such outputs include the average over a
region of Q (including a point), the average over a curve of Q or a portion of FN (Neumann
boundary), and the integral of the flux over a portion of FD (Dirichlet boundary). For the
satisfies
(2.39)
(2.40)
(2.41)
(2.42)
(2.43)
S{v 711() VrD = 0},
S{q e L2() f q dA = 0}.Jo
(2.44)
(2.45)
(2.46)
(2.47)
(2.48)
solution to (2.28), u, we define our linear output functional s = £(u), where
f: -1() -+ R. (2.49)
For the field solution (ul, u2, p) to (2.47)-(2.48), we define s = £(ul, u 2 , p) where
:(- (()) 2 x L2 () -+ R. (2.50)
We have seen in (2.14) that the norm of bounded functionals is related to the norm of
the field solution. This fact will allow a priori estimates to be developed for outputs, as
well as to guarantee some basic well behaved properties. Hence, when possible we express
the output functional (f) in ,-1(Q) or 71- 1/ 2 (09). Nevertheless, if u is sufficiently regular,
our technique can also generate sharp bounds for functionals, e(v), which are not bounded.
2.3 Finite Element Methods
We now consider the finite element method for the Poisson problem just as an example.
Suppose that Xj C W/ (Q) is a finite element subspace. The finite element approximation
to the variational Poisson problem (2.28) is: Find us E Xj such that
aS(v, us) = £N(v), Vv E X6. (2.51)
From (2.33) and (2.51) we express
aS(v, u - u6) = 0, Vv E X6 , (2.52)
which leads to the usual finite element result that u6 is the best possible fit to u in X6
in the 7-l-seminorm. The well-posedness of problem (2.51) follows from the Lax-Milgram
theorem. The discrete output of interest, is calculated from us using a linear functional,
s6 = £(u6). In this section we discuss three approximation spaces, X6, associated with a
triangular partitioning of our domain.
2.3.1 Triangulation
Two different types of triangulations are required for our "hierarchical" bound procedure.
For standard finite element methods, however, one triangulations suffice. Nevertheless, we
present both triangulations in this Section: the H-mesh and the h-mesh, where the latter
is a refinement of the former. As our H-mesh discretization of Q we take a geometrically
conforming regular triangulation TH consisting of K triangles TH such that
n= U TH. (2.53)
TH GTH
We denote the set of all (open) edges y of a triangulation as '(TH), and the set of three
edges yTH associated with each element TH as &(TH). We denote the set of interior edges
as Sint(TH), and the sets of Dirichlet and Neumann edges - the edges that are part of
Dirichlet and Neumann boundary segments - as D (TH) and EN(TH). We denote the set
of all the N nodes of the triangulation by M (TH).
The triangulation and elemental edges are, of course, related. In particular, given an
edge -yT, in E(TH), we shall indicate that coincident edges 7 in E(TH) as y = E("yTH). We
next associate with each edge y in S(TH) a unique normal 7 such that, if -y lies on 0Q, h7
coincides with the outward normal h on 0Q. Then, for all TH in TH, and all edges YTH in
S(TH), we define
YTH E(QT H ) .7TH
OTH = i "i , (2.54)
where 'YTH is the outward normal on -yTH with respect to TH. In essence, oTjH, is ±1 on
the two "sides" of an edge 7 in S(TH).
We next introduce the h-mesh triangulation Th, consisting of triangles Th such that
n= U Th. (2.55)
Th ETh
We shall require that Th be a refinement of TH, in that we can express each TH in TH as
TH = U Th, (2.56)
Th C TH
where RT, is thus the set of h-mesh elements which comprise TH. A uniform R refinement
will denote an h-mesh in which RTZT consists of R 2 number of triangles Th for each TH.
2.3.2 Conforming Discretization
We first define the most common discretization in finite element methods. The finite-
dimensional space X is the projection of a infinite-dimensional space 7/ (Q) defined as
XJ = {VITH E Pn(TH)}n 7t1(Q), (2.57)
where Pn (TH) is the space of all polynomials of degree less that or equal to n, defined over
triangular elements TH in TH. The discrete statement corresponding to (2.33) then takes
the form: Find u6s X such that
aS(v, us) = eN(v), Vv E Io(Q0). (2.58)
For (2.36) the discrete statement is; Find us E X 6 such that
a(v, us) = £N(v), Vv CE N(Q). (2.59)
Note that the operator in this last case is the nonsymmetric operator of the convection-
diffusion problem. The orthogonality property presented for the Poisson problem in (2.52)
also holds for the convection diffusion problem as well. In this case, however, the orthogo-
nality property does not guarantee that us is the best fit in X6 for the 1-1-seminorm.
Our goal now is to expand our bases such as X6 = span(pi, i = 1,....N). Therefore, we
construct a set of the nth-order Lagrangian interpolants for the basis function, pji(), i =
1, ..., N such that
ip(xj) = 6 i,j, i,j = 1, ..., N, (2.60)
where xj E Q is a global node of TH and 6i,, is the Kronecker delta. We also define these
bases elementally as the function p, "conforming" basis function for Pi(TH) associated
with (global) node xj of the triangulation TH: cTH (x) is +1 at x = xj, and vanishes at the
other two vertices of TH.
The Galerkin method expands the solution us and test function v6 using these basis
functions,
N
u6(x) = Zuj j(x), (2.61)
j=1
N
v3()W = Z1vj j(). (2.62)
3=1
By replacing these expanded forms of us and v6 in (2.51) we finally obtain
vTLu-- = f-6' V E RN. (2.63)
Here L6 is the global system matrix corresponding to the weak discrete operators and f
is the vector of global nodes values corresponding to the inhomogeneities. We now take
(v6)z = ei for i = 1, ..., N where the fe are the unit vectors in each of the N directions of
RN; therefore, for homogeneous Dirichlet problem our discrete linear system of equation
becomes
6_a = f_, (2.64)
where _ E RN, f E RN are uS and f with entries i for which (Xli, x2i) E FD eliminated,
and L6 E RNxN is the L 6 with rows and columns i for which (xli 2z) E FD eliminated.
Notice N is the number of interior nodes.
2.3.3 Nonconforming Discretization
By conforming we mean that Xs C X; if Xj < X then we have a nonconforming finite
element space. We define a first order polynomial nonconforming space X6 as,
X,= v{ TH , P(TH) H [v] ds = 0, V ,, THE (TH) (2.65)
where the notation [.] denotes the jump in the values of functions v across element bound-
aries,
j ^TH H on -yTHT --
V] H TH H  n 7 TH (2.66)
v on -/TH C 0
To fix ideas, we present for 6 = H the "nonconforming" basis functions for PI(TH),
(TH , where for all TH in TH,
(TH E P1(TH), VTH E(TH), (2.67)
and
TH I ds = H TH TH VTH , TH, E E(TH), (2.68)
where I'yTH, is the length of YTH,. The function (TH is +1 at the two endpoints of 7TH, and
-1 at the remaining vertex of TH. Similarly to the conforming discretization of Section 2.3.3,
we expand the solution us and the test function v5 using the above basis functions, chose
the appropriate trial functions to obtain a system of equations, and apply the boundary
condition to arrive at the discrete linear system corresponding to (2.51),
LHH = f (2.69)
where L H  G RNXNH E RN and fH E R . The number of interior node of the noncon-
-H
forming mesh is N. To show well-posedness we refer the reader to [33]. In addition, this
discretization satisfies similar stability results as for the conforming case.
2.3.4 The Crouzeix-Raviart Element
We present here the Crouzeix-Raviart element used for the discretization of the Stokes
problem (2.47)-(2.48). This element is a P+ cubic bubble for the velocity and a P 1 discon-
tinuous for the pressure which satisfies the inf sup and the "efficiency" condition that the
pressure space be one degree lower that the velocity space [20]. The discontinuous pressure
is ideal for two-fluid problems and for decoupling the pressure degrees of freedom. How-
ever, this element has a larger number of pressure degree of freedom compared to the usual
Taylor-Hood element [38].
For components of velocity, we identify
X 6 = {VIT C P (T), VT6 E T6} 1 (), (2.70)
where P+(T6 ) = {P 2 (T) + aTH, 123, aT. E R} is the space of quadratic polynomials
enhanced by a "bubble" function over T6 . The barycentric coordinates (i1, 2, 3) define the
"bubble" function, i.e. a function that vanishes on the boundaries of the elements.
For pressure, we introduce
Y = {qT6 E P 1(T), VT 6 E T7} fL0(Q). (2.71)
Let <y and OP be the basis functions associated with P+ and P 1 meshes respectively.
The bases associated with the (2.70)-(2.71) spaces are chosen to be
X 6 = span{ V, i = 1, ..., N}, (2.72)
and
Y = span{ P , i = 1,...,M = 3K}. (2.73)
where N and M are the number of global velocity and pressure nodes respectively. In
practice we work elementally where all the integrals and derivatives are performed on the
reference element defined in Appendix C.
Proceeding with the discretization we arrive at the following linear system,S 0 -D 16 16
0 A6 -D UA26 f26  (2.74)
-DTP J -DT 0 pJ 0
where A.6 is the standard Laplacian, Dif are the operators corresponding to (2.46) and
fi are the forcing terms. We have not yet applied the boundary conditions but their
implementation follows classical removing of rows and columns associated with boundary
nodes.
2.3.5 The h-mesh problem
We review, in the context of coercive operators, some of the convergence properties of
the finite element approximation schemes. We consider here only a standard Galerkin
approximation.
We define here the quantity for which we wish to obtain a bound. In particular, for our
output of interest, Sh, we first look for a uh E XD such that
a(v, uh) = N(v), Vv E Xh, (2.75)
and then compute the output,
Sh = o(Uh). (2.76)
To show the importance of bounded functionals, we write
IS - Shl = Io(u) - £o(uh)I = I(u - uh)l < CIIu - UhII 1, (2.77)
based the definition of bounded linear functionals. As regards convergence rate, we expect
Ilu-uhII1 < ChullJt2 for u E W2 (Q), where C = C(Q), which suggests that Is-sh O(h)
as h -+ 0.
However, a sharper result can be obtained. We know that from the Riesz representation
theorem (or Lax-Milgram) that we can identify a u E W_2(Q) nl 7-w (Q), such that P(v) =
a(v, ue), Vv E 7-0(Q). We now set v = U- uh E W-(Q) to write
O (u - uh) = a(u - uh, ue). (2.78)
By evoking orthogonality 2.52, we then obtain
o(u - uh) = a(u - Uh,u - v) < CI|u - UhI1|u - VII, Vv E W0(Q), (2.79)
and finally
Is - shl Ch 2 I1I 2 IIuell 2 . (2.80)
For example, for a convex domain, smooth data, and a smooth functional, we expect Is -
Shl O(h 2 ) as h -+ 0. Later, we will address similar types of procedures of a posteriori
error analysis but first we review the constrained minimization problem used in our bound
theory.
2.4 Constrained Minimization
In this section we consider the following constrained minimization problem,
c = min C(z), (2.81)
{zCZl7(y,z)=O, vyGY}
00 M (z) , 00
C(z
7(y, z) = 0, Vy E Y
Figure 2-1: Representation of the constrained minimization problem.
where C(z) is a quadratic (or more general convex) functional and Z, Y are vector spaces of
dimension N, M respectively. For example, as will be the case in this thesis, we can write
C(z) = A(z, z) - D(z) where A(z, z') is a bilinear symmetric positive semi-definite form and
D(z) is a linear form. We assume the constraints of this optimization problem to be linear
equality constraints. Therefore, we can write 7R(y, z) = B(y, z) - G(y) as a summation of a
bilinear form (B) and a linear form (9).
One approach to the solution to this constrained minimization problem leads to the
construction of a Lagrangian,
C(z, y) = C(z) + R(y, z), (2.82)
where y is the Lagrange multiplier that imposes the linear equality constraints. The solution
to the minimization problem is obtained by
c = min sup £(z,y). (2.83)
zEZ yEY
When removing y (Lagrange multiplier) we obtain the primal problem that is the con-
strained minimization of C(z). To show this, we define M(z) as supypy £(z, y) by
M(z) = f C(z) R(y, z) = 0, Vy E Y (2.84)
00 3y E Y s.t. 7(y, z) 0
We now look for the minimum of M(z) that is minzez SUppyy £(z, y), and using the previous
definition we obtain (2.81). In Figure 2-1 we depict graphically the constrained minimization
problem. We observe that outside the region for which R(y, z) = 0 , M(z) is oo and c is
the minimum of those finite values.
zFigure 2-2: Saddle representation.
Introducing P(y) as the minimum function of £(z, y) over all z we can write
P(y) = min L(z,y) < £(z,y).
zEZ
(2.85)
In addition, from (2.84) we recall that
M(z) = sup C(z, y),
yEY
(2.86)
and it follows for all z c Z and for all y E Y, that
M (z) C(z, y) > P(y). (2.87)
This indicates that the minimum of M (z) will never go below P(y) and the maximum of
P(y) can never go above MA(z). We conclude by presenting the weak duality statement, for
all z C Z, and for all y E Y,
min max £(z, y) <
zEZ yEY
max min £(z, y)
yEY zEZ
(2.88)
where for reasons of clarity we have substituted sup by max.
We now define the saddlepoint (z*, y*) of £(z, y) as
£(z*, y) < 1(z*, y*) < I(z, y*), Vz E Z, Vy E Y, (2.89)
which, in the smooth case can be calculated from the stationarity condition,
8 (z, y*)
= 0, (2.90)
8z
( = 0. (2.91)
dy
The value of our Lagrangian at the saddle point £(z*, y*) is precisely c, it corresponds to
the Lagrangian £(z, y) being maximized with respect to y, and at the same time being
minimized with respect to z. This is also obvious from Figure 2-2. Note that the existence
of the saddlepoint is equivalent to a zero duality gap, that is, the constrained minimization
of M(z) equals the maximization of P(y).
We now present the key idea that will lead to obtaining a lower bound to the constrained
minimization solution c. From (2.83) and (2.88) we get
S= min max £(z, y), (2.92)
zEZ yEY
> max min £(z, y). (2.93)
yEY zEZ
Now, if we look at the unconstrained problem, that is for any value CE Y we obtain,
- min £(z, ) <c. (2.94)
z6Z
When the value c is not known, then, the value 8 can correctly be used as a lower approx-
imation of the value of c. Note that the closer y is to y the closer is to c; the thickline
of Figure 2-3 represents the locus of all the points of &. From Figure 2-3 we see that c
converges to c as y = y - y* tend to zero where ) and y* correspond to the y coordinate of
and c, respectively. Nevertheless, if we allow all possible choices of y we may encounter
situations where = -oo. To avoid this situation and to obtain a lower bound ( ) which is
meaningful, we restrict our choice of y to the a space defined as
Ybd = {Y Y min L(z, y) > -oo}. (2.95)
zEZ
In this thesis this condition is be satisfied by the appropriate construction of the Lagrange
multiplier.
We now want to apply the above principles to our quadratic linear program. Our
Lagrangian becomes
£(z, y) = A(z, z) - D(z) + B(y, z) - (y). (2.96)
Figure 2-3: Location of the unconstrained problem solution .
Since we are in presence of a quadratic objective function with linear constraints there exists
a saddle point [44]. We know where the saddle points (z*, y*) are positioned. Their location
is given by the equilibrium equation,
2A(z, z*) + (y*, z) = D(z), Vz C Z, (2.97)
B(y,z*) = g(y), Vy E Y. (2.98)
A lower value (< _ c) to this saddle point value is obtained for any choice of E Ybd. For a
quadratic linear program the space Ybd is defined by,
Ybd = {Y E YI - D(z.) + B(y, z,) = 0} (2.99)
where z, is similar to the right nullspace of linear systems,
A(z, zs) = 0, Vz E Z. (2.100)
Note that, for singular matrices, the linear terms become dominant in the Lagrangian (2.96)
and can lead to infinity when minimizing or maximizing. The space Ybd, defined in (2.99),
ensures solvability of (2.97) and also precludes -oc since linear terms vanish when the
quadratic term vanishes in the Lagrangian. In addition, we observe that for y E Ybd the
Lagrangian is invariant, that is,
£(z, y) = £(z + 3z., y). (2.101)
To conclude this section we make a few remarks: first, the perfect choice of the Lagrange
multiplier is y = y* for which c = c; second, for a very close approximation y y* then we
get a very close lower approximation c; and third y E Ybd is the condition for solvability
of (2.97)-(2.98).
2.5 Previous Work on A Posteriori Error Estimators
Our approach to the construction of bounds (1.1) is closely related to the local Neumann
subdomain problems used in a posteriori error estimation procedure for the finite element
discretization of partial differential equations [5]. In this section we review earlier subdomain
proposals which estimate the discretization error eH = u - UH given by,
a(eH, v) = a(u, v) - a(uH, v) = eN() - a(uH, v), v E XH, (2.102)
where UH is the finite element approximation to (2.26). We exploit the notation introduced
earlier in this Chapter.
The residual equation (2.102) can be stated equivalently as a maximization problem
[3, 13], such as
max J(v) = -a(eH, eH), (2.103)
VEXH 2
where
J(v) -a(v, v) + eN(v) - a(v, UH). (2.104)2
Although, problem (2.103) could be solved using a higher order discretization at a
corresponding higher cost, a more practical approach is to reduce the cost by decomposing
(2.103) into local problems posed over each element TH in TH. That is, "fluxes" YIE(yTH) G Q
are introduced on the edges of each element TH to yield a local Neumann problem for
CHITH E ZH(TH) which is written as,
aT (HITH, = tH ( - uH,U)+ TH VyIE(Q.TH)ds, Vv C ZH(TH),
'YTH E 1 (7H) YTH
(2.105)
where
ZH(TH) = (PI(TH)), (2.106)
and
Q = {t E 7-1/ 2 ( (TH))}. (2.107)
In a "global notation", we obtain, for 6H E VH,
a( H, v) = eN(v) - aTH (UH, v) + b(v, y), Vv E VH, (2.108)
where the "broken" spaces are defined by
VH = {v c 1(Q) v T ZH(TH),VTH E TH}, (2.109)
and
= {v G L 2( )l VTH E 7 1(TH), VTH E TH}. (2.110)
For solvability of (2.105), we require that the boundary fluxes y satisfy the equilibrium
equation condition,
£N (v) - aTH (H, ) + I H UYIE(,THds = , Vv E ZH(TH). (2.111)
YTH E (TH) YTH
Note that by addressing this reduced problem we preserve the bounding properties, that
is, upper bounds on the error in the energy norm, such as
(a(eH, eH)) Ia(H (y), H (y)). (2.112)2 2
To prove (2.112), a Lagrangian J, : VH x Q, is defined as
1
Js(v, t) = -- a(v, v) + £N(v) - a(uH, v) + b(v, t). (2.113)
Note that by evoking stationarity of this Lagrangian we obtain (2.105). Based on the
Duality theory of Section 2.4, we write, for any t E Q,
max min J,(v,t) < min max J,(v,t) < max Js(v,t). (2.114)
VEVH tEQ tEQ vEVH veVH
The solution procedure to obtain the upper bound is, first, to calculate y from (2.111), and
second, to calculate 6H(Y) from (2.108). Replacing y and H(y) in the Lagrangian Js we
obtain
a(H(y), 6H (y)) = max Js (v,), (2.115)
VEVH
and finally we prove
1 1
-a(eH, eH) -a(H(y), H(y)), (2.116)2 2
as desired.
This approach proposed by Ladeveze and Leguillon [31] and generalized by Ainsworth
and Oden [3] is similar to our bound procedure. In particular, we both form a Lagrangian
which we minimize (or maximize) leading to the formulation of subdomain Neumann prob-
lems. The procedures addressing the equilibration problem is, in both cases, based on
previous work by Ladeveze and Leguillon [31]. It is important to understand that (2.104)
only applies to error estimates of symmetric problems which are measured in the energy
norm: IleH 112 = a(eH, eH). These restrictions are intrinsically due to the choice of the La-
grangian. In contrast, our augmented Lagrangian approach is more general: we can treat
nonsymmetric PDEs; furthermore, we obtain bounds not on the energy-norm, but rather
on the error in the output linear-functional of engineering interest.
This important problem of a posteriori analysis of output linear-functionals was ad-
dressed by Becker and Rannacher [16, 17, 41]. Before we review their approach, which
attempts to estimate the error directly in the output linear functional norm, we pause and
introduce a simple error estimator in the energy norm.
From integration by parts of (2.102) we write, as in [3],
a(eH,v) = E HrdA + Rv ds}, Vv E VH, (2.117)
TH E 7HT
where r is the interior residual,
82UH
r = f + (2.118)8xiaxi
and R is the boundary residual,
R [ UH (2.119)
where [-] refers to the jump across the boundary edges between two triangles. We now state
the orthogonality property,
Z fT rvh dA + Rv d = 0, (2.120)
TH E TH
where vh G XH. By adding (2.120) to (2.117), we obtain
a(eH, v) = { r(v - vh) dA + J R(v - vh) ds , Vv E VH, (2.121)
TH ETH H TH
and by applying Cauchy-Schwarz inequality to the integrals and also to the sums over all
element, and from standard approximation and trace results, we rewrite
a(eH, v) CIv ) H HrL2(TH) + 2HTH IIRII L2(TH) , (2.122)
TH C TH
where HTH is the characteristic size of the element TH. Finally, taking v = eH, and evoking
IeH 3(Q) < IeH , we write
a(eH,e H) CeH HH L2(TH) + HTH RL2( TH )  (2.123)
TH E TH
We can now simplify IleHl on both sides, and then square the equation to obtain an error
in the energy norm
leH12 <C r L2( ), (2.124)
TH ETH
where q2(TH) is a local error indicator for each TH,
2 (TH) = HH r I2(TH + HTH IIRIL2(TH), (2.125)
where C is a constant. Note that this error estimator requires no regularity assumptions
and that C is independent of eH and HTH.
Returning to the approach of Becker and Rannacher, we note that it is based on intro-
ducing an auxiliary problem for p E X,
a(w, p) = o (w), Vw E X. (2.126)
The error eH = u - UH is estimated in the norm:
o (eH) = a(eH, p). (2.127)
Therefore, by replacing v by p in (2.117), and exploiting the Galerkin orthogonality property
to introduce f E XH, we obtain
|O(eH)l = la(eH,,)
< {f r(p-ft)dA+f R(p-f p) ds} (2.128)
TH E TH TH aTH
and by applying Cauchy-Schwarz inequality to the integrals only, and from standard ap-
proximation and trace results, we rewrite
le(T( 1 3/2 ). (2.129)(e) < C ( IW2(TH) HJHrL2(TH) + 2(aTH) H L2 (2.129)
To obtain (2.129) we have assumed regularity so p E H2(Q)
IIp - AL2(TH) < CH H IPIt2(TH), (2.130)
IIP - P IL2(OTH) CH I j-2(aTH). (2.131)
We observe in (2.123) that IleHIh1 cancels on both sided of the equations. However,
here we don't have this fortuitous cancelation and we are obliged to evaluate this new
constants / p .2(TH), pJ 12(aTH). This latter constants are approximated from the solution
of the "dual" problem by |PH -t2(TH), IPH 2(TH). Although these estimators offer rapid
evaluation for adaptive refinement with application to a large class of equations including
the Navier-Stokes equations, this procedure is limited to finite element approximations. In
addition, in the context of validation and confirmation of (SH = £(uH)) it is imperative to
know or to calculate all constants as to obtain rigorous quantitative estimators. In their
approach, calculation of C, and |p 12(TH), IPI7-2(aTH), is less than trivial and therefore their
approach is very difficult to apply in our design context. Our approach provides quantitative
and rigorous bounds of the output of interest.
Extension of a posteriori error estimates from elliptic equation to the Stokes problem
(2.47)-(2.48) has been performed by Verfiirth [48] and successfully reconsidered by Bank
and Welfred [15]. These estimates are based on the solution of local Stokes problems for all
TH in TH,
aTH(eiH, l) - dzTH(vi,EH) = (ri, v,) + El i v , (2.132)
YTH E(TH )
-di 4(ez,q) = (s,q), V(vi, v 2 , q)(E XH) 2 X YH, (2.133)
where eiH = ui - U H, EH = p - PH and ufH is the linear part of the mini-element
discretization of the velocity uiH. The quantities rl, r2 and s are the residuals of (2.39)-
(2.41) defined as,
r = f - iPH 1 ... 2
a s ' (2.134)
S= = 1,...,2 (2.134)
These error estimates are based on the norm and semi norms associated with the solution
of (2.132)-(2.133). The energy norms considered were:
Nl(ul,u 2,p) = Du IpL2 L2(Q) , (2.135)
x L2 (Q)
N2(U1 ,U2,p) = uU2 + z 2 2 (2.136)N(, p) i L 2 (Q) THGTH L 2 (TH) (2.6)
Verfiirth shows in [48] that there exists constants, only depending on geometry, for which
his local estimators,
21 uH 2
y2H = area(T H)i IHIL2 2 (iT (2.137)
IL L 
_) + 2' [On L2(aTH)
are globally upper and locally lower bounds for the error of the finite element discretization.
In [15], Bank and Welfred derive an estimate, bounded on both sides, which is a reasonable
global estimate of the actual discretization error resulting from the uses of the mini-element
[2]. A comparison of these methods found in [14] indicated that all estimates seem to be
a good indicator of the error and that they both require about a fourth of the computing
time needed for the solution process.
Note that the above mentioned estimates only applies to the mini-element discretization
of the Stokes problem. Assuming that the engineering interest is, as we have stated earlier,
focused on the output of interest, then the norms presented in (2.136)-(2.136) are not
relevant.
Less standard norms to measure the error have been proposed in [32, 4]. We first
review the error estimators proposed by Ladeveze and al. which measure the error in
the constitutive law of materials in the limit of incompressible solids. Note that, there
is a direct analogy between an incompressible linear-elastic isotropic solid in equilibrium
and an incompressible Newtonian fluid in the steady creeping limit [38]. We restate the
constitutive law for linear elasticity:
aui auj Oukai % = ( + ) + A 2  6ij, (2.138)
09xj 89i 0z9k
where oij is the stress field, u is the displacement and A1 , A2 are the Lame constants.
Introducing e(u) to define the strain field associated with u and K the Hooke's operator,
the constitutive law becomes
a,3 = Ke(u). (2.139)
The error is measured in an energy like norm as
jej = I - Kc(if) , (2.140)
where II I = [f Tr[K - 1 ] dA] and Tr is the trace operator. The terms & and i~ are
calculated from the finite element approximation of the equilibrium equation. We note
that the focus of their approach is to verify the kinematic constraints and the equilibrium
equation rigorously contrasting with most other a posteriori error analysis approaches which
focus on the equilibrium equation only.
Yet another estimator for the Stokes problem is found in [4], where the discretization
error,
II eH,EHII = |{ r +|s |}2 (2.141)
is bounded from above by
I|eH,EHIII TH EH TH A(T) . (2.142)T C TH AOh + 0xi C(7w )
where 1 -II1A and II Ic are the norms associated with the inner products,
a(v, w) = dA, Vv, w 1 (Q), (2.143)
4 Dxi ax,
c(p, q) = pq dA, Vp,q E L 2(A). (2.144)
In this approach only the calculation of r and UH are required and can be obtain from two
decoupled subdomain problems of Poisson type with Neumann data. Although this method
has the advantage of being fast, it is still based on an energy norm (even though "untra-
ditional") which is not relevant to our validation and confirmation objective in engineering
design.
We remark that most of the previous work in the error estimation field is related to
estimating the error for application to mesh adaptivity rather than for an engineering design
framework. Therefore, we conclude that there is indeed a lack of methods for validation and
confirmation which focused on rigorously quantifying the error in the outputs of interest.
However, the usefulness of adaptive mesh technology is incontestable which indicated that
we also should extend our technique to quantify the error locally for use in adaptive error
control procedures.
Chapter 3
Bounds Formulation in One Space
Dimension
3.1 Model Problem
3.1.1 Governing Equations
As our model problem we consider a second order ordinary differential equation for u(x),
d2u
dx 2
du
du + pu = f,dx Vx E Q, (3.1)
(3.2)u(0) = go, u(1) = gl,
where (a, p) are positive constant coefficients and Q is the domain ]0, 1[. Note that, for
a = and p = 0, we recognize the one-dimensional convection-diffusion problem.
The weak form of this equation is: For f E '7-- 1(Q) find u E 7-(Q) such that,
dv du du
dx dx dx + Ovu dx = vf dx,o Vv E No(),
where
1D(Q) = u{v E W-1() v(0) = go, v(1) = gi ,
and
1Ho() = {v C 1'(R ) v(0) = 0, v()=0}
3.1.2 Output Linear Functionals
We shall consider three bounded and one unbounded linear-functional outputs s,
s(1) - e(1)() - U(T),
0o (3.3)
(3.4)
(3.5)
(3.6)
s(2) = (2) (u) j u(x)dx, (3.7)
1 (dXdu du (3.8)
S(3) (3)(u) - -- + aX + pIXu - X f dx, (3.8)J d dx dx ± 6Jj
8(4) = (4) () ux(1), (3.9)
where X(x) is any function in 71(Q) - {v E W71(Q)| v(0) = 0, v(1) = 1}, and Y is a par-
ticular point in ]0, 1[. The four outputs correspond to the value of u(x) at 5, the average of
u(x) over Q and the "flux" at x = 1 using a bounded and an unbounded linear functional,
respectively. To show that £(3)(u) = uX(1) we integrate by parts to obtain
(3) 1 X d (du + a--du + 3u - f dx+X(1)uz(1)-X(O)ux (O), VX(x) E 7n'().
o \dx dx dx
(3.10)
From (3.1) we see that the first term vanishes, and from the definition of the space W-1(Q) we
recover the first derivative ("flux") at x = 1. Nevertheless, (3) and f (4) are not equivalent.
To show that f (3) is a bounded functional we use the Cauchy-Schwartz inequality to obtain,
Ie(3)(u) < l X |utl l- al X L2 UIW7i1 ± / IIXIIL2 IUIIL2. (3.11)
Note that f (3) is affine therefore we only need to bound the linear part. Applying
jv1i IvIjV Vv E W 71(Q), (3.12)
IVIIL2 < 11 1171 Vv G lil(Q), (3.13)
to (3.11), we finally obtain
Ie(3)(U)I < IIXI i uIIllt , (3.14)
and thus, £(3)(u) is bounded in t1(Q).
In contrast, to show that e(4) (u) is unbounded, we write,
du x 1  d du\r
S(4) (u) - J d ) dx (3.15)
and evoking the Cauchy-Schwartz inequality we see that
e( 4 )(u) < iU 72 ( uIiW1), (3.16)
4
which is clearly not bounded in /1 (Q0). For example, we consider a function u = X3 in
711(Q) where Q =]0, 1[. Now we look at square of the 1 seminorm of ut output, and
write
01 d2U2 16 4 16 1dx = 16 dx = [- Z (3.17)
o dX2 )81 27 1
which obviously in unbounded because it blows up at x = 0.
We conclude this section by noticing that the adjoint solution is sensitive to the choice of
X. If X is not smooth then we will see a jump in the adjoint derivative which may require
additional mesh refinement to adequately resolve this feature. There are, in fact, many
ways to choose X and we will discuss a few in Chapter 8. In addition, we point out that the
boundary conditions on the adjoint presented here are for bounded functionals. When the
output functional is not bounded, as £(4), a different derivation must be employed, [35].
3.2 Variational Formulation
We present in this section the variational formulation for the bounds calculation in one
space dimension.
3.2.1 Finite Element Approximation
We shall introduce here the general finite element ingredients required to construct the
bounds.
Elements
For the one-dimensional problem we need to redefine the elemental decomposition ("tri-
angulation"). Therefore, we define our subdomains to be all of equal length H = 1/K as
non-overlapping K subdomain TH,
= U TH, (3.18)
TH C TH
where the overbar denotes closure. Similarly, we denote the set of all the N nodes of the
triangulation by M(TH) where TH is our subdomain discretization of Q. Note that the
nodes also correspond to the edges of the subdomain. For spatial discretization where the
subdomain can include more than one element the reader should refer to [35, 46].
We next introduce the h-mesh triangulation Th, consisting of elements Th of length h.
Similarly, we require that Th be a uniform R refinement of TH as in (2.56) which yields R
elements in each subdomain.
Bilinear and Linear Forms
We define here the bilinear and linear forms for the ordinary second order differential equa-
tions. We first define a space which permits discontinuities across edges of the h-mesh, a
"broken" ,l1(Q) space, as
7-1(Q) = {v E L 2 (Q) uVIT 7-1(TH), VTH C TH}. (3.19)
We then define the bilinear form associated with our operator as
a(w,v)= aTH(w ITH,V TH), Vw, vEC (Q), (3.20)
TH ETH
where for all TH in TH
aTH (w ) d- + aw + Owv dx, Vw, vG 1(TH). (3.21)
TH dx dx dzx
We shall also need the symmetric part of our operator,
a(w, v) =  a'H(w TH, vTH), Vw, veNl W(Q), (3.22)
TH CTH
where for all TH in TH
a ' (w, v) d + wv dx, Vw, v E 1(TH). (3.23)
IH dx d
Note that, for an element TH, aH (,) is not the symmetric part of aTH (,).
We next introduce a set of "jump" bilinear and linear forms which will be required in
our variational relaxations. In particular, we define the bilinear form
K
b(v, t) = tk[V]k + tK+1VK+l + t1V1, Vv c R1(Q), t E Q, (3.24)
k=2
where Q = RK+1. Note that [v]k calculates the difference in values of the function v across
the element boundaries at the interface k which is also a node. We also require the related
linear functional associated with the Dirichlet conditions,
g0tl x = 0
D(t) = gltK+1 x = 1 Vt E Q. (3.25)
0 elsewhere
We now introduce our linear functionals. Associated with the volumetric inhomo-
geneities, we have
£N(v) = (vITH), Vv C N,(Q), (3.26)
TH TH
where for all TH in TH
£ TH(V) vf dx Vv C 1(TH). (3.27)
Associated with our output functional, we have
o(v) = (vITH), Vv E _/l(Q), (3.28)
TH CTH
such that
o (v) = (v), Vv E -((Q). (3.29)
Here f() is the formal output functional introduced in (2.49). Note that the construction
(3.28)-(3.29) permits us to evaluate the output associated with a field variable which is not
in W 1(Q).
Function Spaces
We first introduce the standard conforming linear approximation spaces,
XA = {vT, E Pi(T),VT6 E Ts} N w (Q), (3.30)
and
X {D = (v - UDI v C Xs}, (3.31)
where UD E W1(Q) is any lifting of the Dirichlet boundary data, and P 1 (T) is the space
of linear polynomials over T6 . Note that the + in XD6 refers to the Dirichlet boundary
conditions on the field variable and on the adjoint. We shall need only 6 = H and 6 = h
corresponding to our "working" and "truth" discretizations, respectively; from our refine-
ment hypothesis, X D  C X D ± and XH C Xh. Note that for the model problem described
in Section 3.1 , UD will be chosen such that UDITH E PI(TH), VTH G TH and UD is the
Dirichlet data gD on FD.
Finally, we introduce our subdomain-local spaces: for all TH in TH,
ZH(TH) = (P(TH)), (3.32)
and
Zh(TH) = {VITH c P1(Th),VTh c RTHH}Nwt(TH), (3.33)
where we recall that RTH is the set of h-mesh elements that constitute TH. We can define
the associated "product" spaces as
V -= {vIl G ,1(Q)IvITH C Z6(TH),VTH c TH}, (3.34)
for 6 = H and 6 = h. In essence, the Z(TH) are Neumann spaces over each TH, for which
V6 is the corresponding global representation.
3.2.2 Construction of Augmented Lagrangian: Proof of Bounding Prop-
erties
Our approach is based on the construction of a Lagrangian with a quadratic objective
function and linear constraints. From Section 2.4, it is clear that the bounds are obtained
from the quadratic properties of this quadratic linear program.
We first construct the objective function of our augmented Lagrangian. For a 6-mesh,
the original problem is: Find u6 G X + such that
a(v, us) = eN(v), Vv E X6. (3.35)
By introducing any function g in XD+ we can write
a(uj - g, u6) = £N(u 6 - g). (3.36)
In addition, from (3.20) and (3.22), we write
a(u,, us) = aS(u 6 , u6) + c0 , (3.37)
where we recall that aS(,) is the symmetric part of a(,). The c, term in (3.37) arises from
the convection operator which is given by a(gi - g2)/2.
Expanding (3.36), we obtain
aS(u6, u6) + c, - £N(u 6 ) - (a(g, us) - £N(g)) = 0, (3.38)
as the desired quadratic form that we want to include in our Lagrangian.
We can now express our linear-functional output s6(= £(us)) - more precisely, +s6
and -ss - as
+s6 = S6(u), (3.39)
where
S (v) = a'(v, v) + cc - fN(v) - [a(g, v) - eN(g)] ± eO(v). (3.40)
Note that, to allow for local decoupled problems we appeal to our "broken" space V. We
now introduce our two constraints to ensure the finite-element equilibrium equation and
the intersubdomain continuity requirement which leads to the constrained minimization
problem,
±s8 = min S (v), (3.41)
{V 6 a(w,v) = N(w) ,VwG }X
b(v, t) = £D(t) , Vt E Q
since for v = us the objective reduces to ±fo(u6). We now form the Lagrangian associated
with the constrained minimization problem: L : V 6 x X6 x -+ R as
(v ,',t) = (a'(v,v) + c, - N(v) - [a(g,v) - N(g)]
I 
_(v)) + (a(pl',v) N(p')) - (b(v,t) - D(t)). (3.42)
Next, we absorb the "g" terms into the adjoint p' to define an equivalent but simpler
Lagrangian £L : V x XD- X R as
L±(v,p,t) = a(v,v) +C - N(v) fo(v)
+ (a(p, v) - N (p)) - (b(v, t) - £D(t)). (3.43)
Recall from (3.31) that XD- is a linear polynomial space with a negative translation of the
Dirichlet data. One can perhaps view (3.43) as a slightly non-standard (in both form and
application) augmented Lagrangian with respect to the output ss, [27]. Our hybridization
contribution b(v, t) is equivalent to the intersubdomain-continuity linear functionals of the
earlier subdomain a posteriori procedures [3, 13, 31]. Note that, however, our objective
function is different from those of previous methods and that our constraints include not
only the intersubdomain continuity requirements but also the finite-element equilibrium
equations.
It follows from the classical quadratic linear duality theory of Section 2.4 that
±s = S (v) = min sup L (v, p, t) (3.44)
vEV6  tEX ,tEQ
= max inf LC (v, , t) (3.45)
CEXD -, tEQ vCV's
> inf (v,,t) - + (3.46)
vt, x x- Q.
Our approach to obtain bounds is to find candidate Lagrange multipliers, 4 and t, and
then to introduced them in (3.46). An inexpensive choice of candidate multipliers is to
appeal to the H-mesh Lagrangian, L : VH x X D - x Q. By evoking stationarity we get
2aS(w, UH) + a(?, w) - N(w) ± £O(w) - b(w, y+ ) = 0, Vw C VH, (3.47)
a(w, UH) _ N(w) = 0, Vw X D - , (3.48)
b(uH,p) -D(p) = 0, Vp E Q, (3.49)
where 0/ and y+ are the H-mesh Lagrange multipliers at stationarity. By constraining
w to continuous spaces XH(C VH) we eliminate the term b(w, y+ ) in (3.47) because XH
is continuous and therefore has no intersubdomain jumps. We can then easily solve for
0I. Returning to our broken space we can use the same equation and solve for y±. These
H-mesh Lagrange multipliers can now serve as candidates for our h-mesh problem. Note
that X D - C X D - and therefore the adjoint in XD- is a valid candidate multiplier and will
yield valid bounds, r + . The hybrid flux has no such subtleties; any choice on the H-mesh
is a valid candidate on the h-mesh because both have the same number of intersubdomain
edges.
3.2.3 Bound Procedure
We have seen that prior to calculating the bounds to our output of interest we need to
find our Lagrange multiplier candidates: adjoint and hybrid flux. Therefore, our bounds
procedure involves three steps. The first step determines the adjoint; the second step
determines the hybrid flux; and the third step determines the local h-mesh solution from
which we construct the bounds.
The H-Mesh Adjoint Calculation
We obtain an equation for the adjoint from a classical, albeit some what trivial, saddle
problem (3.47)-(3.49) on the H-mesh. That is, once we solve for the field solution uH E
X D + which satisfies
a(w, uH) = N(), Vw E XH, (3.50)
and also directly satisfies
b(uH, p) _- D(p) = 0, Vp E Q, (3.51)
we are able to calculate 0H E X D - from (3.47) as,
a( 'H, w) = -(2aS(w, uH) - N (w) ± O(w)), Vw e XH, (3.52)
where all ± refer to the pair of solutions required to ultimately generate lower (+) and (-)
bounds. By choosing the test function, w, to lie in XH we are able to cancel the hybrid
flux term in (3.47). We remark that the Dirichlet boundary conditions on the adjoint are
the negative of the boundary conditions on the field solution.
We perform three system solves on the H-mesh to obtain the field solution, the adjoint
for the upper bound and the adjoint for the lower bound from (3.50)-(3.52). However, for
direct strategies the work required to solve the three systems is only slightly larger that the
work required to solve the single system (3.50) as we can exploit a LU decomposition; for
iterative strategies, such economies of scale are more difficult to realize.
Knowing 01 we are interested in rewriting (3.52) as an equation for uH with all other
terms on the right-hand side. Therefore, we rewrite (3.52) in two ways. In the first refor-
mulation, we look for UH G X D + such that
2 aS(w, uH) = -F+(w; ), Vw G XH. (3.53)
Here, for any function _ E W7-(Q) and for all v G 7-4(Q) we write
F (v; ) = F (vTH;.), Vv C-4 (Q), (3.54)
TH E TH
where for all TH in T7-
FT+ (V; iNTH (v) + aTH (I T, V) ± f H (v), Vv G 7-4(Q). (3.55)
In some sense, -F±(v; O±H) represents the sum of "forces" in (3.52) when solving for uH E
X D +.
In the second reformulation, we look for UH E X D + such that
B (w, UH) = 0, Vw E XH. (3.56)
Here, for any function ! E 7-1(Q), for all v E 7-'(Q)
B(v;)= B±(vITH;) Vv 7(Q), (3.57)
TH ETH
where for all TH in TH
B' (v; ) = 2a'H(v, ITH) + F~(v, /i), Vv C 7-4/(). (3.58)
In effect, (3.56) is simply a restatement of equilibrium or balance.
The H-mesh Hybrid Flux Calculation
Recall that the intersubdomain continuity condition is that the values of v on each side of a
subdomain boundary must be equal, b(v, y±) = eD(y±), Vv e XH. This coupling between
elements can be relaxed while conserving the bounding properties of our estimators by
allowing a different Lagrange multiplier (known as the hybrid flux). An inexpensive choice of
the hybrid flux is obtained by exploiting our H-mesh, in particular (3.47)-(3.49). Therefore,
we look for y± E Q such that
b(v, y' ) = B' (v, UH), Vv E VH, (3.59)
which gives, for all TH in TH,
[V]LHy + |HL + [v]R HyH = B T1(v, uH), Vv E ZH(TH), (3.60)
where [v]LH is the jump of v on the left side of element TH. For implementation purposes
it may be more useful to introduce two test function (L, (T ) such that the left and right
hybrid fluxes y IH L and y IHR for all TH in TH are simply computed as,
y± L = B ((L, UH), (3.61)
y R  = -B (R, UI), (3.62)
where ((L, R R ) are the left and right basis function restricted to each element TH. For
our choice of subdomain - one element per subdomain - LH is 1 and 0 respectively at
the left and right ends of TH corresponding to the left and right nodes. To demonstrate
that (3.61) and (3.62) are consistent, that they yield the same hybrid flux on each side of
an edge, we sum (3.61) and (3.62) over all TH in TH; we obtain,
b(1, y') = B+(1, UH). (3.63)
Because 1 is definitely in XH, we get
b(1, y + ) = B+(1, uH) = 0, (3.64)
and prove that both calculations of the hybrid flux on either side give the same result.
The h-mesh subdomain Neumann Problem
We now look for ui E Zh(TH), for all TH in TH, such that
2a' (w,u) = -F (w; ) + [w]Hy i| + [w]RH Y iR
Vw e Zh(TH). (3.65)
To write (3.65) in a global form we appeal to Z E Vh where 1IITH = iL~, VTH 7TH, then
U4 satisfies
2a'(w, 14h) = -F+(w; 0±) + b(w, y±), Vw E Vh. (3.66)
For a singular element (a'H (v', v') = 0), we require for solvability,
-F. (v ' + LH H- y = 0. (3.67)TH ' )H)± TY I TH
To show (3.67), we observe that vS = 1 is in VH and by summing (3.61) and (3.62) we
obtain
Y - Y± = B± (v~,UH) = FH (. (3.68)
as desired.
We make several remarks. First, note that for one dimensional problems, even if the
calculation of i± is performed on decoupled subdomains as K Neumann problems the cost
is similar to solving the h-mesh system directly due to the tridiagonal structure of the
one space dimensional finite element discretization. However, in higher dimension the work
to compute the subdomain Neumann local problems is considerably less than the work
to solve the global system a(v, uh) = eN(v). Second, this approach imposes the Dirichlet
conditions through the "equivalent" hybrid flux Lagrange multiplier on FD [9]. A different
procedure where the Dirichlet boundary conditions are imposed directly is presented for
the one-dimensional convection diffusion problem in [35]. The advantage of the approach
presented here is that all edges, including boundary edges, are treated in (almost) the same
fashion. Third, as in other local-Neumann-problem a posteriori formulations [3, 13, 31]
for equations without a positive diagonal term in the operator, e.g., pu with P = 0, we
must verify that (3.65) does indeed have a solution, which in our context is equivalent
to demonstrating that for the candidate Lagrangian multipliers chosen, (3.52) and (3.61)-
(3.62) are in Ybd defined in (2.95). We observe that the equilibration equation embedded in
the space Ybd is similar to the equilibration we require for solvability (3.67). In this context,
we proved (3.68) because our candidates are in Ybd as desired. This space corresponds to
the set of functions for which the minimum of the Lagrangian is not -oo.
Finally, we can now calculate the bounds as
(Sh)LB(H) = r7+, (3.69)
and
(Sh)UB(H) = - -, (3.70)
where
,h = -a( L ) + c, - (/4) + D(y+). (3.71)
We have seen that to calculate our bounds 7+ we minimize over all v C Vh. Written in
another form, we look for,
= arg min £C(v, ±, y±), (3.72)
vC Vh
such that
L h =Y) min L(v, IH, y) O , (3.73)
vEVh
Recall that this problem is equivalent to solving the saddle problem for the Lagrangian
defined for the h-mesh and (3.65) is in fact the first variation in w of this Lagrangian.
To show (3.72)-(3.73), we expand our Lagrangian (3.43) for v = + w, , = A /H, and
t = y+, to obtain
( += ( h , y+) (3.74)
+2aS (w, U ) + Fi(w, (H) - b(w, y )
+as(w, w), Vw E Vh.
For U/ to be a minimum, we require that that all linear terms in w vanish, that is
2(w, [) = -F±(w, H) + b(w, y±), Vw E Vh. (3.75)
which is therefore used to compute ^. However this system is never formed, we use the
equivalent subdomain form introduced earlier in this Section.
We close this section by summarizing some of the attributes of our technique. First, by
including the equilibrium equation as a constraint in our Lagrangian - standard practice
in our optimization and control applications - we "automatically" obtain the necessary
error residual equation (2.102). In particular, we do not exploit orthogonality (2.52) as in
Becker and Rannacher [16, 17, 41]. Neither do we use energy minimization in our variational
statement as in [3, 13]. Recall the equilibrium residual method of Section 2.5, where the
quadratic function (2.104) is only constructed for symmetric operators. Thus, our formula-
tion is not specific to finite element projection, but can, in fact, be applied to any "nodal"
partial-differential-equation discretization procedure.
Second, by hybridizing the finite element equations and including these conditions as
constraints in our Lagrangian, only local problems are encountered on the h-mesh similar to
earlier proposals which have lead to decoupled local systems (2.105). Third, by virtue of the
energy equality we are able to treat general nonsymmetric systems even though only local
(well-conditioned, "unsquared") symmetric problems need to be solved on the truth mesh;
this symmetrization is achieved without modifying the norm of the resulting estimates.
Many a posteriori estimation procedures originally proposed or illustrated for symmetric
problems also readily extend to nonsymmetric problems [12, 8, 47]; however, most bound
techniques have been applied only to symmetric problems [3, 32]. Fourth, and perhaps most
importantly, by appropriate choice of the objective function contribution to the augmented
Lagrangian, we automatically generate the "inhomogeneities" required to obtain rigorous
duality bounds for the linear-functional and, even more general, outputs typically of interest
to engineering analysis. Fifth, a simple sign artifice ±ss provides both lower and upper
bounds, often an advantage in design problems with one-sided inequality constraints or
Pareto preferences [29]. Sixth, thanks to the duality arguments, no a priori approximation
or stability results are required to evaluate bounds; in contrast to [16, 17, 41], all constants
are readily computed as part of the procedure and thus there is complete certainty in the
final result (to within the truth assumption). Recall that in [16, 17, 41] an upper bound is
obtained for the error on the output, (2.123), however this latter involves constants that are
difficult to evaluate. Seventh, "good" choices for the adjoint and the hybrid flux are directly
obtained from the Lagrangian saddlepoint condition on the H-mesh assuming the location
of the saddlepoint on the H-mesh to be relatively close to the location of the saddlepoint
of the h-mesh.
3.3 Algebraic Formulation
3.3.1 Finite Element Approximation
Discrete Equations
For purposes of simplicity we consider a linear Galerkin finite element approximation on a
uniform mesh with grid-spacing 6 [43, 30]. We introduce the classical continuous-piecewise-
polynomial finite-element subspaces XA C 7-(), X C 1(Q), X C NO (Q), which we
express in terms of the standard nodal basis,
Xj = span{c 62(x), ... ,,n-1(X)}, (3.76)
X" = {(D(Zx) = v(Z) ±go61(x) ±gl n,(x)| v(x) E X}, (3.77)
6E {vE(z) = v() + P(n, ( v() X 6}. (3.78)
Here pj (x) is the piecewise-linear hat function associated with node xa, = (j - 1)6, j =
1, ..., n6: note that n = 6-1 + 1 is the number of nodes in Q including the boundary nodes.
We now look for us E XD+ such that
/(dw du6 +  du a + 3wu)dx = wf dx, Vw C X, (3.79)
where all the quadratures are assumed exact.
To obtain the finite element approximation of the solution u(x), we expand u6 (x) E X D +
us(X) E (__)j (X), (- n= go, ( 1  -- g91, (3.80)
j=1
and the test function w(x) C X,
W(X) = =(w3)joj(X), (W)1 0, (Wn),= 0, (3.81)
j= 1
where (u )j and (yw) j are the jth component of u E R ns and w E R nj, the vector of nodal
values and of the test function, respectively. We then insert the expansions (3.80)-(3.81)
into the weak form (3.79) to arrive,
w[Li- - f 0] = , Vw E 4 (3.82)
where L E R ns x 7n is the system matrix, f. E R ns is the inhomogeneity vector and
R6 = {v 6 E Rn7I(v) 1 = 0, (v6 )n6 = 0}. The latter space is introduced, maybe as an abuse
of notation, to remind us of the boundary condition applied when deriving the discrete
system of equations. Here ()T refers to algebraic transpose. We use the discrete form (3.82)
extensively in this section for two reasons: first, we directly observe that the first and last row
of the system Ljug = f are non admissible equations because the test function is zero for
those rows; and seconds, we can relate more easily this form to the variational form (3.50).
To solve for the "interior" unknowns, W_5 = (u_)2, (, U)n-1, that is find the discrete system
of equations with corresponding boundary conditions, we take the coefficients (ws)i = ei
for i = 1, ..., n6 where the ei are the unit vectors in each of the n6 directions of R n, and
eliminate the entries i = 1 and i = n6 for which (x)l and (x),n are the endpoints of Q.
We also need to move the first and last columns of L6 to the right-hand side, as usual for
non-homogeneous Dirichlet boundary conditions. The resulting linear system is,
454 = f - (u)()i,1 - (~)n(L )i,n, i = 2, ..., n - 1, (3.83)
where (-) represents all the values not associated with the first and last rows.
We evaluate the components in (3.82) in terms of our basis functions. In particular, the
discrete operator is given by
-( )i = (d d J + a  6 i +  6 i P j) d x
,  
1 < i,j ns, (3.84)
=o d x d d
where (Lj)i,j denotes the (i, j) member of L 6 . Similarly, the inhomogeneity takes the form
(fb) = f W if dx, 1 < i < nj. (3.85)
In the analysis that follows we shall also require a symmetric operator,
(A)i = dx dx + s i3 P6 j) dx, 1 < iJ _ n. (3.86)
where A6 differs from the symmetric part of L6 by ±1 in the first and last diagonal terms.
We note that, for 3 = 0, (A) is simply the discrete Laplacian.
To express our outputs as a discrete linear functional of the field solution uZ, we write
s =' ( , q(=)1, , 4, (3.87)
where fq) E Rn6 are defined by
(_q))i = ( 6 i), 1 < i < n6. (3.88)
The output functionals have the following algebraic expressions. For the pointwise output
we find
1) = (00 ... 010 ... )T, (3.89)
where the single nonzero entry is for j = -/6, assumed integral. For the average output we
simply obtain
2) (11 ... )T ,  (3.90)
while for our flux output we include our discrete operator L4 such as, for all XT E VE
S -X T f (3.91)
where the choice of X will be discussed in Chapter 8. Note, that this functional is equivalent
to the first derivative of u(x) at x = 1. Finally, the unbounded flux functional is simply,
4) = (0 ... - 1 1 )T .  (3.92)
These discrete functionals have the same bounding and un-bounding properties as discussed
in Section 3.1.2.
Domain Decomposition Formulation
We can successfully reduce the computational cost by solving the h-mesh problem on subdo-
mains with continuity imposed at the intersubdomain boundaries. For one space dimension,
this technique will decrease the computation time because the discrete operator L6 is tridi-
agonal. Nevertheless, for simplicity, the one dimension model problem is best to describe
this technique.
1- 0  a
2  a3  a4-1
T1
! SI S S $ $
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Figure 3-1: Coupled (Ev) and decoupled (g.) vectors of unknowns.
We introduce a H-mesh elemental decomposition (TH) of Q consisting of K elements
TH such that,
K
U THI (3.93)
k=1
where n is the closure of Q.
For simplicity, we require that each subdomain TH is of equal length 6 = H and contains
only one element. A similar derivation for subdomains with multiple H-mesh elements can
be found in [35, 46]. We next uniformly refine our TH element to construct the h-mesh
"triangulation" Th, consisting of R elements Th per subdomain, each of length h RK
Therefore, the subdomain boundaries coincide with nodes, as shown in Figure 3-1. We
introduce the intersubdomain node identification, Jk, k - 1, ... , K + 1, associated with the
subdomain edge location ak, k = 1, ..., K + 1, where
a1 = 0 < a2 < ... <a k = (k - 1)H < .... < aK +1 = 1, (3.94)
and
Tk =]ak ak+l[. (3.95)
It follows that jk = (k - 1)n 6/K, k = 1,..., K + 1 and the number of local nodes corre-
sponding to each subdomain is M = ns/K + 1. Finally, the total number of degrees-of-
freedom is 3 = n6 + K - 1 where the nodes on subdomain boundaries are counted twice,
once for each participating subdomain. Note that when 6 = H, we have MH = 2 and
Jk = k, k = 1, ..., K + 1. We present in Figure 3-1 vectors v E R n 6 and E R" which
illustrates the coupled and decoupled enumeration, respectively.
Our subdomain matrix operators are then define as the appropriate restrictions of the
underlying bilinear forms to subdomain T, k = 1, ... , K,
) fak+1 d - dp 6j+J k-1
ak  dx dx
+ a(pt J-I dx + i+J j+JJk-1)dx,
(3.96)
1 < i,j < Mj,
ak+l dpa zJ -1 dP 3+Jk-
(ADij = fk dx dx z+J-1 P6 j+j - 1) d x , 1 < i,j < M6 .
Note that Af # sym(LJ). Similarly, the restriction of the inhomogeneity term and of the
output linear functional to each subdomain is given as, for all T, k = 1,..., K,
ak+l
(f ) i2 k
_j a ( Po i+J-lf) dx, 1 < i < Ms,
and
(3.98)
For the pointwise output at x = T located at the intersubdomain we interpret any 6-function
to reside equally in the two participating elements.
We next introduce two operators that will play a role in the nonconforming hybrid flux
calculations: E R x uJ and RZ E R(K+1)xuf related to assembly and intersubdomain
continuity, respectively. The operator Q, is given by
(Q)i,i= 0 i = j + (k - 1), Jb < j < Js+l, k = 1,..., K
otherwise (3.99)
For any v5 E R n 6, Qhvz assigns the specified global nodal values to the nodes local to each
subdomain, similarly to the "mortar" operator of [7, 18]. To be more explicit, we show Q,
(3.97)
( )i = e(q) ITk.
for our K = 3 example in Figure 3-1,
0 ... 0
1
S10
0 1
1
0
0
0 ... O0
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1 0
0 1
1
0
0
0 ... O
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1 0
... O 1
Note that some columns have two non-zero entries associated
domain rows.
The operator R4 is defined, as
with the decoupled intersub-
1( _ _R ) ,, 3 = - 10
j = Jk + (k - 1)
j = jk+1 + (k - 1)
otherwise
,k < i k + 1,k = 1,...,K.
For our running example the operator RZ is
R4
£4 =
0
0
-1
0
0
0
0
-1
(3.102)
For any _ E R , R6  evaluates the jumps in _ across the K-1 subdomain boundaries
and the jump at both endpoints of the domain. This operator RJ serves the same purpose
as the hybrid flux operator (3.24) of the variational form in Section 3.2. In Figure 3-2,
we present, for two different types of mesh discretizations, an illustration of these jumps
occuring at the edges of the subdomains (represented by bullets). The intersubdomain
continuity constraint imposed by R6 requires that these jumps are equal to zero. Operators
analogous to Q, and R are common in earlier a posteriori analysis [3, 5, 13].
We can now form the block-diagonal operator L E Rn xnl and d A R 6 x containing
(3.100)
(3.101)
L R
T k+1Tk+l
HH
k-.[-1
VL
TVk+1
H
L R
Tk R k+1
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Figure 3-2: Illustration of intersubdomain v jumps.
the assembled, decoupled subdomain matrices (3.96), (3.97) as
(L {), L = k)i-J+l,jJ 6+1 jk ij k+l 1, ... , K,
0 otherwise
(A)i ()i-0+l-J+l Jk ij < otherwiseJ k 1 ... K,
0 otherwise
respectively, and the vectors f E R ' and E R 'f containing the assembled inhomo-
geneities and linear functionals (3.97), (3.98) as
(3.105)
(3.106)
and
(s )i = (i.)i-jt+ a
respectively. It then follows that
L = T
= 
__ = Q6
(3.107)
(3.108)
(3.109)
(3.110)
which is simply a restatement of the assembly process. In effect, the column and row
summing actions of Q and Q corresponds to pulling together the decoupled matrix L to
its original form Lj. This assembly process is less transparent in the variational form; it
involves testing on a continuous space or on a broken space as in (3.52) and (3.59).
L
Tk
H
and
(3.103)
(3.104)
jk < i < j+l k = 1, ... , K,
Jk i +l,k = ,...,K,
(f )i = (fk)ZJ- j+1-J 6), k+
Finally, we remark that the unique solution v E R" to the system
T- T
JR--=v - 6]
= 0, Vw_ E 7Z,
= , Vp E RK+1
(3.111)
(3.112)
is _V = u, where
=5 IL6
(3.113)
and
90
-gi
0
i=1
i=K1+I
otherwise
(3.114)
We write (3.111) without applying the boundary condition yet but remembering that R
contains these conditions. This way we avoid any confusion regarding the first and last rows
of L,. Recall u_ is the solution to our original finite element system (3.82). To show that
we recover the original system (3.82) , we insert (3.113) into (3.111) to obtain
[QT 6 Q ] - L] = 0,-6 = _ Vw_ E R. (3.115)
From (3.107) we obtain (3.82). Furthermore, we insert (3.113) into (3.112) and we write
p [_aQ6 - d6] = 0,
We now verify that
u E Xg +, we have the
for i = 1,...,K + 1 (ei
(3.116) becomes
VP E RK+
I (3.116)
(3.116) is satisfied. By applying the boundary conditions, for all
first and the last row equations satisfied. We then take (t)i = ei,
is the unit vector in each of the dimensions of R K + 1) such that
n6 64_6 = o, (3.117)
where 6 E Rs - 2, is yS with first and last entries eliminated, R-- is R6 with the first and
last row eliminated and _ is Q, with the first and last rows and columns eliminated. We
observe that (3.117) is satisfied because Q6 (of rank n6 - 2) is the right nullspace of R6
(of rank K - 1). Uniqueness of the solution to (3.111)-(3.112) then follows when L6 is
coercive. This system is, in some sense, "half-hybridized": we separately impose continuity
on Uh(x) through the jump constraint of R in (3.116), but directly impose continuity on
the test function through the row-summing action of Q in (3.111). We can relate the row-
summing action of QT to the variational formulation where the hybrid flux term vanishes
for continuous test function w E XH in (3.52). To fix ideas, we show in Figure 3-3 the
structure of L6 , L, and QTL for our running example.
(d)i = 
* * 0 0 0
* * * 0 0. 0
0 * * *
0 0 -* * '
L6- 9. 0.* . * 0 0 0
* * 0 0. 0
0 * * * 0
S0 0 * * -
0 0 0 * 0 0
S* * 0 0.
'00 * * * 0
00 0 * * **
0 
0
0 00 0 0
1L .6. -o - -0 0 0
So 0.0 0 0
0 0
0 0
S0 * * 0= J r - - -
0 0 0
* 0 0 00 0**00 0 0
* *0 0 0.
* 0 0
0 0 * *0 0 0 * 0*
Sindicate nonzero 0 00 * 0 0
0 0, * *
L 0 0 0 * 1* * * 0 0 01
, indicate nonzero entries.
3.3.2 Construction of our Augmented Lagrangian: Proof of Bounding
Properties
We proceed similarly to Section 3.2.2: first, we derive a simple energy equality; second, we
construct our augmented Lagrangian; and third, we appeal to the duality results to proof
our bounding properties. To begin, we multiply (3.82) by (u - g6 )T to obtain
(u - g)TLZW - (u - g_) T f = 0. (3.118)
Note, W satisfies (3.82) and (ju - g) is the vector of discrete component of a test function
in ~X where g is the discrete coefficient of a function in X . Expanding,
), +(3.119)
and since for all real W and L6, we have
(L + L ) = A + g - go (3.120)
1 ( - 06-L)u o, (3.121)
we thus obtain
uAu + g 2 - g - gL - 4f + gf = 0. (3.122)
It follows from (3.108), (3.109), and (3.113) that
uAu + g2 2 2a T T L u- U + g _f = 0. (3.123)
This is our desired energy equality similar to (3.38) expressed in our discrete decoupled
variables. Recall that go and gl are the boundary conditions at x = 0 and x = 1 which
are already included in the vector of unknowns W. In (3.120), these boundary conditions
appear in the additional constants on the right hand side. In fact, these constants are the
first and last terms in our unknown vector W times the first and last diagonal terms in L6.
Note that, all the other terms in the diagonal of the connective operator are zero.
We can now express our linear-functional output sj(= e(us)),
±S6 = S (_), (3.124)
where
STA v 2 C 2 C T TL v _ T TT T g_ ± (3.125)
~a=66 2 02 -s=6 =6 - - 6 =6j
is defined for any vg6 Rn s . Note that
-s- = o(min S ), (3.126)
p 6 - d] 0, Vp E RK+1
since from (3.111)-(3.113) the constraint forces v = u. This rather trivial result suggest
the formation of a Lagrangian,
-( _t ( Q 3) + A1 (Q_= L7 - f) ±) v6 , (3.127)
defined for all & E R"f6,_- G 7 6, and t6 E RK+1. Note that A, is the vector of discrete
coefficient of a function in X D +. It is easy to see that we can absorb the g vector into
the adjoint A , (z = ~ - g-), to define an equivalent but simpler Lagrangian, £
Rn x Z*2 x R K + 1 -+ R,
+pT L ± tRv 6 , (3.128)6-6 (Q6 z + T - _)
where 7Z = {v E RI ( 6 )1 = -g0, (6)n6 = -g91 . We have now directly obtained
a derivation for the adjoint boundary condition where p is the describe coefficient of a
function in X D -
In summary, our augmented Lagrangian consists of a quadratic "energy" reformulation
of the desired output as the objective to be minimized with respect to linear constraints
which are the finite element equilibrium equation and the intersubdomain continuity con-
ditions. Clearly the main difference is in the introduction of the hybridization operators Q6
and R6 which actually do the transformation to go from continuous spaces to our broken
spaces. Notice, that the adjoint is not decoupled and our hybrid flux includes the Dirichlet
boundary terms.
As A is symmetric positive-semidefinite, (3.128) constitutes a classical quadratic-linear
program. Recall, from Section 2.4, the duality result,
s±8 = S~() = mm sup £±(v, t1) (3.129)
__ER nb [4 Ec,tERK+l
max inf £ (&, t4_, tj). (3.130)
Bounds for our output then follow directly from (3.130): from the max min problem we see
that, for any candidate multipliers A' E (R*) 2 , _ E (RK+l) 2,
inf £(v ,t,) _< ±s. (3.131)
9ZER6 -
As for the variational formulation, we define 77 to be
±  (± ± ^± )(3.132)
where 
_ is given by,
(u ,t )= inf L: (_ , j  )  (3.133)
SER 6
We will not show here the proof of (3.133) as it follows directly the proof of (3.73) shown
in Section 3.2.2 where we replace a(v, v), aS(v, v) and £N(v) by v L v vT A v and v_ £ ,
respectively.
We conclude that
r + < s6 < -<8, (3.134)
which is the basis for our estimators. Note that both the lower and upper bounds are
obtained without evoking complementary energy arguments.
In addition to our duality results, we also know that the saddlepoint (u, , y±) asso-
ciated with (3.129)-(3.130) can be found by evoking stationarity of the Lagrangian (3.128),
yielding
v [2A + L + Ty - f ] = 0, Vv ERi' , (3.135)
n[Q - f = 0, Vw E 7, (3.136)
p[R - dg] = 0, Vp E RK+1, (3.137)
where (3.135), (3.136), and (3.137) correspond to variations with respect to the first, second,
and third arguments of £ (-, ., ), respectively. Note that,
(1,) = arg max [ inf £( , P t)], (3.138)
~46 , ~KE K +
1  nERA
and thus ('__-, y) is the choice for (f, f) which renders the bounds (3.134) exact. The
system (3.135)-(3.137) is now fully hybridized: as expected from standard results in mixed
methods [19] and domain decomposition approaches, y is a hybrid flux and _R is the
consistent flux "splitting" such that the original discrete equations are satisfied.
3.3.3 Bounds Procedure
To bound the "truth" output, sh, we evoke (3.134) with (0: ,y ) taken to be the inter-
polant of the H-mesh saddle problem solution (01, yH). To the extent that ( ,) is
close to ( , y), the bounds will be sharp. Hence, this hierarchical procedure involves
calculations on both the H-mesh and the h-mesh, however, the calculations on the h-mesh
are inexpensive. For purpose of solvability we require that the h-mesh is a refinement of
the H-mesh, XHD C X D +
To determine the (01, yH)
, 
we solve the saddle problem (3.135)-(3.137) for 6 = H,
vTH[2AHUH HHH + RHYH LH ± L ] = 0, Vv H  R '  (3.139)ST T __H (3.139)
w[QHLHQT - f = 0, Vy RH, (3.140)
[THRH=H - dH] = 0, VP H RK+1. (3.141)
Adjoint Calculation
We first find uH from (3.140)-(3.141), which from (3.111)-(3.113) and (3.82) can be com-
puted as
WT[LHUHH = H]' HE (3.142)
H = QHUH, (3.143)
where we need to take wH e, i = 1, ... , nH and then apply the corresponding boundary
conditions. To calculate the adjoint 0±, first we take vH = i, i = 1,..., H in (3.139),
second, we multiply by QT and finally we evoke (3.107)-(3.110) to find
LH = -(AH H _H-Y - fH H RH), (3.144)
where QT RT Hy is effectively zero except on the rows corresponding to the Dirichlet bound-
- H- -
ary nodes. Recall that the boundary values of the adjoint are known, so we do not need to
solve for these end nodes and therefore we only solve the following system
-T - - H , + g , 1
LHOH H= -(A H - fH H) +go(LTH), H) i = 2,...,nH - 1, (3.145)
to obtain
-go i=1
(4l)i={ ?H 2 < i <nH- 1 (3.146)
-91 i = nH
Relating back to the variational form, we have effectively solved for the adjoint on a con-
tinuous space as in (3.52).
Hybrid Flux Approximation
We see from (3.104) that (3.139) is decoupled into K systems. To calculate the values
of (y), i = 1, ..., K + 1 we multiply each of the decoupled systems associated with T k
L R
by (H k and H k which are vectors in R 2 equal to [1 0] and [0 1], respectively. This
H H
procedure will yield,
(YH)k = (H L T( ke + H( T k lkH )  (3.147)
H Tk 2HH ?P _To'.k+
(Y_)k+l ( H T (2Ak k + (LkH) T k± - f k H k ) (3.148)
H
where ukH is uH associated with T)k . Note that, the values of (y±) at the interface of two
subdomains can be computed from either sides.
Next, we need to form ± E (R*)2 and y± C (R(K+1)) 2 in order to evaluate our bounds
(3.134). First, considering the adjoint h, we form
nH
( hz- E( )j( Hj(Xhi), 1 < i < nh, (3.149)h -- H
j=1
which is simply the h-mesh linear interpolation of the H-mesh adjoint. Second,considering
the hybrid flux y±, we simply take yH because for one-dimensional problems where only
one point appears at the intersubdomain edges. Therefore,
Yh =YH. (3.150)
Finally, we now look for the minimizers,
4 = arg min L (Vh, ,y), (3.151)
V ERnh
=Rh
which is obtained simply by solving (3.135) with 6 = h and (__, y), that is we look for
(_ , yh ) such that u satisfies
-2A = -(L I - f h )  (3.152)
Note that in this system there is no boundary condition to implement. This system is a
fully decoupled system into all Neumann subdomain problems.
As in Section 3.2.3, we need to verify that (3.152) does have a solution for ~ = 0. Note
that Ah is singular. To show that (3.152) has a solution we need to show,
eh L + RhY - f -- = 0, (3.153)h gh! h -h =h =
where eh is the unit vector. By rewriting (3.147) and (3.148) for the h-mesh and subtracting
L R
one from the other so that Ch Ik and -h Tk construct eh we recover (3.153). In general,
H H
for exact quadratures and (bounded) Galerkin linear functionals, solvability will not be an
issue in one space dimension.
We compute our bounds for sh as
(Sh)LB(H) - ^+'V5y)
= T + 2 a _ 2  +O+Tfh (3.154)
(sh)uB(H) = -£+(U h'-y-)
= - A + g, - g - - (3.155)
We now review the computational steps in our bounding procedure:
1. We solve the "original" problem on the H-mesh, (3.82), to determine u H .
2. We solve two adjoint problems on the H-mesh ,(3.52), to determine _+ and (-H
Note that, for direct solution strategies, these adjoint calculations are of negligible
additional expenses, as the LU decomposition of Step 1 can be exploited.
3. We compute, from (3.147)-(3.148), the H-mesh hybrid flux, y7. Note that the hybrid
flux calculation does not require inversion, only local evaluation.
4. We interpolate the H-mesh adjoint and hybrid flux onto the h-mesh representation
according to (3.149)-(3.150).
5. We solve the two h-mesh problems, (3.152), to determine Uhil and we then evaluate,=h
from (3.154)-(3.155), the lower and upper bounds.
Note that Step 2-5 must be repeated for each desired output.
We have made some general comments concerning the cost and some solvability issues of
the bounds procedure in Section 3.2.3. In this section we review those comments in the light
of our discrete formulation. Recall, that to solve Uh, we require two A -solves. However, we
see from (3.104) that Ah can be decomposed into K decoupled symmetric systems which in
addition can also be easily parallelized. In practice, of course, Ah is never actually formed:
only the A , k 1, ..., K, are required. For our Galerkin linear functionals our systems are
tridiagonal which indeed, does not lead to any cost reduction by domain decomposition.
However, in higher spatial dimensions, the local problems enjoy a mush smaller bandwidth
and a smaller value of the condition number that the original global operator, Lh.
Chapter 4
Bounds Formulation for the
Convection-diffusion Equation
4.1 Model Problem
4.1.1 Governing Equations
We now extend our technique to the convection-diffusion problem in two space dimensions
in which we look for the field variable u(x) that satisfies
0 Ou _u
- (v ) + Ui f  in , i = 1, ..., 2, (4.1)Oxi axi xzi
with boundary conditions
U = gD on FD, (4.2)
au
S= gN on FN, (4.3)
where v is the positive viscosity and Q is a bounded domain in R 2 with Lipschitz boundary
Fy n FD = 0Q where yN and TD are the Dirichlet and Neumann portions of the domain
boundary. We require that FD be non-empty and Uili > 0 on FN. The data is assumed to
be smooth, i.e. f E 'A (), 9D G- 1/ 2 (FD), and gN E -1 /2(F N)
For our problem x = (x 1, x2 ), with corresponding unit vector i1, , Q is a square domain
]0, 2[x]0, 2[, the four sides of which are denoted F, = 1,..., 4, as shown in Figure 4-1.
We take the boundary data on FD = Fl n F2 to be gDoF1 = x1/ 2 , gD F2 = 1 - x1/2 ; and
on FD = r3 pn 4 to be gNIrl = 1 - x 2/2, gNF2 = x2 /2. The velocity is prescribed as
U = (-1, 1), which thus produces a boundary layer on the Neumann sides of the domain.
We take f = 0 to avoid any quadrature issues. For U = (0, 0) we recover the Poisson
problem described in Section 2.2. In addition, treatment of nonuniform velocity fields is
r0 (2,2)
r4  U 2
X 2
(0,0) 1
Figure 4-1: Convection-diffusion Geometry: FI, and F2 are Dirichlet boundaries, F3 and F4
are Neumann boundaries.
presented in Appendix B.
The variational form of (4.1)-(4.3) is to find u E W'D(Q) such that
v vUi dA = v + vg ds, Vv E 7(Q), (4.4)9 Bay Bax 09i f9 f
where dA is a differential area element, and ds is a differential line. Since Uhfi > 0 on the
Neumann boundary FN , 1D is non-empty, our two-dimensional bilinear form is coercive and
uniqueness directly follow from the Lax-Milgram theorem. Note that if Uigi < 0 then our
bilinear form is no longer coercive and proof of uniqueness does not follow the Lax-Milgram
theorem nor does the bounds technique apply.
In this section we set
" D(Q) = ve li() vlrD =gD , (4.5)
and
W() = v E 7-'(Q)l vIrF = 0}. (4.6)
A special case of the convection-diffusion equation is the Poisson equation for which
U = (0, 0). We also exploit this simple Poisson problem to investigate some characteristics
of the bounds for which a square domain with homogeneous Dirichlet boundary conditions
is considered.
4.1.2 Output Linear Functionals
We now indicate the particular linear functionals that are investigated. We shall look at the
average value of the field solution in the vicinity of the corner (XI, x 2) = (0, 2) at which
we expect the maximum value to occur. In particular, for the symmetric boundary strip
Fo identified in Figure 4-1, we define
(5) = (5)(1) = roS )() fof uds, (4.7)
where IF0 is the length of F0 .
We pause here and evaluate for what conditions this functional is bounded. First,
we show that f(5) (u) is a bounded functional for F0 of non-zero measure. Considering
that e(5) (u) is equivalent to inhomogeneous Neumann data in L 2 (FN), we apply the Riesz
representation theorem which states that there exists a unique u in "l11(Q), for this data
and this (5)(u) is bounded. Second, we show that f(5) (u) is not bounded for zero measure
of F0. We appeal to the Sobolev inequality stating: For any regular domain Q C Rd, if
ue E -m(), m > d then u is continuous. Hence, if we consider a delta-function over our
two dimensional domain, then d = 2 and so 4 is not strictly less that unity. Indeed, one
can find functions u c 'tl(Q) which are not continuous (m = 1 ;4 1).
Recall that our method is also able to treat unbounded functionals. To illustrate this
flexibility, we consider the corner value output of the field solution at (Xl, x 2) = (0, 2),
defined by
S(6) = (6 ) (u) = u(0, 2). (4.8)
Later, we will investigate the Poisson problem. As output, we will consider the average
solution over the entire domain. The output is defined by
s(7) = (7) (u) = I u dA. (4.9)
This output has an interesting property. It is shown in Appendix A that the H-mesh
output is the same as the lower bound. We call this property compliance in analogy to the
structural output with the same characteristics.
Lastly, we consider functionals that evaluate the "flux" on F0 which is a portion of a
Dirichlet boundary FD. We show that such functionals are unbounded unless p 0 connects
to Neumann boundaries at both ends. We study the problem in which the flux is expressed
as for the one dimension problem (3.8):
£(u) = v + UiX - Xf dA. (4.10)
Note that, toevaluate the "flux" on F, X has to be unity on F and zero on the rest of
Note that, to evaluate the "flux" on Uo, X has to be unity on Fo and zero on the rest of
FD . This function is not in 2 (rD) and therefore f(u) is unbounded.
4.2 Finite Element Approximation
4.2.1 Bilinear and Linear Forms
We define here the bilinear and linear forms for the convection-diffusion problem. We first
define a space which permits discontinuities across edges of the h-mesh, "broken" W1(Q)
space, as
( ) E ol(Q)j VITH E I(TH), VTH TH}. (4.11)
Note this space is essential to decompose our global problem into subdomain problems. We
then define the bilinear form associated with our operator as
a(w, v)= aT(w T, vITH), Vw, vE (), (4.12)
TH ETH
where for all TH in TH
aTH (W, V) = + wU dA, Vw, v E 1 (TH). (4.13)
We shall also need the symmetric part of our operator,
as(w,v) = ( aH(w ITH,v TH), Vw, vE&-l (Q), (4.14)
TH E TH
where for all TH in TH
/ w Dy v
aH (w, v) = O -- dA + - wvUjzjds, Vw,v E -1 (TH). (4.15)TH OXj j 2 aTHN[N
The boundary term in (4.15) arises from the convection operator and only affects the Neu-
mann boundary. Although for problems where there are no Neumann boundaries, this term
vanishes and a'H (,) is the symmetric part of aTH (,); in general a"H (,) is not the symmetric
part of aTg (,).
We next introduce a set of "jump" bilinear and linear forms which will be required in
our variational relaxations. We write
b(v,t)= aTH TH f I tIE(TH)ds, Vv E W ((Q),Vt C Q, (4.16)
TH ETH YTH EC(TH ) T H
where v TH is to be interpreted as the trace of vT on yTH and Q = {t E -1/ 2 ((TH))I trN
0}. (More strictly, the L 2 inner products in (4.16) should be replaced by the duality pairing
between N-2 (Q) and 1 (Q) defined in (2.15).) Note that t is defined only over the edges
of the triangulation and may, of course, be discontinuous; t may also be defined as the flux
associated with a function Q in '7(div, Q) [5]. Effectively, (4.16) computes the moments of
the jumps in v over integral edges, and the moments of v over boundary edges. Similarly,
we also require the related linear functional associated with the Dirichlet conditions,
D(y)= T H 9gD YIE(T) ds, Vy E Q, (4.17)
TH " TH 7THC (TH ) YTHn D
which computes the moments of the imposed boundary conditions on FD.
We now introduce our linear functionals. Associated with the volumetric inhomo-
geneities, we have
£N(v) = N £H(VITH), Vv e 7I(Q), (4.18)
TH E TH
where for all TH in TH
TH (v) = vf dx + vgN ds, Vv C -t(TH). (4.19)fH fTH N
Associated with our output functional, we introduce
o(v)= E (vITH), Vv e -(), (4.20)
TH ETH
such that
=o(v) -(v), VV C ll 1 (Q). (4.21)
Here f() is the formal output functional introduced in (2.49). Note that the construction
(4.20)-(4.21) permits us to evaluate the output associated with a field variable which is not
in W 1(Q).
4.2.2 Function Spaces
Our function spaces are defined using the same notation as in the one-dimensional problem.
We believe, however, that there will be no confusion and that the context will clearly indicate
the dimensionality of the problem.
We first introduce the standard conforming linear approximation spaces,
X6 = {vIT, E Pi(Tj),VT E T7 } Nl(Q), (4.22)
and
X D = {v UD v E X6}, (4.23)
where UD E D7-DI(Q) is any lifting of the Dirichlet boundary data, and Pi(Tj) is the space
of linear polynomials over Tj. We shall need only 6 = H and 6 = h which corresponds to
our "working" and "truth" discretizations, respectively: from our refinement hypothesis,
X D + C X D+ and XH C Xh. Note that, for the problems described in Section 8, UD will
be chosen such that UDITH c PI(T), VTH E TH and UD is the Dirichlet data gD on FD.
We next introduce standard nonconforming linear spaces [19, 42],
X H = {v TH E P1(TH),VTH E THlb(v,t) = £D(t),Vt E Q}, (4.24)
X H = {vlT H E Pi(TH),VTH TH Ib(v, t) = 0, Vt C Q}, (4.25)
where
Qk = {ly E Pk(),V 7 E S(TH),Y rN = 0}. (4.26)
The nonconforming space requires that the jumps in v over internal edges be orthogonal to
zero order polynomials which implies that members of this space need only be continuous
at the midpoints of the edges. Note that, in addition to weakly imposing the continuity
requirements, (4.24) and (4.25) also weakly impose the Dirichlet conditions.
Finally, we introduce our subdomain-local spaces: for all TH in T-H,
ZH(TH)- (PI(TH)), (4.27)
and
Zh(TH) = {VTH c Pi(Th),VTh cE zTH }Nl(TH), (4.28)
where we recall that ZTH is the set of h-mesh elements that constitute TH. We can define
the associated "product" spaces as
V6  {vil E C[lN(Q)JvITH Zj(TH),VTH c TH}, (4.29)
for 6 = H and 6 = h. In essence, the Z6(TH) are Neumann spaces over each TH, for which
V is the corresponding global representation.
4.3 Bound Procedure
The procedure to calculate the bounds is similar to the one-dimensional case; we need to find
an adjoint and a hybrid flux, our two Lagrange multipliers. Therefore, our bounds procedure
involves the same three steps: first, determination of the adjoint; second, calculation of the
hybrid flux; and third, solving the local h-mesh solution from which we construct the
bounds. The main difference is in the calculation of the hybrid flux where in one-dimension
the interface is only one point where as in two-dimensions the intersubdomain condition is
computed for line elements.
4.3.1 The H-Mesh Adjoint Calculation
As in Section 3.2.3, we look for UH E X D+ and V51 E X D - such that
a(w, uH) = N(w), Vw E XH, (4.30)
and
a(O, w) = -( 2 a'(w, uH) _- N(w) Oe0 (w)), VW E XH. (4.31)
We observe that in the latter equation the flow is "reversed", nevertheless the system is still
well-posed, as the Neumann condition is transformed into a weak Dirichlet requirement.
To expose this fact, we integrate by parts the left-hand side of (4.31),
] V - - Uw H dA + w Uifi ds, Vw C XH. (4.32)
f z, zi 8xi rN
Because (4.32) applies for all w in XH it follows that 0± must equilibrate the right-hand
side associated with the Neumann boundary. This in some sorts is similar to imposing 0±
to be equal to Dirichlet data. For example when the output functional on the Neumann
boundary is zero, then V)i must be zero as well. We also remark, as for the one space
dimension, that the Dirichlet boundary conditions on the adjoint are the negative of the
boundary conditions on the field solution (for our choice of Lagrangian).
We rewrite (4.31) in two ways similarly to (3.53) and (3.56). In the first reformulation,
we look for UH e X D + such that
2a(w, uH) = -F+(w; 0I), Vw E XH. (4.33)
Here, for any function .T in W1 (Q) and for all v E 1 (Q),
F+ (v; F) = FH (VITH;.T), Vv E R14(Q), (4.34)
TH
TH E TH
where for all TH in 7H
FiH (v; .) = - (v) +aT (ITH, v) ± H (V), Vv Ec W(Q). (4.35)
In some sense, -F±(v; ,H) represents the sum of the "forces" in (4.31) when solving for
UH G X D + . In the second reformulation, we look for UH E X D + such that
B+(w, UH) = 0, Vw E XH. (4.36)
Here, for any function g in W/(Q), for all v 7-/1(Q),
B'(v;) =  b (v IT; 9), Vv EN (Q), (4.37)
TH E TH
where for all TH in TH
BTH (v; ) = 2a' (V, TH) + F" (vOH), Vv 1(A). (4.38)
4.3.2 The H-mesh Hybrid Flux Calculation
To compute the hybrid flux, we look for y EC Q1 C Q such that
b(v, y±) = B (v, uH), Vv E VH, (4.39)
which gives, for all TH in TH,
0T vyH IE(rTH) ds = BTH (V, uH), Vv i ZH(TH). (4.40)TTH 68(TH) TH
YTH ES(7H)
Note that both terms on each side of (4.40) would be zero if the test function v would be
in Xh, then the hybrid flux could be calculated exactly. Our goal, however, is to obtain fast
bounds. To obtain this result, we have introduced a "broken" space to decouple the global
system into local problems. In some sense, the information from neighboring subdomains
will come from the approximate hybrid flux. In Chapter 6 we present different approaches
we have considered. In particular, we use a two step procedure where we calculate a first
initial approximation y and then correct it with y± to ensure that (4.39) is equilibrated.
4.3.3 The h-mesh subdomain Neumann Problem
We now look for iT E Zh(TH), for all TH in TH, such that
2aH(Wi!/) -Fr (W i)± Z E "YTH f w
2aH (wH) - YTH WYE(TH) ds, Vw E Zh(TH). (4.41)TH TH T H () " O) T H
YTH E (TH)
To write (4.41) in a global form, we introduce the variable i = E Vh such that |ITH =
~H VTTH E TH, then ih satisfies
2a'(w, ) = -F+(w; 0 ) + b(w, y+), Vw E Vh. (4.42)
The hybrid flux in (4.41)-(4.42) may be calculated by any of the procedures described in
Chapter 6. Note that for singular elements TH, which has aH (vs, UTH) = 0, we require for
solvability that
-F (SH v IE(TH) ds = 0. (4.43)
7TH E S(TH) TH
From (4.40) and the fact that vS C Zh(TH) we prove (4.43).
We make several remarks. First, this approach imposes the Dirichlet conditions through
the "equivalent" hybrid flux Lagrange multiplier on FD [9]. A different procedure where
the Dirichlet boundary conditions are imposed directly is presented for the one-dimensional
convection-diffusion problem in [35]. The advantages of this approach are that: all edges,
including boundary edges, are treated in (almost) the same fashion and elements with
edges on 1D support the boundary condition such that to avoid any ambiguity with any
elements that have only one node on the boundary. Second, we note that (4.41) constitutes
a set of decoupled Neumann problems, except for elements with an edge on FN which
produce mixed Neumann-Robin problems. Thanks to our equilibration procedure, the pure
Neumann problems are solvable. Consequently, these systems have solutions determined up
to an arbitrary constant. Note that the "level" of the solution for each element is chosen
arbitrarily; the particular choice will be presented in Section 8.2. Third, we note that
the K systems for the UTH are completely decoupled, leading to very efficient inversion
compared to the original h-mesh original problem a(v, uh) = fN(v). It is clear that in
higher dimensions the matrices become sparse and more expensive to compute. Therefore,
this domain decomposition method is very attractive: in direct strategies, the bandwidth
is greatly reduced; in iterative strategies, the condition number is greatly reduced; in both
cases, the h-mesh problem is now symmetric, and "embarrassingly" parallel [23]. Indeed,
the h-mesh work to compute if1 will typically be much less than the H-mesh work required
to compute the adjoints and hybrid fluxes.
Finally, we can now calculate the bounds as
(Sh)LB(H) = 77+, (4.44)
and
(Sh)UB(H) = -7-, (4.45)
where
S= -aS( , ) + CU - N(h) + £D(y±), (4.46)
and
c = - g2D Uii ds. (4.47)
2 D
(For the Poisson problem, cv = 0.) Note that the particular choice of level of the solution
hi 4 does not affect lower and upper bound values because aS(,) has a nullspace of unity.
We now prove that the bounds are indeed bounds to the output of interest as summarized
in (1.1).
4.4 Proof of Bounding Properties
To begin, we present a simple energy equality that will provide the stabilization in our
Lagrangian. It is derive similarly to the one space dimension of Section 3.2.2, thus we
obtain
aS(uh, Uh) + CU - N (Uh) - [a(g, uh) - £N(g)] = 0, (4.48)
where g is any function in XD+.
We now introduce the set of functions S,
S= V X D +  a(w,v) = N(w), Vw Xh, (4.49)b(v, t) = D (t), Vt EQ,
It is clear that this set of functions is not particularly interesting, consisting only of the
singleton v = Uh. Continuing with trivialities, it thus follows that
±sh = min(as(v, v) + cv - £N(v) - [a(g, v) - £N(g)] ± f 0 (v)), (4.50)VES
since for v = UH the objective reduces to ±fO(Uh).
This constrained minimization problem leads to the construction of a Lagrangian, g
Vh X Xh x Q -- R, as
S(v, cp', t) = (a(v,v)+cu--N(v)-[a(g,v)-N(g)]+£O(v))+(a(pL', v)-N(L'))-(b(v,t)-D(t)).
(4.51)
where we recall that Q = {t E 7l- 1/2 (S(7T)) I tr N = 0} (that vanish on the Neumann
boundaries). We next absorbed the "g" terms into the adjoint p' to define an equivalent
but simpler Lagrangian, : Vh X D - x Q -+ R as
L (v, p, t) = (aS(v,v) +cu- eN() ±e0 (v)) + (a ( v) _ eN(p)) - (b(v, t) - eD(t)). (4.52)
Finally, it shall prove convenient to write (4.52) as
£+(v, p, t) = [-aS(v, v) + cv - £N(v) + eD(t)] + [2a'(v, v) - F±(v; p) - b(v, t)]. (4.53)
for F+(v; p) as defined in(4.34)-(4.35).
We now show that 971 of (4.44)-(4.45) can be expressed as
7 = + VH hL , ±( , Y+), (4.54)
where we simply set v = , = i, and t = y+ in I£(v, p, t) of (4.53), and evoke (4.42);
note that, due to weak imposition of the Dirichlet conditions, all the subdomain problems
in (4.41)-(4.42) are natural, and thus v = U 1 is an admissible test function. Moreover we
have
( , i, )= m n (v, ±, y). (4.55)
vE Vh
To demonstrate (4.55), we expand out Lagrangian (4.53) for v = /j +w, p = r)H, t = y+
to obtain
+ 2aS(w, l' ) + F (w; ) - b(w, y)
+ a(w,w), Vw E Vh. (4.56)
From (4.42), we observe that the terms linear in w collectively vanish, and thus (4.55)
directly follows since as(,) is positive semi-definite over Vh.
Recall from (2.94) that for any choice of Lagrange multipliers we obtain a lower bound
for sh. The only requirement is that our adjoint and hybrid flux candidates (0±, y±) lie
in X D - x Q. It is clear that y± E Q1 C Q but it is not so clear that 0I C X D - . From
our refinement hypothesis that Th is a refinement of TH it follows that X D - E X D - , so I
is also in XD-. In practice, this leads to a linear interpolation of 'i on the h-mesh. We
conclude that
r1 _ ± Sh, (4.57)
and thus
7+ < Sh < --. (4.58)
We close this section with two remarks. First, we note that solvability is essential in the
construction of the bounds [5]: without solvability, in a "singular" element TH, FTI (cvS; V))--
b(cPv, y±) -+ -co for either c -+ c or c -+ -oo; since a' (cv', cv s ) = 0,
min £+ (v,, IH y) = -o, (4.59)
VEVh
and the resulting bounds are meaningless. Solvability ensures that, in a singular element
TH, we satisfy
F (v'; ) - b(Pv' , y+) = 0. (4.60)
Recall, from the definition of Ybd in (2.99), that candidate Lagrange multipliers must satisfy
a equilibrium equation. The definition of that space Ybd is similar to having our adjoint
and hybrid flux satisfy (4.60). From (4.42) and from vS = 1 being a valid test function it
follows that (4.60), is indeed, satisfied. Thus, the modes not controlled by the quadratic
stabilization term cannot contribute to the value of the Lagrangian. As anticipated, the
choice of the level of ' is, of course, irrelevant. Second, we note that we have proven
here only that (sh)LB and (sh)UB are bounds for sh; we expect to obtain good bounds
since 4': and y' are the saddlepoint of the H-mesh Lagrangian which should be a good
approximation to the h-mesh Lagrangian.
Chapter 5
Bounds Formulation for the
Incompressible Stokes Problem
5.1 Model Problem
5.1.1 Governing Equations
We consider the steady creeping flow of an incompressible (p = constant) Newtonian fluid
with constant dynamic viscosity, p, between two plates with a rectangle obstacle in the
center. This geometry is presented in Figure 5-1 where (l,X 2) denotes the coordinate
system, with corresponding unit vectors x1, ,2; Q is the domain; IF, j = 1,.., 5 are the
domain boundary. The flow is driven by the forcing term which can be seen as a pressure
gradient APIL in the xl direction. The velocity and pressure perturbations are periodic in
the x1 direction.
To describe this flow we use the "Laplacian" form of the incompressible Stokes equations.
We present these equations in indicial notation,
02 ui dp
0 + =fi, in Q, i={1,2}, (5.1)
axjXj aXi
u9
- =0, in , (5.2)
xi
with no-slip Dirichlet and periodic boundary conditions,
u = 0on Fi, i = {1,3,5}, (5.3)
urI2 = ur 4, (5.4)
where (Ul, u 2 ) are the velocity components, p is the periodic perturbation of pressure divided
by viscosity and (fl, f2) are the components of the volumetric force divided by viscosity.
Since adding a constant to the periodic pressure solution yields another solution we
(1,2)
r 4  r3
X2 5 r212
X 1
(-1,0)
Figure 5-1: Geometry: F, F3 and s5 are homogeneous Dirichlet boundaries, 14 and P 2 are
periodic boundaries.
require, for uniqueness, that
p dA = 0.
Recall that p is the pressure perturbation and therefore the integral over the domain of this
perturbations is zero.
The variational form of (5.1)-(5.2) is:
(n7-(Q)) 2 and p e L2(q) such that
J Ovi DuiSxa xi
Given (fl,f2) C (W-1(Q)) 2 , find (ul,u 2 ) E
- 0 V(vi, v 2 ) (0 )2,
S0 Vq E L2(Q),
(5.6)
(5.7)
where dA is a differential area element. Here, we define
L 2(Q)
= V C _1( I) VIFr2 l 4, v rl = 0, i = {1, 3, 5}},
= {q E L 2(Q) q 2 =qr 4 , q dA = 0}.Jo
(5.8)
(5.9)
5.1.2 Output Linear Functionals
We assume that our output s may be expressed as a linear functional of the velocity com-
ponents ui and of pressure p, that is s = £(U1, 2 ,p) = £ (ui) + £P(p) where
f : (tI (Q)) 2 x L 2 (Q) -+ R, (5.10)
g/ : / (Q) - R,
dvi
- p - vifi dA
i q dAJ2 0Dxi
(5.5)
i = {1, 2}, (5.11)
Equivalently f is a linear functional on the product space (W-I(Q)) 2 x L 2 (Q). On physical
grounds, £P(1) = 0, since the pressure is arbitrary, and thus should not affect the output.
The mathematical ramification are given later.
Examples of possible linear functionals include the flowrate or the lift force acting on a
body immersed in the fluid. The particular linear functional for the flowrate (output s(s ))
between two parallel plates is defined as
4(v)= v vdA,
ev(v) = 0o, (5.12)
£P(q) = 0,
where L is the height between the plates. Note that these output functionals are bounded
for all v in '1 (Q0). Another important engineering output of interest (s(9 )) is the lift force
acting on a body. We evaluate this force with the following functionals:
SO1(u) = -=Xlfl dA,
V(u) = J 2 _ X 2f 2 dA, (5.13)
0 9X 1  OX2£P(p)= -p(-xl dd ,
or equivalently
S() = Xi Oui OXiS (9) Ox xi - Xifi dA, (5.14)
where X = (X1 , X 2 ) is any pair of continuous functions in (3 1 (Q)) 2 such that X 1 = 0, X 2 = 1
on F 5 and X1 = 0, X 2 = 0 on the other non-periodic boundaries. Note that, if we choose X
to be an incompressible field then the pressure part of the functional (fP(p)) becomes zero.
To show that these choices are compatible with the incompressibility constraint we refer to
Gauss' theorem
axi dA = iXi ds= Zii ds = 0. (5.15)
Note that F 5 is a close boundary contour, and that X1 = 0, X 2 = 1 on F 5 , which directly
leads to our result in (5.15). In Chapter 8 two particular choices of X will be described and
tested.
The motivation behind this choice of functional is once again to obtain bounded func-
tionals as we can predict specific convergence properties for I V E W7-1(Q) and i F E L 2 (Q).
To show that this functional is bounded, we only require to bound the linear part in ui and
fP :L2() -+ R.
in p. Since X E (,h.1 (Q)) 2 one can write
IXIUIllnW1 + IX2jl tn1- 2 1H +
IIPIIL2 IX1'L1 + IIPIIL2IX2 jtl,
_ IIXisIIInlUII.t + I1X2jjW1ljU2117l1 +
IIPIIL2 11i 1-1 + IIPIIL2 IIJ 2 1,I
< III IInIu lI1+ I Ill l|PII N .i
(5.16)
(5.17)
(5.18)
Therefore, s(9) is bounded.
To demonstrate that (5.13) corresponds to the lift force, we first integrate by parts
(5.14),
9) (x ui.4a xj 8, a - i Ox3 axj -a(Pxi)0i-(pXi)Oxi
op
+ xi - X f! dA.
oxi (5.19)
We now regroup terms,
+± - fi) dA +
- xi
0 (Xi 
- pXi6i) dA.
Oxj Oxj
Second, by appealing to the equilibrium statement (5.1) the first integral vanishes. We can
add -( u--) = 0 and obtain
a 3 ax,
(9)_ 0 (i Oui
_x I (X
OujOxi - iij) - Ou dA.Oxj Oxi (5.21)
We now want to show that the term f - O f- dA vanishes. Using integration by parts and
knowing that ( ) =0 for our field solution we obtain49xj 9x, - ,, fl ,1,;,. h~,
/ -x ( Xi ) dA =
n2 8xj axi
OXi Ouj dA,
Ox, 0 x i
which then becomes for our model problem
f i--ax n ds. (5.23)
Based on our choice of X, in particular that X1 = 0 and X2 = 1 on F5 then (5.23) becomes
a nj ds - 0. (5.24)
We consider two cases, first, on a straight edge boundary we know from the no slip
s(9) =- a2Ui
Oxj Oxj (5.20)
(5.22)
Figure 5-2: Wall normal and tangential components of velocity.
boundary condition on the wall that
Oun
O = 0, (5.25)
Out
= , (5.26)
where un and ut are respectively the wall normal and tangential components of velocity,
presented in Figure 5-2. From continuity,
Bun But+ = 0, (5.27)
On Ot
we conclude that
n = 0. (5.28)
On
From (5.28) and (5.26), it follows that
Oun
u- = 0, (5.29)
OX2
and therefore,
Ouj u 0 (5.30)
2 2 0, (5.30)
which proves that (5.24) is satisfied on a straight line. Note that the above holds for a
smooth curved line which can be approximated as infinitely small lines segments.
Second, we consider a corner such as illustrated in Figure 5-3. It appears that at the
corner we can directly satisfy
Bun BunS - = 0, (5.31)On t .0
to obtain (5.30) but this may not be rigorously exact. At the corner there exists a jump in
out- 0 2
at -9Un2 
- 0
tj 2 at2
Figure 5-3: Corner normal and tangential vectors.
velocity derivatives in both directions, tl and t 2 . However, we assume this singularity to be
small enough so that it may be considered negligible. Results obtain for the lift output, s( 9),
where we have not eliminated the term fJ -! dA are presented in [37]; in particular, in
[37] we redefine s(9 ) as,
0fxi 0ui Ouj 8xi
s-(9) j ( - + = ) -P- - Xzfi dA. (5.32)f9 0 = j Dx1  O9x Oxi
Finally, we identify the stress tensor (aij) divided by viscosity in (5.21) and we write
S(9) Xioij ds, (5.33)
where A3 is the normal outward vector. We see that if we impose on F5 (the obstacle) Xj to
be equal to +1 only in the x2 direction and that vanishes to zero on the other boundaries
we then obtain the force on the fluid in the x2 direction. To obtain the lift force we just
need to invert the signs. (Note that we can also calculate the drag force acting on the body
by choosing a set of functions X = (X 1 , X2 ) such that X = 1 on F5 and any continuous
function that vanishes on the boundary.) Finally, from (5.12) and (5.13) we then compute
our desired output as s = £v(ui) + £P(p).
5.2 Finite Element Discretization
The general finite element ingredients such as the bilinear and linear forms and the function
spaces are introduced in this section. The general triangulation introduced in Section 2.3.1
is exploited here. Note, that in this case we are only in the presence of Dirichlet edges and
periodic edges but no Neumann boundaries.
5.2.1 Bilinear and Linear Forms
We define here the bilinear and linear forms for Stokes problem. Similarly, we need to define
a "broken" space which has no continuity required on the interior triangles. This space is
used to define functions on the local subdomains. We denote
7-t.(Q) = {v C L2 (Q) V TH cr 1(TH), VTH C TH}. (5.34)
Now, we define the bilinear form associated with our operator as
a(w, v) = a (TH(wITH, TH),
TH CTH
V(w,v) EE((Rl(Q)) 2
where for all TH in TH
aH (w, v) =T Vw Vv dA,
di(w,q) = E diTH (WTH ,qTH),
TH CTH
V(W,v) E (7 (TH)) 2 .
V(w, q) C n (Q) x L2(TH),
(5.36)
(5.37)
where for all TH in TH
di TH (w, q) = q- dA,fT xi (5.38)
We next introduce a set of "jump" bilinear and linear forms required in our variational
relaxations. These forms will be apply in a scalar fashion to each component of velocity. In
particular, we define the bilinear from
b(w, t) = E E
TH ETH TH 6 (TH)
tl(wJ t) E -H, (Q)
0TH WITH t E(yTH) ds,T
H
where wITH is to be interpreted as the trace ofwlTH on 7TH and Q = {t E W- 1/2 (E(TH))I tIrN
0}. Note that t is defined only over the edges of the triangulation. Effectively, (5.39) com-
putes the moments of the jumps in w over integral edges, and the moments of w over
boundary edges.
We now introduce our linear functionals. Associated with the volumetric inhomo-
geneities, we have
(5.40)TH TH (WITH), Vw
TH ETH
(5.35)
Similarly,
(5.39)
V(w, q) E - (TH) x L2( ).
where for all TH in TH
TH (W) = wf, dA, Vw E (TH). (5.41)
Associated with our output functional, we introduce
£ov(w) f ' H(W ITH), VwC~(Q), (5.42)
TH ETH
such that
eOv(w) = £(w), Vw E -(). (5.43)
Similarly we can introduce linear functional for pressure,
fOp(q) qjT o(,) Vq EL(Q), (5.44)
TH ETH
such that
£OP(q) = eP(q), Vq E L0(). (5.45)
Here f VP() is the formal output functional introduced in (5.11).
5.2.2 Function Spaces
We consider two different spatial discretizations; 6 = H and 6 = h which corresponds
respectively to our "working" and "truth" discretizations. We use here the Crouzeix-
Raviart approximation spaces as previously described in Section 2.3.4 and in Appendix C.
For components of velocity, we identify
X = {vIT P2 (T), VT0 T6 } N nK (), (5.46)
where P+(T6) = {P 2 (T) + aTH~~123, aTH E R} is the space of quadratic polynomials
enhanced by a "bubble" function over T6 . The barycentric coordinates (I1, 2, 3) define the
"bubble" function.
For pressure, we identify
Ya = {qIT C P 1(T), VT E T }n L2 (). (5.47)
We next introduce spaces of polynomial functions defined on the edges only,
Qk = {tJ6 E Pk(7), V7 c (TH)} nQ. (5.48)
Let's now define two subdomain local spaces. First, for velocity, the subdomain local spaces
is given as
ZH(TH) - (P+(TH)), (5.49)
and
Zh(TH) = {VTh E P+(Th), VTh C RlT,} -o(TH), (5.50)
where we recall that RTH is the set of h-mesh elements that constitute TH. Associated
with these spaces we add an incompressibility constraint for velocity and define the spaces
D(TH) = {(l, v 2 ) E (Z6(TH)) 2 , di TH (vi, q) = 0, Vq E L 2 (TH)}. (5.51)
Second, for pressure, the subdomain local spaces is given as
MH(TH) = (P1(TH)), (5.52)
and
Mh(TH) = {qiTH E P 1Th), VTh E 7zT, } L2(TH). (5.53)
We can define the associated "product" spaces with and without incompressibility constraint
as
V = {v E -IL(Q) VITH C Za(TH), Vq C Mj(TH)}, (5.54)
and
U = {(vI,v 2 ) ( (V(1()) 2 1ITH,V2 IT,) E D6(TH), VTH E TH}, (5.55)
for 6 = H and 6 = h. In essence, the Da(TH) are Neumann spaces over each TH, for which
U6 is the corresponding global representation. Note that these spaces impose local or global
incompressibility on the velocity.
5.3 Bound Procedure
The bound procedure is based on choosing an approximation to the h-mesh Lagrange
multipliers. Recall that the adjoint enforces the equilibrium equations and the hybrid flux
enforces the intersubdomain continuity conditions. We use a hierarchical approach, that
is we initially calculate our candidate Lagrange multipliers on the H-mesh that we then
"interpolate" on the h-mesh.
5.3.1 The H-Mesh Adjoint Calculation
First, we solve the Stokes Problem (5.1). We look for (ul H, U2 H,PH) E (XH) 2 X YH such
that
a(wi, u H) - di(wi,PH) = (wi), V(1, 2 ) c (XH) 2 , (5.56)
-di(ui H, q) = 0, Vq E YH. (5.57)
Second we solve for the adjoint. We look for (A:tH, 2 A) (XH)2 x YH such that
a('H wi) -di (w, -(± egv(wi)) + 2 a(wi, uiH) -N( wi)), (5.58)
-di(oH q) = -($±H p(q)), V(w1, 2 ,q) E (XH)2 X YH. (5.59)
It is required that eP(1) = 0 to avoid any forcing term which is not equilibrated when v' is
the nullspace of the divergence operator. This condition is required for solvability reasons
because the pressure functional appears on the right hand side of (5.59). Physically, this
condition is required because the pressure level is arbitrary and our output (5.10)-(5.11)
should not depend on the pressure level, it should be uniquely determined.
In fact, (5.56)-(5.59) are obtained from stationarity of the saddle problem associated
with our Lagrangian. In (5.58)-(5.59) the hybrid flux vanishes because the velocity space is
continuous, (XH). Note that, (5.58)-(5.59) need to be solved twice, once for each bound; ±
refers to the pair of solutions required for the lower (+) and upper (-) bounds. If a direct
solver is used only one LU factorization is required which can also be used to solve (5.1)-
(5.2). The Stokes operator is in fact the same and only the right hand side of the equations
changes. Recall that we have used Crouzeix-Raviart elements, presented in Section 2.3.4,
to avoid the calculation of a hybrid flux calculation for the pressure. These elements satisfy
the inf-sup condition which is necessary to ensure that we have a stable discretization [19].
We now define a function F (v; ., P) which in some sense represents the forcing term
and the pressure term in each of the momentum equations of (5.58). This function is
introduced mainly to simplify the notation. Therefore, for any function F in W7-L (Q) and P
in L0(Q), we write
F± (v; F, P) = E F (vTH, ; ,P), Vv E 7(Q~), (5.60)
TH E TH
where for all TH in TH,
Fi TH H ., ) = ± TH (V) + aTH (YTH, V) - NT (v) - di TH (v, p). (5.61)
We rewrite the momentum equations of (5.58) where we look for (UlH, U2H) E (XH) 2, such
that
2a(w, uiH) = -F'(wi, zH, A±). (5.62)
We can also introduce a second way in which to re-express (5.62) where we look for
(UH1, UH2) E (XH) 2 such that
B (v, uiH) = 0, Vv E XH, i = {1, 2}. (5.63)
Here, for any function g in -4,(Q)
B- (v,) = B (V ITH,), Vv EC ,(Q), (5.64)
TH ETH
where for all TH in TH,
BT (w, ) = 2aT (w, TH) + FW (w; , , TH). (5.65)
5.3.2 The H-Mesh Hybrid Flux Calculation
The hybrid flux will appear in our Lagrangian as a Lagrange multiplier that enforces the
subdomain continuity constraints. Recall that, for the Crouzeix-Raviart elements we only
need to impose continuity for the velocity components. Our procedure here is to calculate
the hybrid flux by appealing to the broken space. We now have, for each component of
velocity, the full equilibration equation that needs to be satisfied,
b(v, y±) = B (v, UHi), Vv E VH, (5.66)
which then becomes, for all TH in TH,
Z T vyi IE(T,) ds = B (v, uiH), Vv E ZH(TH). (5.67)
YT H EG(TH) TH
In Chapter 6 we will present two different approaches to approximate the hybrid flux
for quadratic elements. All are based on an initial approximation which is corrected with a
P 1 term to ensure solvability. In addition, we add a higher order term to improve accuracy.
The latter is not required but should give sharper bounds.
5.3.3 The h-Mesh Subdomain Neumann Problem
Before we solve the subdomain problem, we compute the adjoint (j~) on the h-mesh. For
all TH in TH, the adjoint (ih) needs to be continuous to be a valid Lagrange multiplier
and it requires to satisfy an equilibration equation to obtain meaningful bounds as we will
discuss below. We satisfy these conditions for all TH in TH by solving the system to find
cih C (Zf (TH)) 2 , such that
aTH (VZ, I - -H) dc4 (Vi, , h) = 0, V(vl, v 2) (Zh(TH)) 2 , (5.68)
-diT,( , q) = -( (q)) Vq C Mh(TH), (5.69)
where
Zh (TH) = {v THE Zh(TH)I V1 TH ~ I ITH , VY y E(TH)}. (5.70)
In effect, (5.70) is simply a space which imposes the H-mesh adjoint values (±VH) at the
nodes on the boundary of the TH and it is important to note that for OTH and 0Th the
bubble vanish so that the trace of 0± on OTH is in Zh (TH) - the h-mesh subdomain space.
The term Ph in (5.68) is a "dummy" variable which is not used in the rest of this work.
The equilibration between diTH(,h2 , q) and flop (q) is required in addition to the above
Dirichlet boundaries to impose some compatibility constraints. Note that, if q = 1 in (5.69)
and since 1 is in the XH then,
d TH(ih(0, 1) = nH TH ds = diTH (H, 1) = + (1). (5.71)
where TH is the outward normal on yTH with respect to TH. Physically, this means that
for incompressible fluids we can not have any change in mass inside any element. The issue
of solvability of (5.68)-(5.69) needs not be considered here because we do not have any
singular elements - all boundaries are Dirichlet.
For the local subdomain problem, we now look for ( ,lTHg p ) E Dh(TH), for all TH
in TH, such that
2aTi (wi, iTH)- i TH (WiTh) -( ±iTH(w) - TH(wi) + aT (h, wi)
-di TH (Wi, A:) - 7TH w Y I E(7TH)ds), (5.72)
YTH (TH) 7TH
-diTH(iT±, q) = 0, V(W1,W 2 , q) c (Zh(TH)) 2 x Mh(TH). (5.73)
To check solvability, we appeal to (5.63) where we replace v by v s which is a function for
which our bilinear form aTH (,) is singular. From this we prove that the right hand side of
(5.72) vanishes. Note that the construction of 4i is also essential for solvability. The issue
is that the equilibrium equation (5.66) includes iH, but in (5.73) i appears. However,
since a( b±, 1) = a(oiH, 1) = 0, we are able to satisfy solvability.
In a more compact notation, we can introduce functions (14 lh) E Uh such thatlh) U h
SihlTH Ui TH, VTH C TH, where (A , Ih) satisfies
2a(wi,U) - di(wi,) = -Fi (w,~ , A±) + b(wz, yi), (5.74)
-di( , q) = 0, V(WI, w 2 ,q) E (Vh) 2 X Mh. (5.75)
We make several remarks. First, we note that the K systems for UiTH are completely
decoupled leading to very efficient inversion compared to the original h-mesh problem of
(5.6)-(5.7). This cost reduction is considerable especially when decoupling the Stokes prob-
lem which is a larger system with a larger bandwidth than for the elliptic problems. An
additional advantage is that each of these subdomain problems may be easily solved in par-
allel. Second, we have introduce an additional constraint on the subdomain problems. We
have imposed a local incompressibility constraint for ± . This is not required by the bound
theory however we expect that it does improve the accuracy of the bounds. This approach
leads to solutions of local Stokes problems instead of two local conduction problems. It
would be interesting to compare our results with the results of this latter cheaper approach.
Third, note that we solve two (one for each bounds) local Stokes problem to interpolate the
adjoint on the h-mesh. The cost of this additional solve is small specially if we decide to
use direct solves in which case only one LU decomposition is necessary for both the adjoint
and the velocity calculations.
Finally, we make a few implementation remarks. If (X1 , X 2 ) is chosen to be incom-
pressible, then a Stokes problem on the H-mesh is initially solved given the approximate
boundary conditions appropriate to obtain the output of interested. Therefore, we look for
(X1H, X2H) e (X*!)2 such that
a(wi, Xi H) - di (wi,H) = fN(wi), V(wi,W2 ) e (XH) 2 , (5.76)
-di(us H, q) = 0, Vq E YH, (5.77)
where PH is a "dummy" variable and X! = {vT, P2(T6 ), VTj G T vlaQ\rF = 0, v r5 =
g*} (l l(Q) with g* = 0 and g* = 1 corresponding to Dirichlet data of each component
of X (X1 and X2 ), respectively. When we arrive at the h-mesh problem we then project
locally (X1H, X2H) on the h-mesh. We proceed element by element and solve for (Xlh, X2h)
by calculating a local Stokes problems for (Xlh, X2h). This procedure is similar to projecting
O± to obtain 'ith in (5.68)-(5.69). However, if (X1 , X'2 ) is chosen not to be incompressible
then the incompressibility constraints is not required, hence, only two symmetric problems
need to be solved for each element.
Finally, we can now calculate the bounds as
(Sh)LB(H) = ?+, (5.78)
and
(Sh)UB(H) = -- , (5.79)
where
77+ = -ait Uh,U -N . (5.80)
Note that the upper bounds is only obtain by solving the same problem as the lower bound
but where the output is multiplied by -1. This technique is similar to the optimal stabi-
lization parameter artifice presented in Chapter 7.
5.4 Proof of Bounding Properties
The proof of the bounding properties of r± is based on the classical quadratic duality theory
[44, 35]. The key feature of our approach is to construct a Lagrangian which must have a
quadratic objective function and linear constraints such that at stationarity this Lagrangian
is equal to the output of interest. Therefore, we derive an "energy" equality that provides
the stabilization in our Lagrangian. Note that it is the energy term which allows us to
have candidate Lagrange multipliers and still provide non-infinite bounds. We take the
test function to be the solution to (5.1)-(5.2), (u±h, U2hPh) which is inserted in our weak
form of the Stokes equations to obtain
a(Uih,Uih) - di(Uih,Ph) = fN(Uth), (5.81)
di(uih,q) = 0, Vq E Yh. (5.82)
Note that (5.81)-(5.82) reduces to a quadratic form in each of the components Uih because
the term di(uih,ph) is effectively zero. For inhomogeneous Dirichlet boundary conditions,
a boundary function would be introduced as in Section 4.4 to directly obtain boundary
conditions for the adjoint.
By adding the output functional to the quadratic form (5.81) for all vi E (Xh)2, we get
a function that would reduce to sh = O v (Uih) +f O p (ph) when (vi = Uih, q = Ph), that is
sh = min (±Ov(vi) ± fOP(q) + a(vi, v) - N(v)) , (5.83)
(VI,v2,q)ES
where
a(wi, vi) - di(wi, q) = f (w),
S = (v1, V2, q) Uh x Yh di(pi, A) = 0, V(pI, 2, A) E (Xh)2 x Yh, (5.84)
b(wi, ti) = 0, V(tl, t 2) (Q) 2
This set of functions S is a singleton (v2 = uh, q = Ph) equivalent to the solution of the
Stokes equations (5.1)-(5.2).
From a mathematical point of view, the solution to (5.83) is equivalent to finding the
saddlepoint of a Lagrangian, £ : (vl, v2 , q, 12, A, tl, t2) E Uh X Yh x (Xh)2 x Yh x (Q) 2
L:+(vl,v2,q, P12, Atl,t2) = ±~ OV(vt)±fOP(q)
+a(vi, vi) - i + a(pi, vi) - di(pi, q) - £ (pi) (5.85)
- di (vi, A) - b(vi, ti).
We have decomposed the spaces product Vh x Vh of globally smooth functions into functions
belonging to space Uh and hence, we have decoupled (5.72)-(5.72) into (5.74)-(5.75). The
introduction of intersubdomain continuity requirement may be regarded as a constraint on
the edged imposed by the hybrid flux.
Inserting F (vi; pi, A) from (5.61) and regrouping terms so that subsequent simplifica-
tions are more obvious, we rewrite (5.85) as
+(1,V2,q,/ 1 2, ah1,t2) =[-a(vi, u) - (i)]N
+ [2a(vi, vi)F(v pi, A) - b(vi, ti)]
+ [-dj(mp,q)feoP(q) . (5.86)
Our goal is to show that (5.86) equals r77 calculated in (5.80) when (vl, v 2 , q, P1, P2, A, t 1, t 2 )
(Ulh, U02h, 0 2h, 2 I )h Y1 , Y ) where the "." represents any value in Yh. The Lagrangian
becomes
1 lh &+ ^+ A-( i ^t N (U [-a(+fN
1h, 2hI "0hIh02h,2h I , ih) -- 'i ( ih)
+ [2a(i A) b(, y)]
+ - . (5.87)
Note that the first bracket of (5.86) equals 77, we recall that
77= -a(U , ) - £ Q ( ). (5.88)
It remains to show that all the other terms in (5.87) vanish. We observe that the sec-
ond bracket in (5.87) equals di( , -) which is zero from (5.75). Finally, the last bracket
terms in (5.87) vanishes due to the construction of the adjoint in which we have imposed
-di(pi, -)±fo(.) = 0.
We now write
r = u(1 A±  (5.89)lhU 2h', 0lh, 02h, h, Y1Y
It then follows from the classical quadratic linear duality theory that
?7 +Sh 7 1+ < sh < --7 (5.90)
if
L 2h = mm (vi, v2 , (5.91)
(vl,v2)EUh
To demonstrate (5.91), we expand our Lagrangian (5.85) for vi = l +wi, q, z = A =
A, tz = y± to obtain,
(lh + Wl, 2 + W2,7 h I2h A h Y1 Y2 1 1V2h h 2h I A :  )Y l Y2
S[2a(wi,) + F A -b(wO, [-d eo (. )] (5.92)
Uih i (i -V\ihI h (¢ih,
+ a(wi,wi), V(W l, W2 )E Uh.
We observe that the terms linear in w, (first bracket) equal to di(wi, -) which vanishes from
(5.75) because (wl, w 2 ) E Uh is incompressible. The terms, -di (4,.) o' P(.) (second
bracket), also vanish by construction of the adjoint (5.68)-(5.69) and the remaining are
positives semi-definite terms a(,) which thus proves (5.91).
To avoid meaningless bounds we need to check that when minimizing our augmented
Lagrangian we do not obtain -oo. To this end, two main concerns must be addressed.
First, solvability of (5.74)-(5.75) is essential. Without solvability the terms on the right
hand side could tend to infinity if the test function tends to infinity. Second, equilibration
between -d( , q) and ±+op(q) is also essential because these terms are not controlled by
any quadratic stabilization. Because the above conditions are satisfied we are guaranteed
non-infinite bounds. However, there is nothing in the theory that indicated that the bounds
should be sharp. For the moment, we can suggest that xiH, A± and y± are the saddlepoints
of the H-mesh approximation to our Lagrangian which are close enough to the h-mesh to
give good bounds.
To decrease the cost we have reduced the global problem (5.6)-(5.7) into a sequence of
independent problems posed locally over each element. We can observe from the proof that
substituting the continuous spaces (Xh x Xh) with the "broken" spaces (Uh) preserving the
inequality (5.90) and thereby guaranteeing rigorous bounds.
Chapter 6
The Hybrid Flux Approximation
In this Chapter we consider different approaches for the calculations of the hybrid flux ap-
proximation. This approximation to the true hybrid flux on the intersubdomain boundaries
plays an important role in the sharpness of the bounds and is essential for the consistency of
the bounding properties. Recall that to ensure finite and acceptable bounds, we are required
to satisfy the equilibration equations, (3.59)-(3.60) for one space dimension, (4.39)-(4.40)
for two space dimensions, and (5.66)-(5.67) for the Stokes problem.
In one space dimension, this equilibration is straightforward and was already presented
in Section 3.2.3. We focus here on two space dimensions problems and consider a few dif-
ferent approaches. In Section 6.1 we present a nonconforming approach which is based on
a standard linear nonconforming approximation. In Section 6.2 we describe two conform-
ing approximations: a strong conforming and a gradient forced conforming. We end this
Chapter with Section 6.3 where we extend the two conforming approaches to higher order
spatial discretizations.
For clarity we present these approaches using the notation for scalar field variables
introduced in Section 4 where the convection-diffusion equations were treated. Nevertheless,
to apply the following procedures to the Stokes problem, we only replace the definition of
F + and B + with the corresponding Stokes definitions (5.61) and (5.65) respectively and
apply the procedure for each component of velocity.
6.1 Nonconforming Approach
To start, we look for a new field variable U E XH which is a solution to (4.30), such that
2a(w,;UH) = -F±(w, H) Vw E XH, (6.1)
or equivalently,
B (w, E) = 0 Vw C XH. (6.2)
This problem represents a standard linear nonconforming discretization associated with the
space X H defined in (4.25). Recall that F+(w, 0) and B+(w, U!) are defined in (4.35)
and (4.38), respectively. The numerical solution of (6.1) requires two "inversions" of the
symmetric nonconforming stiffness matrix A*, one for U+ and UH. For iterative strategies,
inspection of (6.1) and (6.2) indicated that -u± and UH are, respectively, conforming and
nonconforming approximations of the same quantity; UH can thus serve as a good initial
iterate for uH .
We recall that subdomain problems will require us to test on v C VH, not on v E XH,
leading to the introduction of the b(v, y±) term. Therefore, we look for y+ E Qo, the edge
function space defined in 4.26, such that
b(v, y±) = B+(v, j4) Vv E VH. (6.3)
Assuming that (6.3) has a solution, we directly obtain the important property that, for all
TH in TH,
a TH VYIE(TH) ds = BH(v,;HU), Vv E ZH(TH). (6.4)
T H
YTH E( TH) TH
The condition (6.4) will ensure solvability of the subsequent-local truth calculations. In
particular, (6.4) applies to all those cases v = vS = 1 for which our bilinear form aH (, ) is
singular for non-diagonal terms giving
Z =H VS E( ds  FH (v, (6.5)
7TH 6 (TH ) TH
Note that, for the "Robin" boundary term in (4.15), a'H (,) is not singular for the convection-
diffusion problem in those elements TH with a edge on FN for which Ui.
It remains to show that (6.4) does, indeed, have a solution. In fact, the left nullspace
of (6.4) is rather large, however the system is solvable, and the solution is unique; the
latter follows from the fact that the inf-sup condition is satisfied for the associated hybrid
discretization [19, 42]. To demonstrate this less abstractly, we simply construct the solution
following the standard nonconforming postprocessing treatment [42].
We first consider the case of an interior edge, y E Smt(TH) and use the "nonconforming"
basis functions,C( H defined in Section 2.3.3. Given the orthogonality property (2.68) and
our requirement that y+ E Q 0, it is clear that the two equations for y± 1 are
T TH (6.6)
Y+ TH B HTH(H 1UH)
and
y±I = B (H,) (6.7)
where E(YT) = E(7T) = y, and y71 is the length of y. Hence this choice of nonconforming
basis functions is critical. We see that for y+ E Qo ("constant"),
H Y-IE(rTH ) ds = 0 (6.8)
7TH
on two of the three edges of TH. This allows us to isolate one edge and calculate the
corresponding hybrid flux. To demonstrate that (6.6) and (6.7) are consistent, we first
introduce the function Y = H + P , where for any domain D C Q, and Y : D -
R, PY : Q -- R is the extension of Y defined by
PYF = in D9 (6.9)
0 in Q\D
We now subtract (6.6) from (6.7) to obtain the consistency condition
B+(7, ) = 0. (6.10)
It is clear, from our orthogonality condition (2.68), from the fact that (7 is a member of
XH, and from the equilibrium requirement, (6.2), (6.10) is satisfied. We can thus choose
either (6.6) or (6.7), or
1 (Y T , 'T 'H ) THB± (6.11)
=21 T TH T( H H T' H  , H))
which is an equivalent average flux. Recall that, in one dimension, (3.61) and (3.62) were
used to calculate the hybrid fluxes for the two sides of one element. Here, (6.6) and (6.7)
are used to calculate the fluxes from either side of and edge. However, these equations are
essentially the same. Note that, for one dimension, hybrid fluxes fluxes calculated on both
sides give the same result.
We next consider the case in which y is an edge 80(. In this case, (6.4) yields only a
single equation, say (6.6). However, we see from the definition of Q in (4.26) that, if 7 is in
SN(TH) there are additional "boundary" conditions that must be satisfied. It can readily
be shown that this requirement is, in fact, consistent. For example, y7 SN(TH) such that
THT & 
TH
y = E(yT), 'H is clearly a member of XH, and B + (  H  H) = 0. We may therefore
write our edge hybrid fluxes as
YTH 1 BHT ( , IH)) 7E ED(Th)
y+= CTH RH , (6.12)
0 7 - EN(TH)
We close this section by summarizing the advantage and disadvantages of this approach.
The advantage are that, first, we obtain a uniquely defined hybrid flux, and second, the
associated procedure is relatively simply to implement. The disadvantage are that, first we
must perform additional global solves on the H-mesh, and second, for such problems as
the linear elasticity problem [36], the coercivity of the nonconforming system (6.1) is not
guaranteed [19]. In addition, extension to nonconforming P 1 approximation to the hybrid
flux seems impossible [24] to construct. The difficulty appears to be in the nodal structure
of the underlying elements. The fact is that these nodes lie on an ellipse and that there
exists a second-degree polynomial which vanishes at all these nodes.
6.2 Conforming Approach
To address some of the disadvantages described in the previous Section, a conforming ap-
proach is presented which computes the hybrid fluxes directly from the considered solution,
UH. This approach is based on decomposing the hybrid flux in two contributions: Po and
P 1 polynomial contributions. To start, we present our strong conforming approach which
uses a nonconforming initial approximation as the initial approximation, Po contribution.
As an alternative, we describe a gradient forced conforming approach where the initial
approximation is based on a gradient evaluation.
6.2.1 Strong Conforming
We look for y cE Q1, such that
b(v, y') = B (v, UH), Vv E VH, (6.13)
which then gives, for all TH in TH,
E TH vyIE(YT )dS = BfH(V, UH), Vv E ZH(TH). (6.14)
YTH E(TH) ,TH
In particular, (6.14) applies for the singular modes of aTH (,), which thus yields for vS = 1,
aYTH f S E(y H )ds = F I (v, /), (6.15)
7TH E& TH) TH
For y+ E Q1 the system (6.13) becomes singular but solvable. However, unlike our non-
conforming system (6.3), (6.13) will not yield a unique solution. To treat this indeterminacy
we write
y = ± + " (6.16)
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where 9 EC Qo and + Ec Q1 and we assume that 9+ is, in fact, a good approximation, and
look for that solution y+ for which y+ is as small as possible. The initial Po approximation
is therefore computed as
Y- - T 2 T H T UH) +T BrII( T,UH)), (6.17)
for any interior edge 7y E int(TH) such that E(yT,) = E(-TH!) = y. Similarly, for edges 7
on the boundary o2Q we write
Of jTH 1 B± T ,UH)) Y C ED(TH)
+= )0 C EN(Th) (6.18)
0 , E N(TH )
We expect that, in analogy to the corresponding nonconforming (6.11) and (6.12), (6.17)
and (6.18) should give a good approximation to the hybrid flux. However, unlike ((6.11)
and (6.12), (6.17) and (6.18)) will not lead to solvability in the subsequent subdomain-local
truth calculations: uh is not equilibrated in the nonconforming sense. For example, for the
singular mode vS, the average in (6.17) brings into element TH information that is "slightly"
inconsistent with the force balance.
In the nonconforming case, we seek to satisfy the condition (6.3) for each element by
solving over the nodes of that element. Here, we are looking to construct the linear term
of the hybrid flux, y, (for simplicity we have removed ±) such that we satisfy the condition
for each node by solving over the elements containing the node.
Then, for any edge -y in S(TH), we write for Y,
ly = CaOn(x) + a c40(x), (6.19)
where Xn, Xm are the nodes of TH which define y; a7 and a are real coefficients to be
determined. The linear functions (07, 07m) defined on -y are constructed to be bi-orthogonal
to (p~H 1, pmH I) for any element TH for which there is an edge YT, E S(TH) such that
-y = E(QyT) [31, 13]. More precisely,
j r'TH Iyds = I1r6Smn, (6.20)
where 6 mn is the Kronecker-delta symbol. Based on this definition we can show that
S= 4( - 2m, (6.21)
where 'Y, m are the usual linear basis function associated with side y which are equal to
+1 (0) at node n (m) and 0 (+1) at node m (n). In Figure 6-1 we represent the aNO'n(x)
component of the hybrid flux associated with node n.
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Figure 6-1: Representation of a^V1 0, a n' 2 02 and a 3.
By virtue of the bi-orthogonality, for each side connected to node n, we have
j(anO7(x) + a O(X)) pH jds = a |yI. (6.22)
Therefore, the determination of the a'n reduces to N smaller systems, one for each node of
TH. For an interior node xn with element multiplicity Mn, the local system of size Mn, is
given by (for simplicity, for the case Mn = 3)
1 2
- T H11 uTH IY21 01
2 0 a 2 1] BTH (CTH
, 
UH)
0 a HH + T 3 -Y2 BTH (' , H) , (6.23)
2 71. -Y ,T 1 -Y,,3 T 'H 'U H 
)
T1, 0 aT 1373 B ( TH ,,H ,UH)
- TH 1[11H 0 U 3 L
as is readily derived from (6.13). In Figure 6-2, we present the basis functions that intervene
in the calculation of a ', y 2 and an associated with each edge connected to node n. From
our bi-orthogonal property (6.20), we can see how by taking these basis, (pn, 'H and
Pn tH the other nodes don't interact. Here TH, T,T T and -y,1 2,y3 are, respectively,
the Mn = 3 elements and Mn = 3 edges which share Xn; furthermore, -y1 = E(3H) =
E(Q ), y2 = E('y,) - E( ) 3 - E( ) = E(T ). Recall this system is singular but
solvable. To demonstrate, we see from the definition of aTH in (2.54) and also from Figure 6-
3 where the sign pairings on each side of an edge are presented, that the left nullspace of
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Figure 6-2: Representation of p ,'pTH and T,, .
the coefficient matrix in (6.23) is (1, 1, 1). However, the function PYO~H + T P,,H + HPaS,,H
is clearly in XH; recall the definition of P in (6.9). Thus from equilibrium, (4.36), the right-
hand side of (6.23) is orthogonal to (1, 1, 1), and the system is therefore solvable. Finally,
since by assumption y is a correction to y; we take the pseudoinverse in (6.23) to control
the size of the an [31, 32].
We now consider nodes xn on the boundary &Q. The local system will now be of size
Mn x (Mn + 1), as the edge multiplicity will be greater that the element multiplicity. For
simplicity, we consider the case Mn = 2 the local system which comprises the first two
equation of (6.23),
01 1 YTH a +n  2 UI n
TH I1 H T 2 0 a 2 1 TH H , UH)
T' I2 2n =17 n U H(6.24)
H H 3 
3 BTH (TH, UH)
where we assume that y7 and -y3 are on Q, and -y2 E Cint(TH). We first address the
situation in which y1 and 7y3 are both in SD(TH). In this case, there are no boundary
conditions to be satisfied; furthermore, the left nullspace, is now empty, and solvability is,
thus, not an issue. The indeterminacy in the a' is "removed", as before, by application of
the pseudoinverse. Next, we address the situation in which y71 E N(TH) and y3 E £D(TH).
Now, to honor the boundary conditions on y, we set a^ = 0; it is clear that the coefficients
a , a 3 are then uniquely determined, where the system becomes
SH2 0 a + 2 1H HuH)1H 2 H (6.25)
FaT a2 J [ 3 [ BTH , NH)
Finally, we address the situation in which both -y and y3 are in SN(TH). We must now set
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Figure 6-3: Sign convention around a node.
a = a = 0 to honor the boundary conditions. Fortunately, the remaining Mn x (Mn - 1)
system
is solvable. Indeed, equilibrium, (4.36), applies at a boundary node xn with two Neumann
edges, and thus the right-hand side of (6.26) will be orthogonal to (1, 1), the left nullspace
of the coefficient matrix. It follows that an2 may be uniquely determined.
6.2.2 Gradient Forced Conforming
This procedure is very close to those originally proposed in [31], [13] and [3]. The main
difference is that, for our complex Lagrangian, the hybrid flux contains more that simply the
gradient of UH - there are boundary terms that arise due to the aTH ( H , v) contribution.
To start, we rewrite our elemental equilibrium equation (4.37) to separate the edge and
the interior contributions. Applying integration by parts for each TH in H gives
B (v ,u)- a H VE(,TH)dS 2 d (V U (
YTHGE(TH) YTH 0TH, 0 0i Dxi
+ Ui  dA- N (v) ± o (v)09xi THl TH
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F'o ^u 0¢
+ I v(2vi +  i + C vUii)ds
JaTH Oxi xi
T- H vYIE(yTH )ds (6.27)
-YTH F(TH) TH
=0. (6.28)
To satisfy (6.28) we need to equilibrate the terms on the edges and thus obtain our initial
approximation of the hybrid flux,
Y/TH± + u ^ 0
aT y = 2v, 2  + vni + 'bvUifli . (6.29)Sxi axi
Note that (6.28) is equilibrated in the interior of the element which leads to elimination of
the first integral in (6.28). This initial approximation will not lead to solvability of (6.13). It
is then required to calculate a P1 correction based on the same procedure as in the previous
Section.
6.3 Extension to Higher Order Spatial Discretization
Higher order spatial discretization is often needed to improve the convergence properties
but also required in some cases like the Stokes problem where for "efficiency" reasons the the
velocity space must be one degree higher than the pressure space. Therefore, the problem
that arises is to satisfy the equilibrium equation,
a TH VYIE(T H) ds = BTH(v, uH) Vv E ZH(TH), (6.30)
7T H E (TH) TH
for higher order basis functions. In this section we propose two methods to calculate y that
satisfies (6.30) for the finite element subspace based on polynomials of degree two.
6.3.1 P 0 Initial Approximation
This first step is to find a constant approximation on each edge y, therefore y E Qo is
obtained from
Y Iy 2 ~ (a T  BTH(,sT, s+ TTH BT(TH I HU) ), (6.31)
for any interior edge y c £(TH) such that y = E(yTH) = E(yT'). Similarly, for edges y on
the boundary 0Q, we write,
y = TH BTH THH ,UH) Y E ED(TH), (6.32)
H 1-YI
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'YT
where (T]H is the "nonconforming" basis function for P 1 (TH) defined in Section 2.3.3.
We expect that, in analogy to the corresponding nonconforming results presented in
Section 6.1, (6.31)-(6.32) should give a good approximation to the hybrid flux. However,
the system (6.31)-(6.32) will not lead to solvability in the subdomain-local calculations. To
this end we introduce a linear contribution to the hybrid flux as in the previous Section. In
addition, we hope to improve accuracy and convergence of the bounds by adding a quadratic
contribution.
We thus look for y E Qo, E Q1 and E Q2 and in particular we write
Y = + 9 + Y- (6.33)
We then require that
b(v, y) = B(v, UH), Vv E VH, (6.34)
which then gives, for all TH in TH,
a UH V E(yTH) ds = BTH (VUH), Vv E ZH(TH). (6.35)
-YTH E-(TH) TH
Our goal is to show how to calculate all these terms in the hybrid flux. We will proceed
step by step, but beforehand, we define the quadratic approximation of the hybrid flux,
f = /3p-, (6.36)
where py :y -+ R is the quadratic function uniquely defined by the conditions:
jf p.2 H ds = 0, (6.37)
and
a p2 ds=y, (6.38)
where n refers to the vertices of the y and pH is the linear basis function associated with
node n of element TH.
Proceeding as in Section 6.2.1, we calculate a first approximation to the Hybrid flux,
c Qo given by,
y = (" HBT( HuH) TH(( ,U H)), (6.39)B TH TI (T'IUH))
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for edges in the interior. For edges -y on the boundary O2Q we use
a YTH 1 p TH' , H)) D TH)
0 E (T) (6.40)
Second, we calculate a correction y,
lIy = a0Y (x) + a"mOm(x), (6.41)
where ca are calculates by solving for example (6.23), for each node. Note that when we
integrate over an edge y we obtain
H(9 + 9 + y)ds - n (9 + a^y(( + a" -(x) + 1p,)ds( + ), (6.42)
where the quadratic function py is orthogonal to the linear functions Wp4H which ensure that
y does not affect y or y.
Finally, we describe the higher order equilibration procedure for y± [5]. The constant
/3, is calculated to satisfy the equilibrium equation (4.36). It can readily be shown that, by
introducing a standard quadratic basis function H, we obtain
j H (97l + y) ds = 2I (y + aC + ce) (6.43)3
where p refers to the node number at the middle of each edge and not the vertices of the
triangle, that is HTH is quadratic basis function defined for the reference element by any
of the equations (C.4)-(C.6), depending on which side we refer to. We now show that the
span(p H, TH) = P 2 required because v E ZH(TH). Recall that e.H is the usual quadratic
basis function associated with the side only. Knowing that any quadratic function can be
represented as a linear combination of linear basis functions defined at the vertices, here
pTH and a quadratic bubble function, here PTH we therefore span P 2. It follows that when
v = ,TH, equation (6.35) becomes,
STH eTTHy ds = BH (THI UH) - 2'TH |(, + a + a) ,  (6.44)TH TH A M
and finally,
15 2 'YTHP = 2 ( + a + a) T BTH (TH, , UH) (6.45)
This equation can be solved n either element for all edge in int(). To prove, we
This equation can be solved on either element for all edge -y in Eint(TH). To prove, we
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calculate the difference of (6.45) from each side of an edge and we obtain
BT, (P(TH + PT, UH) = 0 (6.46)
where P is defined in (6.9). By evoking equilibrium (4.36), we prove that the solutions to
(6.45) are consistent. For the edges that lie on the boundary, we directly apply (6.45). To
summarize the above, first, we solve for the non-conforming approximation to the hybrid
flux. However, this approximation does not lead to solvability of the equilibrium equation
(4.36). Therefore to ensure solvability, we solve N local systems, one for each node of TH to
determine the aY constants of the linear contribution to . Finally, we look for a quadratic
contribution, so we solve (6.45) for each side. An alternative approach could be to calculate
the first order gradient approximation of the hybrid flux are presented next.
6.3.2 P 1 Initial Approximation
Applying the procedure of Section 6.2.2 yields an initial approximation for the hybrid flux,
YT ^ aUH aH
O THP = 2vni +- i + HUi i. (6.47)
Hxi zaxi
Note that, UH and OH are P 2 approximations of the field solution and upper bound adjoint
and therefore Y becomes an P1 approximation which can be written as
7-n - -$ . (6.48)
Note that 7r7, 7r7 are calculated directly from (6.47). It is easy to show that for a side 7,
+ _ ds = -y+ n (6.49)TH 3 6
We proceed by calculating the 9 contribution to the hybrid flux. The procedure as is
previously described in Section 6.3.1. For each TH in TH, if we take the test function to be
pTH we obtain,
STH (TH( E(T H )  IE(7 H) E(TH)) d s = BTH(V,UH) (6.50)
YTH E( TH) TH
_YTH f n
TH PTHY E(rTH) d s = BTH(V,UH)
'YTH EE(TH) TH
1 7n m 72 n m'
-aTH (- + -)- TH (- + Y2 ), (6.51)
where y1 and 72 are the two sides of the TH that touch node n and end in nodes m
and m', respectively. We calculate the coefficients a'n and a7 by solving for each node a
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system similar to (6.23). Note that we again take advantage of orthogonality properties,
Jf P ~ ds = 0, which allows us to separate the calculation of the contribution from the
calculation of the contribution.
Finally, we calculate the coefficient of the edge bubble function p, which follows as,
15 2 1 Y+H
P = 5 ( + a ) + 3 ( 7rTH BTH(( T, iH) (6.52)
Recall that er,/ is the usual quadratic basis function, defined for the reference element by
any - depending on which side - (C.4)-(C.6) associated with the mid node of each edge
Y-.
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Chapter 7
Optimal Stabilization Parameter
In this section we present a procedure by which we improve the sharpness of the bounds by
maximizing our lower bound and minimizing our upper bound. To this end, we introduce
a positive real number, K, to scale our output s and we look for the bounds to this scaled
output. It is obvious that when dividing the final bounding inequality by K we obtain our
usual bounds (1.1). Therefore for any K real we obtain bounds. We are now looking for
the optimal K that will yield the sharpest bounds. A K optimization procedure is presented
for the convection diffusion model problem and the Stokes problem in Section 7.1 and in
Section 7.2, respectively. A different but equivalent approach where we scale the entire
energy equality (4.48) or (5.81)-(5.82) is presented in R 1 in [35, 46].
7.1 Output Scaling for the Convection-Diffusion Problem
The strategy is to write all variables as linear functions in K and then derive the bounds as a
function in K. This procedure does not change the bounding theory and our bounds remain
rigorous. Our choices of Lagrange candidates is still valid even if the adjoint and the hybrid
flux are divided into different terms. The key is that these candidates have to remain in
the appropriate spaces, so some attention must be given to the boundary conditions.
To begin, we decompose 0+ as
(7.1)
where
a(°+,w) = -(2a'(w,uH) _ - N(w)), Vw e XH, (7.2)
a(H,w) = -(+ge(w)), Vw E XH. (7.3)
The boundary condition on 0H± and 01± are respectively (-goD) Dirichlet and homo-
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geneous Dirichlet. The boundary condition derivation follows as in Section 4.4 where a
"lifting" function g is introduced in the energy equality and then absorbed in the adjoint.
We now present the decomposition of the hybrid flux. First, we need to define the function
Fo(v;F) and F"(v;T) such that for any function T in W/(0\) and for all v 1()
= F (vITH; ),
TH TH
F(v TH F)
TH E TH
Vv E C(),
Vv E H,(Q),
where for all TH in TH
- aT. (ITH, V) -OHj (v),
SaTH (Y T, V) ±e0 (V),
VV C =7-(Q),
Vv G 7-4().
In continuation, we write the hybrid flux
y+ = YO + yl 
,
which is derived as in Chapter 6. That is we solve for all TH in TH
S VyH  O IE(,yTH) ds = 2aTH (v, UH) - F O (v; H ), Vv E ZH TH)(7.9)TH TH
YTH IE(yTH) ds -FT (v;  1)
TH J TH H
Vv E ZH(TH).
Got and il such that i± =Uh h K
Vw E VH,
Vw E VH.
We now look at the h-mesh subdomain solves. We solve for
fo + + 1±-. The equation are,
2a(w,) = -Fo (w; ) + b(w, yo')
2a(w, L ) = -F1-f(w; )) + b(w,y )
Uh ) = F+ H/+y:
Solvability of (7.11)-(7.12) requires that
0 = -Fo(1;¢ °o) + b(1, yo0 ),
0 = -F 1 (1; 4) +b(1, y1 ),
which is satisfied from (7.9)-(7.10) and the fact that 1 is in VH.
For simplicity of notation, we denote our bounds as
7+(l) - (sh)LB,
Fo (v; -F)
Fl+(v; 27)
(7.4)
(7.5)
F °i (V"
TH ,
F±-L(v T)THV; ,)
(7.6)
(7.7)
E
YTH E (7TH)
YTH E(TH)
(7.8)
(7.10)
(7.11)
(7.12)
(7.13)
(7.14)
(7.15)
- -(r) - (sh)UB. (7.16)
Recall that our procedure is to scale the output which yield scaled bounds that we scale back
to obtain bounds on our original output. Therefore, our scaled bounds can be expressed as
.i ) as (io± + si± Uo ± + ±) + cu
_)N(ol + ~ ) + eD(yO± + ,yl±) (7.17)
S(o s ) 2a(, ) ±) + -ou (7.18) lUh ) a h , ) .
1fN (o,±) (o ±) + eD(yO±) + D(ylY).
Differentiating with respect to , we find
± s(£O+"O±+ 1 l 1
7 (( ) = 2 a huh ) - -2 C - aS(Lh h K2 i2 (y( 7. 9
solve an2 (as for as ) - cu +NsN F m - f(yy0 ,(7.20)
To optimize our bounds we require 7 (K±) = 0, which yields,
*±: . aS(f+ ~+0± fi 0±\) cu + fN(0 DO±)-D
K~ hf ahS(,a)± D (7.21)
We first want to show from second derivatives considerations, (7.20), that 9l±(K*) is a
maximum. We know that, for all values of K positive, 7±(r*) < Sh. It follows that the
terms in k in (7.19) which are the same as the parenthesis term of (7.20) must be positive
- otherwise the lower bound goes to +jc as ~ decreases. Therefore we conclude that
7+(r*) is indeed a maximum.
We now show that computational effort on the h-mesh requires only two subdomain
solves and not four, as it appears. From (7.2)-(7.3), we observe that 0+ = 00- and +
-.- .It follows that lO+ ^0- and y+ - Furthermore, because aS is symmetric
positive semidefinite then as(u 1+, u1+) = as(uh-, u'). From the above arguments, we
obtain that r*+ = *- - K*. It follows that, in fact, we only need to perform two subdomain
solves to compute our optimized bounds, just as in the non-optimized case.
We also remark that s* will be a function of H, as will, of course, the optimal bounds,
(Sh)LB(H) = 7±+(K*,H), (Sh)UB(H) = -7i-(,*,H). For H -± h our bounds must be inde-
pendent of ', which implies from (7.21) that both the numerator and the denominator of
(7.21) vanish. It follows that limHlh r~* may be zero, finite, or infinite. Hence, in some
special circumstances the maximum occurs on the "boundary" for t*i = 0 [46]. Another
pathological case is when the output value is zero then K*± = 0 for all H. A discrete pre-
sentation of the optimal stabilization parameter is presented for the one-dimensional model
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problem in [35, 46].
7.2 Output Scaling for the Stokes Problem
Our procedure here is the same as in Section 7.1. We write our candidates as linear function
in ,.
Similarly, we decompose 0iH and A asi H H
(7.22)
(7.23)
where
a()o± , Wi ) - di(wz, AH )
-di (0, q)
a(01± , w) - di(wi, I
-dz ('0
= -(2a(w, iH) - N(wi)),
= 0, Vq E YH,
) = -(±v (wi)), (
Iq) = - (±eo(q)), Vq
V(w1, w2) G (XH) 2 , (7.24)
(7.25)
W1, W 2 ) (XH) 2 ,
YH.
(7.26)
(7.27)
Note that, UiH is the solution to (5.1) and only appears on the right hand side of the
equation. In fact in both equations the operator is identical and we can take advantage of
direct solvers. We now write i+ asih
(7.28)
which needs to satisfy for each element TH on the h-mesh,
V(Wi, w2) (XH) 2 ,
Vq E YH,
aTH (wi, 102h -- ±iH) - diTn (wi, Ph)
-diTH (Vi° , q)
aTH (zi, 1- 01±) - diT (WiA)
-dzT. (O I, q)
=0 V(w, W2 ) E (XH) 2
= - (q) ), Vq YH.
Bases on similar arguments as in Section 5.4, the boundary condition for '0o and 0i1h
are (-gD) Dirichlet and homogeneous Dirichlet, respectively. These two set of equations
are similar to (5.68)-(5.68) in all respects; for forcing continuity of the adjoint across the
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and
and
= 0,
- 0,
(7.29)
(7.30)
(7.31)
(7.32)
= H + 4 ,
=A0± + A ,
0± = 00 + M,0
1 -t -
ih ioh +
subdomain boundaries and for imposing an incompressibility constraint in the interior of
each subdomain.
We now present the , decomposition of the hybrid flux. First, we need to define functions
Fo (v;F, P) and Fi t (v;, , p). Therefor, for any function and P in 1'(Q) and L2(Q),
we define respectively, and for all v G 71 (Q)
Fo+ (v; -T, P)
F. (v; .7, P )
I FiO (V ;I , TH )
TH E TH
FI: T(VTH; , P)
TH EC TH
FT (v; , P)
FzTH (V;F, 'P )
= aTH ( ,v) - di TH (, P) H (V),
aTH (TTH,v) 
- di T (v, p) ± eTH(V).
Finally, we write
Yi =Yi + i (7.37)
which is derived as in Section 6. That is, we solve for all TH in TH the following equations
a'TH
-YTH E( TH) H
TH TH
-YTH CIE (T) TH
VYI E(,TTH ) ds
VYIE(TH) ds
vy (T)
2aT (v, U ) - Fo (w; , ), (7.38)
Vv E ZH(TH),
Vv E ZH(TH). (7.39)
We can now solve the h-mesh problems,
2a(w ,h ) - di (wi, ~n0 )
dih(f , q)
2a(wi, fh ) - di (wi, f 1n )
-di(fl , q)
and
-FiO (wz; lA, 0AO) +b(w, y ),
= 0, V(wl,W2,q) E (XH) 2 X YH.
=-F(wi; V , A ) + b(w,, yi±),
= 0, V(wl,w2, q) E (XH) 2 X YH.
We will not address solvability of (7.40)-(7.41) and (7.42)-(7.43) as it follows our usual proof
(see Section 5.3.3).
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where
(7.33)
(7.34)
(7.35)
(7.36)
(7.40)
(7.41)
(7.42)
(7.43)
S-FITH (V; 1- H
Using the same derivation as in (5.80) the bounds can be expressed as
0 (l a(io l±+ - 1) + f(i + Kgi) (7.44)
1 (a(fio+,i O± ) + ±N(iO±))
_ ha( 0h,lih N 00ih
U2a(u h , ±_ ) - r (a ( Uih ) (7.45)
Differentiating with respect to ;, we find
7(r) = 1 a(io u i ) + f (7ih ) - a(uil , i h  (7.46)
2 (a(,ih Iih+) + N(0I)) (7.47)
To optimize our bounds we require r (*±) = 0, which yields,
-
*
= a(ih u ih ) ± ( )ih (7.48)
ih ih
To prove that n is a maximum, we use the same arguments as in Section 7.1. We note
that 7 is a lower bound to sh. It follows that the terms in k must be positive such that
our lower bound does not go to +oo as , decreases. These terms also enter in the second
derivative making the second derivative negative for all positive values of K. Finally, it
follows that±(n*,*±) is, indeed, a maximum.
We will make some remarks concerning computational cost, that is, we want to show
that we need only two subdomain solves rather than four to calculate the bounds for the
optimal stabilization parameter i*. In this case, it is obvious that the numerator is the
same in both the upper and the lower bound calculation because it does not depend on
the output functional. In addition, we can show from (7.31) that 0 1+ = -; the forcing
term changes signs and the boundary condition is homogeneous Dirichlet. Furthermore, we
note that the right hand side of the (7.42) only differs by the sign when replacing 01+ by
-4'1- which leads to i = - Finally, because a is symmetric positive semidefinite
then a(iif ) = a(i, fih ) and the denominator of (7.48) is the same for both the
upper and the lower bounds. From the above arguments, we obtain that n*+ = *- _ =*.
It follows that, in fact, we only need to perform two subdomain solves to compute our
optimized bounds, just as in the non-optimized case.
For clarity we summarize the above identities:
0+ = -O- (7.49)
Uih = h
1+ ^1- (7.50)
ih - ih
1+= -'i- (7.51)
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= 1- (7.52)
These identities lead to an interesting property that the average of the bounds is not affected
by K. The average of the bounds is given by
2 (a(,i + f N )
2 ih uh )h + Yih
terms in vanish as well. After, replacing the remaining and by their equivalentIndeih Uih o tih
-a(fun , on) + a( ,°btai)I i /, ih
1 (_ a((f ,&') h - Uih )) (7.53)
From (7.49)-(7.51) we observe that the terms in -I vanish. From (7.50) we see that the
terms in k vanish as well. After, replacing the remaining i- and 01- by their equivalent
functions, we obtain
d(7+ _ 7-) 
_2a( 1+ f1+) 
_ 
no (754)2 i h -- g ih - .
Indeed, the average of the bounds does not depend on r.
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Chapter 8
Numerical Results
In this chapter we present bounds for outputs of equations of increasing difficulty. In
Section 8.1 we illustrate our bound procedure for a one-dimensional convection-diffusion
equation and the four linear-functional outputs (3.6)-(3.9). In Section 8.2 we consider a two-
dimensional convection-diffusion equation. We compare results for the different approaches
to calculate the hybrid flux. In this case, the output of interest is the average value (4.7)
and the point value at the corner (4.8). In Section 8.3 we analyze results for our Poisson
equation where we investigate the bounding procedure for P 2 spatial discretizations. Finally,
in Section 8.4 we present results for the incompressible Stokes Problem.
As discussed previously, the purpose of the bounds is to capture the engineering output
of interest, s, to within some acceptable accuracy. This accuracy mainly depends on the H-
mesh exploited in the calculation. Therefore, we are interested in establishing, through the
intermediary of the H-mesh discretization, inexpensive yet sharp lower and upper bounds,
(Sh)*LB and (sh)UB, for the output of the "truth" mesh, sh. Recall from the motivation and
the description of our procedure that the bounds offer a fast and reliable design environment.
In fact, the scenario described in Section 1.1 will become more obvious in the sense that
the reader may start to understand the difference between, Sh, the output on the "truth"
mesh, SH, the output on the H-mesh, (Sh)LB and (sh)UB, the bounds, and (sh)pre, the
average of the bounds, as defined in (1.2). In particular we investigate how the bounds vary
as a function of the H-mesh exploited in the calculations.
8.1 Convection-Diffusion Equation in One Space Dimension
In the example presented here, f = 0 (which avoids all quadrature problems), a = u, / = 0
in (3.1), where v = .1, U = 1. Related to the mesh, we have h = .001,h < H < .1, and
K = H - 1 (similar results are also obtained for domains decomposed in one subdomain or
in ten subdomains [35, 46]). Although for purposes of illustration we have selected a small
h-mesh grid Peclet number, h/v = .01, similar bound performance is observed for h/v of
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order unity. Note that resolution is an important issue because for the adjoint the flow is
reversed and new boundary layers are introduced at x = 0 (not present in u(x) , e(x-1)/I);
furthermore, for the pointwise-value output, the adjoint suffers an internal layer at x =
associated with the jump in the derivative.
The bounds presented here reflect the optimal scaling /g* described in Section 7. For the
bounded flux output (s(3)) and for the average output (s(2)), K = 1 for all H > h, and for
s( ) , K* approaches 1.12 as H - h and for S(4), t* approaches oc as H -+ h. Results that
illustrate the improvement brought by the optimum stabilization parameter are presented
for Q in [46] and in Section 8.2 for the corner output.
To begin, we show in Figure 8-1a, 8-1b, 8-1c and 8-1d, (sh)* B/Sh, (sh)*B/Sh, (sh)re/Sh,
and SHISh as a function of H for the pointwise-value output s(1) (for i = .9), the solution-
average output s(2), the bounded flux output s(3) and the unbounded flux output s(4),
respectively. In addition, we present in Figure 8-2a, 8-2b, 8-2c, and 8-2d, log l (sh)*B -
Sh,log (Sh)LB - sh, log (sh)re - Shl, and log IsH - Shl as a function of logH for the
pointwise-value output s(l) (for T = .9), the solution-average output s(2), the bounded flux
output s(3) and the unbounded flux output s(4), respectively. We observe that, in general,
the bounds are quite accurate, and that (Sh)pre is the most accurate estimator of the truth
output Sh, in fact more accurate than SH. Furthermore, we see that (sh)pre, (Sh)*UB, (sh)B,
and SH converge to Sh as H 2 for our three bounded output, which is optimal given our
piecewise-linear approximation space. The convergence rates of the unbounded flux are
less impressive; we obtain H 1.65 for (Sh)*re, (Sh)UB, (Sh)*B and H1 for SH.
The bound-based predictors (sh)*re are appealing, however, we can only rigorously
bound the errors in these predictors by ((sh)*B - (Sh)pre) < (Sh - (Sh)pre) < ((Sh)*B -
(sh)r,). For the average (s(2)) and the bounded flux (s(3)) outputs there is clearly fortuitous
cancellation in the evaluation of e(uH) such that SH is accurate even at H = .1 for which
UH(X) is a very crude approximation of u(x). This cancellation also appears in (sh) re
because of the symmetry of the upper and lower bounds, where the latter are relatively
inaccurate estimators of Sh. However, for the pointwise output (s(1)), in which no such
cancellation occurs, not only is I(sh)pre - ShI < ISH - ShI, but I(Sh)*B - Sh Ie SH - ShI, and
I((sh)B - Shl < ISH - Shl. Similar conclusions can be drawn for the unbounded flux output
(s(4)) where the bounds (sh)LB and (sh)*B provide better prediction than SH. In fact, SH
is an inaccurate approximation of Sh which illustrates the added value of having bounded
functionals. We also observe, in this case, that the bounds are very sharp and give a much
better "approximation" of sh than SH.
In an engineering design application, four values can be obtained from the bounds
procedure: the two bounds, the average of the bounds and the H-mesh output. Note that
the bounds do not give any indication about the accuracy of SH but instead relate to sh;
therefore increasing the reliability of the design framework.
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Figure 8-1: Plots of (sh) *B/Sh, (Sh)pre/Sh, (Sh)*LB/sh, and SH/Sh as a function of (effective)
H for (a, top) s(1), the pointwise-value output, (b, bottom) s(2), the solution-average output.
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Figure 8-1: Plots of (sh)B/sh, (Sh)re/Sh, (sh)LB/Sh, and SH/Sh as a function of (effective)
H for (c, top) s(3), the bounded flux output, (d, bottom) s(4), the unbounded flux output.
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bottom) s(4),the unbounded flux output.
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8.2 Convection-Diffusion Equation in Two Space Dimensions
In this Section we present results for the convection-diffusion equation, for v = .1, and for
two outputs: the average solution on the segment F0 shown in Figure 4-1, (4.7), and the
value at the corner (4.8). We compare three different hybrid flux formulations for the P 1
finite element discretization: the nonconforming formulation presented in Section 6.1, the
strong conforming formulation and the gradient forced conforming formulation presented
in Section 6.2.
The triangulation, T(Ho,R), is investigated to evaluate the H-mesh influence on the
bounds. It consists of uniform refinements of the coarsest mesh 7 (Ho,1). The H-meshes, TH,
correspond to 7TH o,R), R = 1, 2, 3, 4, 6 and the truth h-mesh corresponds to Th = 7Ho,12)
7(Ho,1) and Th are shown in Figures 8-3a and 8-3b, respectively. Note that, for different
refinement values of R, we satisfy XH C Xh as required by the theory. We shall denote the
effective working-approximation element size associated with triangulation TH = 7THo,R) as
H -- 1/R. In all the meshes 7THo,R), elements are concentrated near the domain boundary
walls in anticipation of the boundary layers that will form on the "left" and "top" walls
but also in anticipation of the boundary layers in the adjoint, 'H~(x), for which the flow is
reversed. It is clear that this "bottom" and "right" wall refinement is not required for the
original problem, and is thus a "hidden" cost associated with the bound procedure.
We plot in Figure 8-4a, 8-4b, and 8-4c, (sh)*UB/sh, (sh)LB/h, (Sh)pre/Sh, and SHIh as
a function of H for the three different hybrid flux formulations considered: nonconforming,
strong conforming and gradient forced conforming, respectively. Here, the output of interest,
Sh, is the average boundary values near the top left corner, (4.7). The bounds presented
reflect the optimal scaling r* described in Section 7 where ,* approaches 0.93 for the
nonconforming formulation, r* approaches 1.16 for the strong conforming formulation and
K* approaches 1.18 for the gradient forced formulation as H -+ h.
From the nonconforming formulation results, we see that the most accurate estimator
of the tre ru  output, Sh is followed by (sh)*re, (Sh)*B, and (sh)LB. We contend that the
degradation in the accuracy of (Sh)*B and (Sh) B is more than balanced by the certainty
that these quantities bounds sh from below and above; no such two-sided, or even one-sided,
assurances are associated with either SH or (Sh)pre. Nevertheless, as an error estimator for
Sh, the bounds are less than impressive. Recall, that in our engineering design scenario, the
bounds do not serve as estimators but more as "verificators" of sh.
We observe that in the conforming case we have considerably improved the lower bound
(Sh)B and therefore (sh)pre is now the most accurate estimator for the true output, sh,
followed by SH, (Sh)UB, and (Sh)LB. The accuracy of (Sh)LB and (sh)*B is not yet impres-
sive but has improved and is within reasonable engineering values. For our coarsest mesh
calculations, we obtain bounds on the output within +12% and for calculations on 7 (Ho,2)
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Figure 8-3: (a) Coarsest working mesh TH = T(Ho,1), and (b) truth mesh TH = T(Ho,12)
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we are well within ±5% of sh.
Recall that the only difference in the gradient forced and strong conforming formulations
is the approach to calculate the initial approximation for the hybrid flux. We note, from
Figure 8-4b and 8-4c that the gradient based hybrid flux initial approximation is almost
as good as the strong initial approximation of the conforming formulation. However, the
accuracy of (Sh)re in the strong conforming formulation is slightly better that (Sh),e for
the gradient based calculations.
In Figure 8-5a, 8-5b, and 8-5c we present log I(Sh)*B -Shl, log (Sh)*LB -Sh, log I(sh)pre-
sh, and log IsH - Sh as a function of log H for the same three hybrid flux formulations. As
expected, we observe that SH, (Sh)*B, and (sh)UB all converge to Sh as O(H 2 ) in all three
cases.
The reconstructed solution ?,h illustrates the bounds sharpness. It is clear that, if the
bounds are tight, the approximation 1.1 must be close to uh. We compare in Figure 8-6, 8-7,
8-8, and 8-9, + for the nonconforming formulation, the strong conforming formulation and
the gradient forced conforming formulation associated with the working mesh TH = T(Ho,3),
and Uh for the truth mesh TH = T(Ho,12), respectively. In order to render visual comparison
more transparent we choose the level of 4^+ in all singular domains TH so that t+ and UH
agree at one vertex of TH. We observe the small discontinuities in 1-+ across subdomains
boundaries which are an indication of the accuracy of the method used in the hybrid flux
approximation. Indeed, if is quite close to Uh for the working mesh T(Ho,3). This is not
always the case as for the working approximation TH = T(Ho,1) (Figure 8-10) where we
clearly see that ^+ is not close to uh. For this coarsest H-mesh the grid Peclet number
is "supercritical"; the resulting oscillations are also responsible for the poor quality of the
bounds for H = 1. We believe that stabilization techniques applied on the H-mesh should
improve the bounds for large H.
The increased sharpness observed for the lower bound of the strong conforming formula-
tion discussed above is also apparent on the reconstructed solution 24f presented in Figure
8-7. We observe that the small discontinuities in U+ across subdomains boundaries are
almost not visible which is not the case for the nonconforming formulation of Figure 8-6.
This suggests that the strong conforming approach to the hybrid flux approximation is more
accurate. Similarly, we observe, for the forced approximation, that the discontinuities in
U+ across subdomains boundaries are also very small. The discontinuities appear to be of
equivalent size as in the strong conforming approach.
We conclude the analysis of the different types of hybrid flux approximations with a
few remarks. First, it seems - at least for this model problem - that both conforming
approaches give similar results, slightly better in the strong conforming approach but noth-
ing really significant. We should point out that the latter approach has the advantage of
being easier to implement. Second, for all our corner average values output results, the
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Figure 8-4: Plots of (sh)*UB/Sh, (Sh)re/Sh, (Sh)1B/Sh, and SHISh as a function of (effective)
H for (a, top) for nonconforming hybrid flux, (b, middle) for strong conforming hybrid flux,
and (c, bottom) for gradient forced conforming hybrid flux.
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Figure 8-6: Plot of + for TH = 7TH,3) using a nonconforming formulation to calculate the
hybrid flux.
stabilization parameter is of order unity and therefore just slightly improves the bounds.
Nevertheless, there exist outputs where the use of the stabilization parameter is essential,
for example the corner value output which will be presented next. In fact this stabilization
parameter is more often essential that not; other examples include the Stokes problem lift
output of Section 8.4 and the nonuniform velocity field of the convection-diffusion problem
introduced in Appendix B. Finally, the bounds are relatively sharp and converge to sh at
least as fast as SH converges to Sh as H -+ h.
The output s(6) is now considered. Recall that this output functional is unbounded. In
this example, the strong conforming formulation is employed in the bounds calculations.
Our goal in presenting results for this output is twofold: first, to show how one unbounded
functional performs in two space dimensions and second, to demonstrate the need of the
optimal output procedure.
We plot in Figure 8-11, (sh)*UB/Sh, (Sh)B/Sh, (Sh)re/Sh,(Sh)UB/Sh, (sh)LB/Sh, (Sh)pre/Sh
and SHISh as a function of H for the corner pointwise value. The superscript * refers to
the optimal bounds. Both optimal scaling r,* and non optimal scaling K = 1 are presented
for comparison. Note that (ah)re and (Sh)pre is in both cases the same. The effect * is
uniquely the reduction of the gap between the bounds as proved in Section 7.2. For our
optimal scalarization parameter * approaches 0.04 as H -+ h. It is clear from the small
value of t* that the stabilization parameter is essential as seen in Figure 8-11.
In Figure 8-12, we present log (sh) *B-shJ , log I(sh) B-shl, log I(Sh)re-Sh, log I(sh)UB-
• . . . . .
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Figure 8-8: Plot of t+ for TH = T(Ho,3) using a gradient forced conforming formulation to
calculate the hybrid flux.
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Figure 8-11: Plots of (sh)UB/Sh, (Sh)LB/Sh, (non optimal bounds) (Sh)*UB/Sh, (Sh)LB/Sh,
(optimal bounds) (Sh)pre/Sh, and SHISh as a function of (effective) H for the corner value
output, S(6)
Sh, log I(Sh)LB - Sh , log (Sh)pre - Shl, and log ISH - Shl as a function of logH to illustrate
the convergence results for both optimal and non-optimal scaling parameter ,. We note
a large improvement in convergence rates for the optimal i*. For r = 1 both bounds,
(Sh)LB, (Sh)UB, converge to Sh as H0 .65 while (Sh)pre, SH converge to Sh as H 1" 85 and
H1 .56 , respectively. When we optimize r, not only the bounds are more accurate but the
convergence rate of (Sh)*B, (Sh)*UB increases to O(H 1 .5).
From the reconstructed solution 1h and Uh for the optimal r,* presented in Figure 8-13
and 8-14 (zoom in near the corner) we clearly see the deformation of the element at the
point of interest. We observe how the elements is flipped down and up for the lower bound
result and the upper bound result, respectively. This effect is directly related to the output
functional fo which acts as a Neumann source at the corner. In fact, the lower bound
output is essentially a sink, pulling down the values of Uh and the upper bounds output is
a source, pushing up the values of jhW.
8.3 Poisson Equation in Two Space Dimensions with Higher
Order Spatial Discretization
The Poisson equation on a square domain with homogeneous Dirichlet boundary conditions
and a forcing term equal to unity is considered here. For this problem our finite element
space is enriched to pursue second order interpolants, that is we use P 2 triangular elements.
This configuration has a slight singularity at the corner; the boundary condition impose the
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Figure 8-12: Plots of eUB = log I(Sh)UB--hl, eLB = log I(Sh)LB -Shl (error for non optimal
bounds) , e*B = log I(Sh)*UB - shi, eTLB = log I(Sh)*B - ShI (error for optimal bounds) ,
epre = log I(Sh)*re - Sh1, and eH = log ISH - shI as a function of log H for the corner value
output, s (6)
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Figure 8-13: Plot of h+ for TH = T(Ho,3) for the corner value output, s (6)
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corresponds to T = T H,8); Th. Note that, the triangulation is structured and that for
different refinement values of R, we satisfy XH C Xh as required by the theory. As before, we
shall denote the effective working-approximation element size associated with triangulation
TH = 7 (Ho,R) as H - 1/R.
We investigate here two types of higher order hybrid flux formulations presented in
Section 6, that is, the nonconforming Po initial approximation (strong conforming, approach
A) and the gradient based P 1 initial approximation (gradient forced conforming, approach
B). Here, we only present the convergence plots in Figure 8-15a and 8-15b, log I(sh)UB -
Shl,log (Sh)LB - Shl,log|(Sh)pre - Shl, and log ISH - Shl as a function of logH for the
solution average over the entire domain calculated with approach A and with approach B,
respectively. For the results presented here we do not optimize with respect to output scaling
,*. Our results are obtained for , = 1. Recall, from Section 6.1 that P 1 nonconforming
initial approximation does not allow the required orthogonality construction and cannot be
implemented.
We consider here the average solution output, s(7) of equation (4.9). We show in Ap-
pendix A that this output is a "compliance", (Sh)LB = SH. In Figure 8-15a and 8-15b we see
that both (sh)LB and sH are superposed as indicated by the theory. In such "variationally
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Figure 8-15: Plots of eUB = log I(sh)UB - Sh , eLB = log (Sh)LB - Sh , epre - log10(Sh)pre -
s h , and eH -log 10 H - shI as a function of log H for
and (b, bottom) the P 1 initial approximation.
(a, top) the Po initial approximation,
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Figure 8-16: Plot of "11" for TH = TH,,2) for PO initial approximation.
(very) special" circumstances - a symmetric problem and energy output - our new bound
procedure is less compelling: the only advantage is that upper bounds for the output may
be readily obtained (without recourse to complementary energy principles). Unfortunately,
or fortunately, most problems and outputs are less accommodating than the compliance.
Three observation can be drawn from the upper bounds analysis of the convergence.
First, we note that in both approaches (sh)UB convergences to Sh slower that (sh)LB which
converges to Sh as O(H 3 .7). For smooth data the convergence rate should be O(H 4 ) but
the singularity reduces slightly. The convergence rates for the upper bounds are O(H3 .4)
and O(H 2 .7) for approach A and for approach B, respectively. Second, the convergence
rate of (sh)UB for approach A is higher than for approach B. We would expect the opposite
because approach B is based on a higher order initial approximation for the hybrid flux.
Third, we observe that even for the coarsest mesh the upper bound (sh)UB is more accurate
in approach A than in approach B. These results are not yet well understood and require
future work.
The reconstructed solution Uh+ are presented for both cases in Figure 8-16 and 8-17 for
the working mesh TH = 7 Ho,,3). We observe that the small discontinuities in U across
subdomains boundaries are indistinguishable to the naked eye.
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Figure 8-17: Plot of U1  for TH = 7(Ho,2) for Pi initial approximation.
8.4 Stokes Problem
We present results for the Stokes problem for a periodic domain (Figure 5-1) where the
flow is driven by a pressure gradient. For this model problem the pressure gradient divided
by viscosity equals to 1. A velocity field solution of this problem is shown in Figure 8-
18. The triangulation investigated, 7(Ho,R), are uniform refinements of the coarsest mesh
T(Ho,1) shown in Figure 8-19a. The H-meshes, TH, correspond to T(Ho,R), R = 1, 2, 3, 4, 6
and the truth h-mesh corresponds to Th = 7(Ho,12); Th is shown in Figure 8-19b. Note that,
for different refinement values of R, we satisfy XH C Xh as required by the theory. We
shall denote the effective working-approximation element size associated with triangulation
TH = 7(Ho,R) as H = 1/R.
Three outputs are investigated as defined generically in (5.10): the flowrate, s(8 ), the
lift force on the body, s(9), calculated with an incompressible test function Xa and the lift
force, s(9 ), calculated with a test function Xb defined as:
X b=0, in Q\ ',
Xb=0, in Q\ ',
X b=0, on Fi, i={1,2,3,4,5}, (8.1)
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Figure 8-18: Velocity field solution for TH 7Ho,1)
Xb = 0, on Fi, i = {1,2,3,4},
X2b= 1, on 5,
where Q' contains all the elements of T(Ho,1) that have an edge on s5. Both choices of X
are valid choices to obtain the lift, however their cost and effect on the bound calculations
is very different. The incompressible Xa is calculated on the H-mesh and necessitates
additional local solves to project on the h-mesh, while for Xb, we just use the definition
(8.1). Furthermore, the former forces the fo'() term to vanish in the output functional
and therefore the output is only a function of the velocity components. The latter, Xb
does indeed have a pressure contribution to the output which needs an equilibration when
solving for the adjoint on the h-mesh (5.68)-(5.69). Note also that for both choices (X a, Xb)
the condition (5.15) is satisfied because the inhomogeneous Dirichlet boundary conditions
integrate to zero.
The objective to calculate bounds is to evaluate the output associated with 7(Ho,12)
by calculating rigorous bounds of that output Sh. To this end, different H-mesh can be
exploited. It is obvious that the cost of the bound calculations increase as a finer H-mesh
is used, that is as R increases for T(Ho,R). This also leads to sharper bounds because the
adjoint and the hybrid flux are more accurately approximated.
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Figure 8-19: (a) Coarsest working mesh TH = Ho,1), and (b) truth mesh TH = T H,12)"
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We plot in Figure 8-20a, 8-20b, and 8-20c, (sh)UB/Sh, (Sh)pre/Sh, (Sh)LB/Sh, and s*H Sh
as a function of (effective) H for, respectively, s(8) (flowrate), s(9) (lift force) for both choices
of X. For the coarsest mesh, we observe that the upper bounds for all outputs are within
+15%. The accuracy of the lower bounds depend on the output considered. For the lift
output, s(8), the lower bounds are within -5% and almost equal to the SH; in fact in this
case we have a "weak" compliance. For s (9 ) , the lower bounds are -20% from sh. We also
observe, for a refinement of two, these bounds are well within ±10%. Recall that one of
main advantages of the bounds is the certainty that Sh lies within their values. In practice,
the "working" mesh should be picked sufficiently accurate; assuming such an approach we
expect very sharp bounds.
In Figure 8-21a, 8-21b, and 8-21c, we plot eUg = log |(Sh)*B - ShI, eLB = log (sh)*LB -
Sh , epre = log I(h)pre - sh, and eH = log ISH - ShI as a function of log H for respectively,
s(8), s(9) . For s(8), (Sh)LB and sH appear to converge to Sh as O(H1. 5 ) as H -+ h. We
would expect, for smooth solution, SH to converge as O(H 2 ). The corner singularities is
most probably the reason why SH converges to Sh as O(H 1 .5 ) and not O(H 2 ). Note that
from our "weak" compliance analysis in Appendix A the hybrid fluxes are zero and therefore
rule out any error contribution form that calculation. Compliance also confirms that we
should expect and we do obtain the same convergence rates for both the (Sh)LB and SH.
Now, if we consider the convergence of (sh)UB we note that it is slightly less, O(H 1.3 )
compare to O(H1 .5 ) for (Sh)LB. We believe that this may be caused by the hybrid flux
approximation - maybe the Po initial approximation. Considering s(9) the quantities,
(Sh)UB, (Sh)LB and (Sh)pre converge at the previous lower rate, O(H1.3), and SH converges
at the same rate as before, O(H1 5 ). The same comments regarding the convergence rate
can also be expressed for the lift output, s(9)
The bounds presented here reflect the use of the scaling parameter r, described in Sec-
tion 7.2. For the flowrate output K = 1 is optimal for all H and for the lift output K* tend to
0.0886 as R increases. We also note that the choice of X does not influence significantly the
accuracy and convergence of the bounds. This conclusion indicates that Xb should always
be chosen because it is the least computationally expensive.
It is clear that, if the bounds are tight, the approximations H, must be close to Uih. We
show, in Figure 8-22a and 8-22b, U and U h associated with the flowrate for the working
mesh TH = 7 Ho,3). (In order to render visualization comparison more transparent, we
choose the level of Mg in all subdomain TH so that U and Uih agree at one vertex of TH.)
We observe that both AU are quite smooth. The lack of small discontinuities in /ui across
subdomain boundaries is an indication of the accuracy of the hybrid fluxes. Note that,
near singularities (corners of F 5 ) the approximation is less accurate. We believe that this
behavior contributes significantly to the gap between the upper and lower bounds. However,
in practice a different H-mesh, refined in the vicinity of the singularities, would be used.
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Figure 8-20: Plots of (sh),B/Sh, (Sh)pre/Sh, (Sh)*B/Sh, and SHISh as a function of (effec-
tive) H for (a, top) s(8), the flow rate, (b, middle) s(9), the lift force calculated using Xa,
(c, bottom) s(9), the lift force calculated using Xb.
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Figure 8-21: Plots of e*B = log I(Sh) B - Sh , eLB = log I(Sh)B - Sh|, ere = log I(sh)pre -
Sh, and eH = log 1SH - ShI as a function of log H for (a, top) s(8) the flowrate, (b, middle)
s(9) the lift calculated using Xa, and (c, bottom) s(9) the lift force calculated using Xb.
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Chapter 9
Conclusion
9.1 Summary and Limitations
In this thesis we have presented an inexpensive procedure that calculates bounds to outputs
of interest at a fraction of the cost of performing the "truth" mesh calculations. The outputs
considered are linear functionals of the field variable which characterized the system under
investigation (such as drag, average heat flux and many others).
In engineering design, outputs are introduced in the objective functions used in the
optimization framework. Our approach will provide bounds to such outputs as an inex-
pensive alternative. The bounding procedure gives not only an estimate of the required
output but also a certainty of where the "truth" output would actually lie. Recall that
by "truth" we refer to a very accurate approximation of the field solution and associated
output. The implication of this procedure on the design framework is mainly twofold. First,
reduced computation time by allowing the use of a fast but only relatively accurate working
mesh. Second, improved reliability, where we obtain for the "working" mesh a "truth" mesh
certainty with respect to the output of interest.
This method is based on two key concepts: the construction of an augmented Lagrangian
and the use of quadratic-linear duality theory. In essence this Lagrangian is a quadratic
"energy" reformulation of the desired output, and the constraints are the finite element
equilibrium equations and the intersubdomain continuity requirement. From quadratic-
linear duality theory we have shown that our augmented Lagrangian leads to bounds for
any chosen candidate Lagrange multipliers. Finally, through domain decomposition and
"hybridization" of the intersubdomain condition we obtain decoupled Neumann subdomain
calculations of the bounds. Note that this procedure also allows for different discretizations
types such as finite difference and finite volumes.
The engineering relevance of the results presented in this thesis should be clear by the
choice of outputs we have considered. The problems we have treated are not necessary
relevant to the entire engineering community but illustrate some specific issues: nonsym-
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metric operators presented in the convection-diffusion equation, incompressibility constraint
treated in the Stokes problem. The bounds for the specific outputs considered are rigorous,
quantitative and relatively sharp.
For the "working" H-mesh considered, which are in general not so accurate in two space
dimensions, we obtain bounds within +20% for a refinement value of R = 12. Note that for
such a refinement every element is subdivided into 144 elements. In general, the average
of the bounds, (Sh)pre, is very close to Sh and may be used as a very accurate estimator of
Sh. We also observe that in most cases studied to date, we find that the bounds converge
to Sh at least as fast as SH converges to Sh as H -- h. The only exception would be the
convergence rate for the outputs of the Stokes problem.
We address now some of the limitation of our bounds procedure. Based on our compu-
tational experimentation, we came to the conclusion that bound optimization is essential
in many cases. In particular, when the output is localized to a region, a line or a point,
bounds without bound optimization are useless.
We also believe that the coarse mesh is of determinative practical importance. The gap
of the bounds is in some sense based on how well this "working" mesh resolves some of the
"hidden" adjoint features. Recall that the adjoint equation has the output as a forcing term
which makes it very difficult to construct an adequate "working" mesh. It is obvious that
an ideal procedure would be to have an automatic adaptive mesh that would control both
the solution error and the adjoint error.
The hybrid flux calculation is another important parameter that affect the sharpness of
the bounds. For higher order spatial discretisation, convergence rates of the bounds should
be higher if we would have developing an initial nonconforming P1 approximation instead
of our actual initial approximations discussed in Section 6.2.2. However, it seems impossible
[24] to construct such higher order nonconforming approximation to the flux. The difficulty
appears in the nodal structure of the underlying elements. The fact is that these nodes
lie on an ellipse and that there exists a second-degree polynomial which vanishes at these
nodes.
Furthermore, this approach is not suited to analyze the details of field solutions; it has
been developed with design as a focus. Recall that our goal is to bound outputs which are
linear functions of field solutions. Though, even if we obtain a reconstructed field solution,
the bounds on the output are the only values we can depend on. The reconstructed field
solution is more for illustrative purposes.
Many other limitations to fully utilize our technique in a design framework exist at
this point in time; nevertheless these limitations will soon be addressed and therefore are
discussed as future work.
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9.2 Future Work
To fully exploit all the reach of this approach much work remains to be done. We briefly
itemize here some of the targets that could be tackled.
On extensions to different problems: For time-dependent problems initial work has
already been performed. The framework has been developed for ODEs and is now being
expanded to PDEs [45]. Similarly, initial results for a nonlinear case for ODEs is already
available but full treatment of the nonlinear terms still remains to be developed. In [39], a
non linear conduction problem in R1 is presented for the flux, pointvalue and the average
values outputs. A most critical issue is the extension to noncoercive operators, even for
linear operators. We remind the reader that stability terms in the Lagrangian are important
and allows us to bound from below the value of the Lagrangian at the saddlepoint even
for candidate Lagrange multipliers which are not exact. Thus, the "energy" equality, in
particular the quadratic term in this equality, is essential for stability.
On extensions within the finite element method: The results presented here are obtained
for subparametric elements and exact integrations (computed analytically). Extension to
treat isoparametric elements and quadratures is required to address more accurately curved
geometries. Analysis these variational "crimes" should also be developed.
On extensions to different numerical formulation: Our Lagrangian formulation permits
us to treat much more general discretizations, not only the finite element method. We recall
from Chapter 3, that the discretized form is applicable to other finite discretization. A mix
between methods is also possible. For example, having a stabilized Galerkin method for the
H-mesh to improve stability of the solution and a standard method for solving the h-mesh
subdomain problems. However, we do not claim that this extension is trivial, in particular
concerning boundary conditions and hybrid flux approximations in two space dimensions.
On extensions to adaptive error control: The bounds procedure gives no information
regarding the contribution of each element to the error. An interesting research direction
would be the development of a method that would, for a given number of elements, control
the errors of the elements distribution in such a way that the output of interest is more
accurate. Adaptivity for the adjoint problem is also an important issue as previously dis-
cussed. The goal is to reduce the gap between the bounds by a better approximation of the
adjoint on the H-mesh.
On parallel implementation: Our approach decouples directly the matrix system into
subdomains; parallelization is therefore straightforward. Note also that the hybrid flux
calculation, even if not very resource intensive, may be directly solved in parallel. In
addition, these problems are fully independent, not just decoupled spatially, but allow
concurrent processing. The only additional work required to parallelize the entire procedure
is to parallelize the initial H-mesh problem and the adjoint problem. Parallelization of these
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two solution strategies can be performed using existing parallelization algorithms.
On extension to larger classes of output functionals: We have considered in this thesis
bounded and unbounded linear-functionals of the field variables as output. We can easily
extend our approach to convex functionals of the field variables. However, many other types
of outputs exist.
On extension to three space dimension: The critical ingredient should be to generate
the hybrid flux in this higher dimension. Recall that going from one space to two space
dimensions introduces additional complexity in the hybrid flux calculations such as the
equilibrium procedure required for each node. This remains to be done in three-dimensions
where we have not only elements connecting at each node but also on line segments.
On the theoretical extension: For all the results presented we have drawn the conver-
gence plots. There exist ways to estimate a priori the convergence rates of the bounds. The
development of such procedure adds certainty because the designer could exploit the con-
vergence rate information and select a design mesh that yields the desired bounds accuracy.
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Appendix A
Compliance
By compliance we identify the property of our finite element bound technique for which the
linear functional output calculated on the H-mesh is equal to the lower bound,
(Sh)LB = 7+ = SH. (A.1)
This property is not general - otherwise we would no need to calculate the lower bound -
it only exist in some specific situation. In particular, compliance exists when the following
conditions are united:
* the inhomogeneity of the weak from equals the output functional, N(v) = f0(v),
* boundary conditions are homogeneous Dirichlet,
* the operator of the problem considered is symmetric.
To be more precise we will consider the Poisson problem - convection-diffusion of
Section 4.1 with U = 0. The variational form is: Find UH E XH such that,
a(v, UH) = N(v), VV G XH. (A.2)
The output of interest becomes,
s = fo(UH), (A.3)
and from (4.53) the output can also be written as,
SH = -a (UH, UH) + CU fN( H) + D (UH). (A.4)
Now, we examine the lower bound, (+) superscript. We first analyze the adjoint equation
(4.31), and rewrite it for the lower bound,
a' (C), w) = -( 2a'(w, uH) _ N(w) +O(w)), Vw E XH. (A.5)
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We observe, that for £N(w) = & (w), Vw E XH, that (A.5) reduces to
a(i + , w) = -2a(w, UH), Vw E XH. (A.6)
It follows that the resulting adjoint, 0 + , is then precisely twice the negative of the
solution, UH,
+ 
= -2UH. (A.7)
The boundary condition for the adjoint 0 + have to be consistent with the solution UH
boundary condition; therefore, only homogeneous Dirichlet boundary conditions can exist.
We now examine the hybrid flux calculation. The term B+(v, uH), given in (4.36),
equals zero. Therefore, the equilibrium equation is directly satisfied, the hybrid flux is zero
and no hybrid flux calculations are required.
Using the above candidates in the Lagrange multipliers, we now solve the h-mesh prob-
lem (4.39) for Ui+ which becomes,
2a(w, +) = 2aS(w, UH). (A.8)
It is clear that our h-mesh solution is nothing else that the "energy" norm projection of
our H-mesh solution. We then conclude that our lower bound is the same as SH,
77 = -- aS(uH, UH) + CU _ eN(UH) + fD(uH) = SH. (A.9)
Results for our outputs s(7) and s( 8) illustrate this property for the Poisson problem
and the Stokes problem, respectively. Compliance for the Stokes problem is not as exact
as in the Poisson problem. The equalities are only approximate. Nevertheless, the ideas
are similar to that of the Poisson problem but have to be applied to each component of
velocity. Therefore, both velocity components need to satisfy the three condition necessary
for compliance. In our model problem, the momentum equation in the x direction, has a
forcing term of one and the output is the average solution. For the y direction momentum
equation, there is no forcing nor is there any velocity in this direction included in the output
functional. In both cases we have homogeneous Dirichlet boundary conditions on F1 , F3,
and F5 for each component of velocity and periodic boundaries on 172 and 174. Note that
the periodic boundaries are also consistent with (A.7). The proof of compliance for the
Stokes problem differs, it is not rigorous due to the adjoint projection from the H-mesh to
the h-mesh, (5.68)-(5.69). It also differs by the treatment of the divergence operator which
remains part of the equations and only vanishes at the end. At the beginning, we obtain,
aS(O+ ,wi)-di(wi,A+) = - 2 a'(wi,uiH), V(w 1 , 2 ) E (XH) 2,
-d (0+q) = (fOp (q)) Vq E YH. (A.1O)
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and based on the same arguments as earlier - zero hybrid flux for both component of
velocity - we arrive at,
2a(wi, ) - d2 (wi, 2aS(wi, uiH) - di (wi, A+H),
-di T, (ih, q) 0 Vq C Mh.
V(W1, W2) (Vh) 2,
(A.11)
We conclude that /+ is the energy projection of UiH on the h-mesh which yields the desired
compliance result.
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Appendix B
Variable Velocity
We now extend the formulation of the convection-diffusion problem to include a variable
velocity field, U(x). We consider the convection-diffusion equation (4.1)-(4.3) where the
velocity field U(x) is assumed to have the properties:
* Incompressible field
= 0.aUi (B.1)
(B.2)
e No flow through dQ,
Ui -hj = 0 on 80.
In such a context, we consider a generic square domain Q problem with four sides denoted
by F3 , j = 1, ..., 4 having both Dirichlet and Neumann boundary conditions. Assuming
we are given a velocity field (U E , UE ) either from another simulation or as an explicit
function, we require to solve the incompressible projection on our H-mesh. The projected
field (U1 , U2 ) is obtained by solving,
a(Ui - U, vi) -di(vi,p) = 0,
-di(vi, q) = 0,
VVl, V2 C (XH) 2 ,
Vq E YH
where (U1, U2) is in (XH) 2 where XH and YH are defined in (5.46)-(5.47).
Given our assumptions on (U1, U2), the variational form of (4.1)-(4.3)
1 (Q) such that,
f DvDu Ou 1 DUi jf
v---- + vUi + -vu dA = vf dA + N ds,
axi azi 8x 2 xzi r
(B.3)
(B.4)
is: Find u C
Vv E No(Q). (B.5)
We have introduced f2 vu'9 dA in (B.5) because the Ui calculated in (B.3)-(B.4) does
not exactly satisfy (B.1), so we need to make sure there are no sourcess.
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In this variable velocity context the bilinear operators defined in (4.13)-(4.15), need to
be modified to take into account the non-zero partial derivative of the velocity field. We
write
W Ow _v Dv 1 DUi
aT (w, v) = v-- + wU + -wv- dA,
THU xi CX Ox 2 dx,
Vw, v Cl (TH), (B.6)
and
S w9V 1f
aT (w, v) =  / dA + -
JTH uw 3 Dx3 JTHf FN
wvUjhj ds,
that, the last two terms in (B.6) lead to the last term
we write,
ITH 4 dA
Vw, v E 1 (TH). (B.7)
in (B.7) for w = v. To show
(B.8)
(B.9)
The bound procedure of Section 4.3 applies directly after substituting the new definitions
for aTH(,) and as H(,)
To complete the description of this variable velocity formulation, we need to prove
solvability of (4.42). The issue is to show that the equilibration equation (4.36) also applies
on the h-mesh for vS = 1, The right nullspace of as(,). Again, we examine a singular
element TH, which has asH (v, UT) = 0, and for solvability we require that
F (V'I OH) + E aYTH f VYIE-yTTH  y E(, _H) ds = 0
'TH TH ) TH
(B.10)
where F is defined in (4.35). We note that, from our refinement condition XJD +  XhD ,
from our linear approximation space, Xh, for which vS E Xh, and from our exact quadrature
requirement, all terms in (B.10) are equivalent on both the H-mesh and the h-mesh except
one: the term,
- f ±V dA , (B.11)
appearing in aTH ( , vS). We require that this term is precisely zero for both meshes. In
fact, we know from (B.4) that
q-Uj dA = 0, Vq E PI(TH).
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Note
(B.7)
ir 1 f 2dujI vUdA - 1- v2 V dA
2 J TH Lxjd 2 TH dAx
S f v2U, nj ds - 1 v2 dA
2 aTgnry 2 TH day
(B.12)
Because 0IH is in P 1 (TH) then we satisfy for all TH in TH,
-JT H dA = 0, (B.13)
which for exact quadrature holds also for both meshes. It follows that (4.42) is indeed
solvable.
Lets pause here and make some comments on quadrature. Solving (B.3)-(B.4) with the
Crouzeix-Raviart elements implies that the velocity field, U, is given by a quadratic-cubic
(bubble function) approximation. Therefore, if implementing quadratures, the integral in
(B.13) must be exact for P 2 approximation and not only the Pi approximation of u or 0
.
Finally, it is important to notice that the velocity field, U, is only defined on the H-mesh.
The bounds of the h-mesh output sh(uh) are therefore related to the H-mesh velocity field,
(U 1 , U2 ). In fact, the ultimate approach would be to include both the convection-diffusion
equation and the incompressible projection equation in our Lagrangian take into account
the effect of the velocity field on the h-mesh.
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Appendix C
Basis Functions for the
Crouzeix-Raviart Element
In this appendix we introduce the reference element basis functions for both the velocity
and the pressure approximation of the Crouzeix-Raviart element. We map the elements
in R 2 to the standard reference element Q defined in the barycentric coordinates system
(1, 2, 3) -
For velocity, seven nodes located and numbered as presented in Figure C-1 are intro-
duced. The shape functions corresponding to this P+ element are,
V= 1(-1 + 21), (C.1)
=2V  = 2(-1+2 2), (C.2)
3V  = (1 - 1 - 2)(1 - 2 1 - 262), (C.3)
4v = 4(1I2, (C.4)
5 = 42(1 - 1 - 2), (C.5)
v = 41(1 - 1 -2), (C.6)
V 6 162(l - 61 - 62) • (C.7)
Note that the first six bases are the usual quadratic bases and the seventh is the bubble
basis. As you may observe, this set of basis is not nodal. The value at the centroid (seventh
node) is given by f)(1/3, 1/3, 1/3) = v7/27 - (0~1 + ' 2 + 3)/9 + 4(~4 + v5 + i 6)/9.
The pressure bases are supported by three independent nodes for each triangle located
at their vertices. The shapes functions associated with pressure are
= 1, (C.8)
= -2, (C.9)
3P = I - 61 - 2 (C.10)
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(0,0
6 1 (0,1)
Figure C-1: Reference Crouzeix-Raviart element for velocity.
Figure C-2: Reference Crouzeix-Raviart element for pressure.
Finally, the reference element spaces are given by,
i = span{,j = 1,....,7},
X = span{ g ,j = 1,...,3}.
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(C.11)
(C.12)
